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CHAPTER I 
Introduction. 
The Honour o~ Tutbury comprised the group of estates in 
Staffordshire and Derbyshire which were granted to Henry 
Ferrers by William t he Conqueror. The Honour r ema ined the 
hereditary Ferrers est ate f or nearly t wo cent uries before 
Robert Ferrers, Earl of Derby, took part in the baronial 
rebellion a gainst Henry III. In May 1266 he was defeated in 
battle, and his l an ds , goods and chattels were forfeit to the 
Crovm. In June Henry, anxiou s to compensate his second son , 
Edmund, for the lost kingdom of Sicily and Naples, granted 
him the Honour in fee(l). 
Successive confir mation grants after J une, 1266, reduced 
Edmund ' s rights in the Honour. Terms l aid down for the 
r e turn of their estates t o the Disinherited in the Dicttw. of 
Kenilworth of October, 1266, should have included the Honour 
of Tutbury. Ho~ever, by means of some sharp practice E~~und 
mana.ged to keep the estate ( 2). When Ferrers was released 
from prison by the King , Edmund t ook h i m, more or less a 
prisoner, to Cippenham, and forced h im to agree to ful\fill 
almost impossible condit ions before regaining the Honour. 
When these conditions were not tul\filled, Edmund retained 
the Honour. These disreputable negotiations were convenientlj 
f'orgotten, and it c ame to be accepted that Edmund and h i s 
heirs held the Honour by right of the origi nal grant in fee 
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of June J266. 
The principal Staffordshire manors included in the 
original grant, and held in demesne by Edmund, were Tutbury' 
Rolleston, Marchington, Uttoxeter, Barton- ~ nder-Needwood and 
Agardsley. A very valuable addition to the Staffordshire 
part of the Honour was made in 1267 , when the King granted 
( 3) to Edmund the manor and borough of Newcastle-under- Lyme • 
In 1279 Edmund surrendered his Welsh estates to the King, and 
r eceived in return two Derbyshire manors, Ashbourne and 
Wirksworth, and the Wapentake of Wirksworth(4) . By this 
date Edmund held about eighteen manors in demesne in this 
county , including, in addition to Ashbourne and Wirksworth, 
Duffield, Belper and Hartington . 
By the end of the thirteenth century the Honour of Tut-
bury was only one unit in the vast conplex of estates wnL.,u 
formed the Earldom of Lancaster . The Honour of Leicester, 
formei"'ly held by Simon de Montfort had been granted to 
Edmund in 1265 (5 ) . In 1267 he had received the Honour and 
county of Lancaster(6), and become Earl of Lancaster . This 
title, not associated, like the Earldoms of Leicester and 
Derby, with rebe, lion, was adopted for Edmund and his est-
ates . By the end of the thirteenth century the Earl held 
land in many counties in England, but h i s territorial pos-
ition was strongest in the north and the north 
midlands . 
The marriage of Edmund' s son and heir Th 
' omas , to Alice de 
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Lacy, meant that on the death of Alice ' s father the whole 
de Lacy estate would be united with the Earldom of Lancaster. 
This happened in 1311, and strengthened the Earldom espec-
ially in Lancashire, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire . 
The administrative system of this vast estate has been 
described elsewhere( 7), and only a brief summary of the 
administrative structure of the Honour of Tutbury will be 
given here. The basis of this system was provided by the 
manorial reeves , the bailiffs of franchises , and the receivers 
of the forest wards . These officers col~ected rents and 
farms, the perquisites of courts and customary payments 
from the manors, bailliwiclcs and vr.rards , and saw to necessary 
repairs on the manors and wardP . The ward receivers were 
helped by parkers, and the manorial reeves occasionally by 
haleswayns, but only reeves and ward receivers drew up an-
nual accounts . The Earl ' s stock was kept on a compl etely 
non- manorial basis , in the charge of stockeepers, who also 
drew up annual accounts . In charge of the two forests on the 
Honour were Master- Foresters, who besides supervising the 
ward receivers drew up accounts deal ing exclusively wi t h 
deer 8nd timber . 
All these officers paid their surplus recei pts to the 
main financial official on the Honour , the Receiver of Tut-
bury. Sometimes payments wer e made direc t to the central 
author i ties of the Earldom, but most receipts l eav ing the 
Honour had first passed through the hands of the Receiver of 
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Tutbury. Before paying money to the central authorities, 
the Receiver paid for extraordinary expenditure on the Hon-
our, such as Castle repairs, paid the fees and wages of many 
officials , paid many annuities granted by the Earl and met 
many administrative costs, such as that of the annual audit. 
He paid his surplus receipts either to the Receiver-General 
at Kenilworth or direct to the Wardrober , the officer in 
charge of the Earl's household. 
The Receiver of the Honour's account, like those of 
r eeves, bailiffs, ward rece ivers, stockeepers and Master-
Fores ters, was examined each year by tv.'o auditors who trav-
elled round the main administrative centres of the Earldom, 
including Tutbury, for this purpose . 
The Steward of the Honour, not principally a financial 
officer, did not draw up an account , but fullfilled general 
administrative , supervisory and, above all, judicial duties 
on the Honour. In theory he held all courts on the Honour 
' 
though in practice most of this work was carried out by 
deputies(B) . 
The accounts of these officials form the principal 
sources for this study of the economic development of the 
estate in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. / Only a 
minority of these accounts, of course, have survived. A 
complete set for the accounting year Michelmas to Michelmas 
1313-14, is of great value in revealing all aspects of the 
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Honour~ economy at one date. However it is unique. No other 
comparable sets of accounts for the fourteenth century have 
survived. There are very few later stockeepers' accounts 
and no later Master-Foresters' accounts. There are long 
gaps in the series of reeves', bailiffs' and ward receivers' 
accounts , especially for the Staffordshire part of the 
estate. The infrequency of these accounts for most of the 
fourteenth century is a severe handicap to a discussion of 
economic developments on the Honour at this period. There 
are , for example, no accounts for the middle years of the 
century, and consequently the effect of the Black Death on 
the Honour is very difficult to estimate. Another handicap 
is the fact that two of the most complete surviving sets of 
accounts for the firs t three-quarters of the fourteenth 
century are for abnormal years. One set is for 1321-2, but 
covers only the months from March to Michelmas when the Hon-
our was in Crown hands. The second set is for 1361-2, the 
year of the death of Henry, first Duke of Lancaster, and 
excludes the period when the Honour was in the hands of the 
late Duke's executors. 
For the l&te. f.ourteenth century and for the whole of 
the fifteenth century the stu~viving accounts are much more 
regular . They include accounts for consecutive years for 
several short periods, which show year-by-year developments. 
There _are, however, still long gaps in the accounts of certain 
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manors, including Ashbourne and Newcastle-under-Lyme . 
The accoQnts are often detailed, and they provide a 
great deal of information about tne economy of the estate. 
We can examine the organisation of the Earl's stock and 
dairy far~ing on the Honour , and trace , to a certain extent , 
~ withdrawal of the Lancastrians from stock and da i ry farming 
during the fourteenth century. In certain resnec ts these 
accotmts differ from 1ost fourteenth century manor ial ac-
counts . The Earl of Lancaster had alr eady withdravm almos t 
conpletely from di~ect arable farming by the beginning of the 
fourteenth century. Only the final sta~e of this withdrawal 
is revealed in these accounts. Throughout the fourteenth 
snd fifteenth centuries most of the Honour' s r~sources were 
in the hands of tenants . Manorial reeves were principally 
rent-collectors . Their accounts record the changing values 
of rents and farms, but reveal very little detail about the 
organisation and methods of tenant farmers . Nevertheless 
much of interest emerges, and we c an trace fluctuations in 
the demand for l and , in the prosperity of industries such as 
cloth mru1ufacture and coal mining and in the development or 
tenant paPture farming . 
The accounts a~e supplemented by other manorial docu-
ments such as rentals and court rolls. These prov ide much 
information about the Honour's tenants which does not appear 
in the rentals , such as the s i ze of tenant holdings and the 
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activity of the mar·ket L11. villein land. Only a few of the 
many rentals drawn up during the fourteenth century survive. 
The dflte of some of these is obscure and some are partially 
i llegible. However a complete set of rentals for all the 
manors on the Honour, dl .. awn up in 1414 , and on which accounts 
were based for the rest of the fifteenth century, has sur-
vived. Court and wodemote rolls are inrrequent for the 
f irst three-quarters of the fourteenth century, but copious 
for the late fourt•enth century and the ~i~teenth century. 
The accounts continue into the sixteenth century, but 
1485, a year of administrative change, when Parliament 
vested the Duchy in Henry VII and his heirs, has been taken 
as the limit of this study. 
The Honour changed hands many times during this period, 
but was never out of the hands of the Earls and Dulces of 
Lancaste:t;' for long. In March 1322, the whole Earldom, in-
cluding the Honour, was forfeit to the Crown on the exec-
ution of Earl Thomas( 9). Heru~y , the brother and heir of the 
late Earl,retrieved the Earldom gl~adually. ~ne Honour of 
Tutbury was gr~nted to him at the King ' s pleasure in 1326 
(10) 
• In 1327 the judgement which had pronounced his brother 
a traitor was annulled, and Henry was completely reinstated 
in his inheritance(ll) . 
The Earldom passed smoothly to Henry's son in 1345. 
The fourth Earl's military prowess was renowned, and in 1351 
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~dw~~d III made him the second English Duke(12). Duke Henry 
died in the outbreak of plague ten years later, leaving the 
Duchy to be shared between his two daughters, Blanche and 
Maud. Henry had enfeoffed part of the Duchy, including the 
roj Honour of Tutbury ~ his executors to give them funds to 
carry out the tArms of his will , a practice followed by most 
Dukes during the next century. This enfeof'f""1ent uas a short 
one, and the Honour had passed to Blanche before the end of 
the year. When her sister died without heir in 1362, Blanche 
inherited the rest of the Duchy. On her death in 1369 the 
Duchy remained in the hands of her husband, John of Gaunt. 
Their son, Henry, assumed the Duchy with the Crown in 1399. 
Despite several temporary alienations the Honour remained 
as part of' the Duchy in Crown hands throughout the fifteenth 
century. Newcastle-under-Lyme, Wirksworth, Ashbourne and 
the Soke of Wirksworth were included in the enfeoffment of 
Henry V, which lasted from his death in 14~2 until 1442(l3). 
In 1444 the Honour ~as part of the dowTy of Queen Margaret 
of' Anjou (l4). Then in 14L~9 Newcastle-under-Lyme, the Soke 
of Wirksworth and Ashbourne were part of' the enfeoffment of 
Henry VI(l5). Despite widespread criticism of the feoffees, 
the Acts of Resumption of Henry ' s reign excluded his enfeof-
f'ments. The situati:)n was resolved in 1461 when the whole 
Duchy was claimed by Edward IV. Almost immediately the Honour 
was again alienated, when Edward granted it in fee to his 
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brother George, Duke of Clarence, in 1464(l6). The Honolw 
was included in the Act of Resumption of 1473, and there 
were no further alienations before 1485. 
Other land in Derbyshire , including the High Peak , was 
added to the Duchy in 1372, but this was administered sep-
ar2tely. This study has been confined to the lands admin-
istered as part of the Honour of Tutbury from the end of the 
thirteenth century. 
At the beginning of the fourteenth century the Earl of 
Lancaster, was, as we saw, one of the most important land-
owners in the north midlands . However, he held only a small 
group of his Staffordshire manors in demesne. Although his 
estate was compact, the Earl vres not the biggest landowner 
in the county. The Earl of Stafford probably held most land 
in Staffordshire, including the county's largest borough, 
Stafford itself. Many men held quite large estates in the 
county. In 1301, when tenants holding l and worth £40.0.0. 
or more were summoned for milita.ry service, nearly thirty 
Staffordshire tenants were named(l7) . A dozen of these held 
land worth at least £40.0.0. in another county. Yet this 
list excludes the largest landowners, such as the Earls of 
Stafford and Lancaster and ecclesiastical landowners such as 
the Bishop of Chester and the Abbot of Burton. 
In Derbyshire the Earl held more manors in demesne, and 
was probably the chief landowner, especially after the 
\I 
w 
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addition of the High Peruc to the Duchy in 1372. 
Neither Staffordshire nor Derbyshire ever ranked amongst 
the wealthier medieval counties. In the 1334 subsidy , for 
example, out of 42 counties, 29 paid more than Staffordshire 
and 32 paid more than Derbyshire(lB). Their assessments per 
acre were amongst the lowest in the lowland zone . Whereas 
East Anglia and the fenlands paid between 50s.Od. and 65s .Od. 
per thousand acres , Staffordshire paid less than 16s.Od. and 
Derbyshire less than 15s.Od. per thousand acres . This was 
typical of their relative positions amongst English counties 
during the Middle Ages. In an examination of the relative 
distribution of wealth amongst English counties, based on a 
series of tax assessments , Buchatzsch showed that Stafford-
shire and Derbyshire ranked uniformly low(l9). In a list of 
39 counties , Staffordshire came between twenty-seventh and 
twenty-ninth, and Derbyshire between twenty-eighth and thirty-
second throughout the entire medieval period. 
The distribution of wealth inside these counties was , of 
course, often uneven. Much of northern Derbyshire \ms barren 
upland, whilst there were fertile arable plains in the south. 
The Honour's manors in the county lay between these two 
extremes, including both uplands and alluvial valleys. Much 
of the most northerly manor , Hartington, was above 900'. 
This manor lay on the south edge of the mountainous uplands 
of northern Derbyshire. To the south of Hartington lie the 
southern foothills, a transitional zone between the northern 
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mountains and the southern plains . This i s a high, plateau-
like region, cut by deep valleys , where the soil is light 
and shallow over limestone . There are occasional veins or 
lead. Several or the Honour ' s manors lay in this area, incl-
uding AshboUl~ne, Brassington and Wi rksworth, and also the 
Soke of Wirksworth or the Low Pea1c. The soil makes poor 
arable in the north, but it improves further south towards 
Ashbourne . Even there , however, it needs constant attention 
to maintain its rertility( 2o) . In contrast to the indif-
rerent quality of the arable , the pastures provided by the 
southern foothills are amongst the best in the country( 2l) . 
Most of the res t of the HonoUl~ ' s Derbyshire manors lay 
in the alluvial valleys of the Derwent and its tributary the 
Ecclesbourne , where the soil is richer and more fertile. 
The arable in these valleys is reasonably good, but they are 
best suited to g1~assland. Belper and Duffield were the big-
gest of the valley manors . The enclosed forest of Duffield 
Frith , lay in the middle of these manors, including parts of 
the valleys of the Del~wen t and the Ecclesbourne . 
In Sta rfordshire the Honour did not include the mineral 
deposits which were the basis of the later prosperity of the 
county, but it contained some of the best agricultural land. 
Most of the manors lay in the broad, alluvial valleys or the 
Dove and the Trent . One of the Derbyshire manors , Scropton, 
lay just north of the Dove . The Honour included also Need-
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wood Forest, to the south and west of these valleys. The 
whole forest is low-lying, mostly under 400', with a soil 
derived from the Keuper marl . All these Staffordshire 
manors have heavy, rich soil, which i s fertile but difficult 
to ~.·Jork ( 22) . The arable was good here , but it was the grass-
land which made the valleys famous . Lelqnd observed, "There 
be wonderful pastures upon Dove. u( 23) 
Newcastle-under-L~~e, not originally part of the Honour 
of Tutbury , was geographically separate from the rest of the 
Honour, but it, too, had a rather heavy soil which \V<as best 
sui ted to gl"assland ( 2·'~). 
Today farms on the whole of the Honour concentrate on 
grass farming , and arable is relatively rare . The Dove 
valley, especially , is now a famous dairy- farming region( 25). 
Inevitably stock and dairy farming was important on the 
Honour in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. There were 
extensive pastures on all the Derbyshire upland manors , esp-
ecially Hartington . In addition to tenant Sock, there were 
about 5,500 sheep and 150 cattle bel onging to the Earl in 
this region in the early fourteenth century. The pastures 
attracted graziers from far afield. The Cistercian Abbeys 
of Build~was (Shropshire) and Garendon (Leicestershire) were 
pasturing stock on the Earl ' s upland manors at this period. 
The Derbyshire valley manors had access to the extensive 
gl"assland in Duffield Frith, which provided common pastures 
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for many near-by manors. Extra pastures in the Frith ·were 
leased, and in 1313 250 cattle belonging to the Earl were 
grazing there. Similarly, the Staffordshire manors had 
corunon pastures in Needwood Forest . In addition pastures 
were leased to tenants and more than a hundred horses and 
fifty pigs belonging to the Earl grazed in Need·Hood Forest 
and Duffield Frith. 
Meadow was often scarce on medieval manors , where as 
much land as possible was devoted to arable. The presence 
of such extensive pasture in the Low Peak and in the two 
forests of Neech·'Jod and Duffield Frith meant that stock and 
dairy farming on the Honour could thrive relatively free 
from limitations imposed by shortage of pasture . 
There vias also an unusually high proportion of meadow 
in the demesnes of several manors on the Honour. Demesne 
meadows on medieval m?nors v:rere not nornally much above one 
tenth the size of the demesne arable( 2t) . On the Honour of 
Tutbury's manors the proportion was often ~uch higher than 
this. At Brass ington and Ashbourne the meadows (33~ and 27 
acres) were nearly half the size of the arable demesnes . 
At Matlock the meadow (25 acres) was near ly one third of 
the size of the arable, and at Wirksworth about one q_uarter . 
On the manors in the Derwent valley, where the soil was 
richer , more emphasis was laid on arable farming . The demesne 
meadows were much smaller in rela tion to the arable on these 
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manors than on the manors in the uplands . At Bel per and 
Duffield the demesne meado\76 were about one tenth of the 
size of the arable . 
On the Staffordshire manors the proportion of meadow 
in the demesne varied widely from manor to manor . The b i g-
gest meadows were at Tutbury (87 acres) where they \veTe two-
fifths the size of the arable , and a t Barton (42 acres ) 
where they were over half the size of the arable . 
Grass farming was important on the Honour at the beg-
inning of the fourteenth century, but not , as today, to the 
complete neglect of arable farming . There were large arable 
demesnes on most of the Staffordshire manors , at Belper and 
Du.f'field., and even on some of the Derb;rshire upland manors . 
The largest ar able demesnes were in the Dove valley . There 
were 423 acres at Uttoxeter, 334 acres at Tutbtn~y and 190 
acres at Marchington . At Agardsley in the south west of 
NeedVJood Forest there were 168 acres , and at Barton , on the 
Trent, only 79 acres . 
The largest arable demesnes on the HonotU~ ' s Derbyshi re 
manors were at Bel per (283 acres ) and Duffield (235 acres ). 
Demesnes tended t o be smaller on the upland manors , being 
bet ween fifty and a hundred acres at Brassington, Bonsall , 
Matlock, Wirksworth and Ashbourne . At Alderwas~ey the dem-
esne was la·ger , 114 acr es , and rather surprisingl y , one of 
the biggest demesnes on the Derbyshire manors was at Hart-
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ington. Although this was the highest and bleakest of the 
manors on the Honour , there were 151 acres o~ arable demesne 
at Hartington itself, and 85 acres at Crowdecote , a hamlet 
to the north of Hartington . This arable probably did not 
produce a high yield, or a ~ood quality of corn . In fact, 
oats gro,·.n on this manor were regularly sold at prices well 
below the average( 27) . The large size of the arable demesne 
on an upland manor such as Hartington shows how medieval 
farmers could not afford to specialise completely on pasture 
faPming. 
The Honour lies inside the region of open- field cult-
ive tion in medievql England( 28 ) . At Rolleston, in fact , in 
the e8rly years of EliZ8beth I ' s reign there were six open 
fields( 29 ) . The manorial documents , however , include very 
little infor .1a tion about field systems . We do know that on 
his arable demesne at Tutbury in 1313-14 the Earl cul tivated 
t wo-thirds and lef't one- third fallow. 
Oats was the crop most suited to the arcble on the 
Derbyshire upland manors, which were too high for wheat ( 30). 
On the Hertin~ton demesnes the Earl grew oats and very l ittl e 
else. Further south, at Tutbury, a wider variety of crops 
was grown, including wheat , oats , barley , rye and peas . It 
is very difficult to get any idea of the normal crop dist-
ribution on this demesne , as it changed compl etely in the two 
years for which there is evidence. In 1313-14 oats and 
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barley were the chief crops, but in 1314-15 wheat and peas 
replaced them(3l). 
Some indication of tenant crops on the Honour is given 
by the details of the multures of the corn mills at New-
castle-under-Lyme in the years 1323-6. 
Some of the manorial mills were in hand duringthese 
yee.rs, and the mul tures were sold. Both oats and bal., ley 
were malted before being sold, and as we would expect, the 
malt made from barley was of a higher quality. ~e greatest 
part of the multure each year was oats. The proportion of 
the whole sales made up by malted oats (braseum avene) 
varied from two-thirds in 1324-5 to nearly four-fifths in 
1325-6. The next most important crop was wheat. The prop-
ortion of this ranged from 12.% in 1325-6 to 19% in 1324-5· 
Malted barley (braseum, capitalis) rye and groats (grottes) 
were sold in much smaller quantities. The predominant 
tena.nt crop in the Newcastle region was undoubtedly oats at 
this period. 
There were manorial corn mills on several Derbyshire 
manors(32), and on all the Staffordshire manors. The Earl 
enforced nis sei~ial monopoly of corn milling(33) , and 
at the beginning of the fourteenth century this was very 
profitable. All the corn mills were farmed and the high 
proportion of the total manorial receipts which they provided 
shows the importance of arable farming on the Honour. · A 
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total of £166 . 0 . 0. was collected from the farms of manorial 
corn mills in 1313-14 which formed about a tenth of the 
total cash live~ies from the Honour in that year(34). 
The mills on the nine Derbyshire manors wer e farmed for 
£66.15.8. Two-fifths of this c~me from the mills on the two 
v~ lley mano~s of Belper and Duffield, which were farmed for 
£26 .13.1+· 
The mills on six Needw0od Forest menors were f a r med for 
£50 . 12.8 . 87% of this c ame from the four Dove valley manors 
of Uttoxeter, J.fR ::•chington, Tutbury end Rolleston. At Ne'n-
castle-under-Lyme the mills were farmed f'or the high sum of 
£48 .13·'+· in 1313-14, nearly 30% of the tot'll receipts from 
mills on the whole of the HonoUl". This suggests that New-
castle was a milling centPe for the r egion. 
Newcastle wa s a larcse manor, includ.ing many hamlets and 
the borough of Ner.rc<':'stle itself. This was the biggest town 
on the Stafford.shil"e part of the Honour. By 1267, when it 
was granted to the Earl of Lancaster, it was alrea~y an estab-
lished trading centre. It had previously b een a crovm manor , 
and the King had granted it the privileges of a free borough , 
and the right to form a Gild Merchant in 1235(35) . The Earl 
obtained a ~rant o~ a ye?r~:a ir of three d8ys in the borough 
in 1261(36). By the early fourteenth century ~he burgages · 
and the markets and fairs were farmed to the burgesses as a 
whole for the sum of £40.0.0 . per year . The burgesses also 
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~armed the corn mills. The ~arm o~ the burgages and mark-
ets and fairs was a fee-~arm, which the burgessess collected 
themselves as early as 1251(37). This freed them from the 
interference of royal o~ficials. It also meant that the 
Earl's reeve or baili~f of the manor only accounted for this 
block sum, giving no further details. Consequently there is 
no indication of the actual value of the markets and fairs 
at this date. 
Some coal mines on this manor were being worked in the 
early fourteenth century, and in 1313-14 these were farmed 
for £1.11.8. Altogether, including the assize rents from 
the hamlets on the manor, the Earl collected over £167.0.0. 
from Newcastle in 1313-14. 
The other main market on the Honour was at Ashbourne, 
on the Dove in Derbyshire. This was a thriving market-town 
in 1313-11.~ , where most of the receipts came from the profits 
of trade. The markets and fairs were farmed for £66.13.4. 
in that year. There were 22 stalls in the market place, 
leased at 3s.Od. each. These were permanent structures, 
with upper stories (solarii) and tiled roofs. A toll on 
goods crossing the river was wonth £3.10.0. in 1313-14 . The 
corn mills were farmed for £12.0.0., and a common oven for 
£1.2.0. In 1313-14 the Earl sold some of his cattle at 
Ashbourne. A fifteenth century account states that cloth, 
corn, victuals and beastc were sold in the to~n. 
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There were smaller mar'kets and fairs at two other towns 
on the Dov~, Uttoxeter and Tutbury. That at Utto:xete1., was 
more :prosperous in 1313-14, when the markets and fair 's were 
farmed for £14.13.4. The tovm contained 145 burgages farmed 
for ls . each and 32 stalls . Robert Ferr era had obtained a 
gr8.nt of a market ond fair and the privileges of a borough 
for Uttoxeter in 1251 (3S), ?nd the grant was renewed in the 
time of Earl Thomas , in 1308(39). 
Tutbury had b e en a trading centre ·_n 1086 , when 42 men 
·were said to live there by mer·chandise alon e (40). They paid, 
to~ether with the mArket, £4. 10 . 0 . The tovm had been the 
Administrative centre of the Honoul" and thE' site of a castle 
under the Fer1·et.,s , and continued in this role under the Lan-
castrians . In 1313-14 the Earl sold some hors es a t Tutbury , 
but the marl{et was a small one, ···orth in th-=tt year £2. 2.1. 
Ti1ere we:t~e over two hunClred burgages in the town, farmed at 
ls. each . With tolls and court profits the tovm was worth 
nearly £40 . 0 . 0. to the Earl in 1313-14. 
~obert Fer1,er·s , b-=-sides encouraging Utt oxeter and Tut-
bury , hPd obtained the gr ant of the :privileges of a free 
boroug'1 on the manor of Agardsley in Needwood Forest , in 
1263(41). In 1313-14 the~e were 101 burgag es in Newborough , 
as it wa.r c':'llled, f armed ~t ls . 6d. each. There v1as however, 
no market or fa ir at Agardsley , and there is no evidence of 
any industry. 
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Ear l Thomas had obtained a grant of a market and fair 
at Wirksworth in 1306 (4 2) , but this never really flourished 
during this period. In 1313- 14 it was farmed for £l.D. O. 
Seven temporary stalls were farmed on market days for about 
6~d. e8ch . There was no bur·gage tenure . 
Coal , ironstone and other stone deposits in Duffield 
Frith were exploited in the early fourteenth century . Coal 
mines were worth £13 . 10.0 . in 1313-14 , a millstone quarry 
£20 . 0 . 0 ., and three forges a total of £70 . 15 . 0 . There is , 
however , little evidence of the lead veins in the Low Peak 
being expl oited at this per i od. No lead mines were accounted 
for in 1313- 14. 
Four mechanical fulling mills ~ere working on the Hon-
our in 1313- 14, at Hartington , Wirkswo~th , Tutbury and 
Barton , which provide evidence of a minor cloth industry. 
The mills at Hartington and Wirksworth were leased for a 
total o~ £2. 10 . 0 . in 1313- 14. The value of the other two 
mills is not recorded. 
Agriculture was , however , as we would expect , the main 
activi ty on the Honour in 1313- 14. A high proportion of land 
on the Honour was hel d in villeina~e at that date . Villein 
lond, measured i n bovates and virgates on some manors(43) , 
and simply in acres on others , was not evenl y distributed 
over the Honour . In the Derbyshir e par t of the Honour 
vill ein tenants were found on all the manors , but on only 
~I 
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one manoP, Ireton Wood, v1as all land held in villeinage. 
On t 10 manors , Holb ro:>k Rnd Biggin, 80% of the total rent 
receipts including tallage and sale oft works, came from 
villein land. On other manors the proportion was smaller . 
It can be calculated from the 1313-lL~ accounts on twelve of 
the Derbyshil~e manors. On nine of these over 50;~ of the 
rent c8me f:rom villein la.nd. 
There were no villein tenants in the tovm of Tutbm·y or 
!=, t Ut toxeter or Agardsley, but they were found on the other 
Need~ood manors . The proportion of rent coming fron villein 
land \vas 16% at Marchington, 50% at Barton and 62% of the 
whole Ht Rolleston in 1313-lh. 
On several manoPs groups of cottars were mentioned in 
the 1313-lh acconnts . Cottars v1ere regarded as unfree ten-
" ---
ants . At Rolleston 3% of the villein rent came from cot-
tnrs. There wePe 34 at Crowdecote and more at Hartington 
itself. At Belper there were 23 cottars who paid the unus-
ually high r>ent o~ £2. 4.0 . for 5~ acres of land, or .3s . Od. 
per acre . This land, pr~viously held by villein tenants , 
had been leased to the cottars to build cottages on. 
The obligations of villeinHge varied from manor to 
manor , but in ev l.':f case :1ere sufficient to distinguish 
villein land clearly fro~ other categories of land. On the 
Derbyshire manors l abour services were light. The county as 
a whole was a region of light labour services(44) , but 
villeins on some of the manors belonging to the Abbey of 
, u. 
t.V ~~ 
/ / 
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Burton, such as Findern and Willington , were obliged to 
perform some week-work (45) . No week-work was demanded on 
the Earl of Lancaster ' s manors in the county. Labour ser-
vices were found on only seven manors in 1313-14, and they 
consisted only of boon works at the spring ploughing or the 
autumn harvest . Except at Scropton , Y.'hich is nearer to the 
Staff'o dshir•e manors of the Earl, labour services were com-
muted for a money payment in 1313-14. Those at Scropton 
were partially conmuted. The total value in cash of labour 
services on these manors in that year was only £1 . 1!~.6. At 
Bonsall , for example , where labour services were L'elatively 
heavy, the money rent on villein land was £4. 7 . 8 . Labour 
services consisted of six ploughing v.orks and 74 harvest 
works , co ~uted for 9s . Od. 
On three of the Derbyshire manors villeins paid an 
additional produce rent , collected in hens and eggs at 
Christmas and Easter. I t was not a very heavy charge . The 
produce rents on these manors in 1313-lh were sold for 
£1 . 10.0. 
Tallage was a far heavier burden on villeins on these 
manors . I t occurred on every rnanor . Tallage from the four -
teen Derbyshire menors where its val ue was separately rec-
orded in 1313-14 amounted to £38 . 8.0 . I t was often more than 
half as much as the v i llein money rent. At Bonsall, for 
example , where the mon ey rent was £4. 7 . 8 ., tallage was 
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£2 . 13. 4. At Bi ggin where the money rent ~as £4. 15 . 0., tal-
lage was £2. 15 . 7 . At Matlock , where the money rent per bov-
~te was 5s .lld. , tallage averaged 5s . 4d. per bovate . 
Week- work was com! 1on on the Staffordshire manors of 
Burton Abbey(~) . Labour services on the Staffordshire 
manors of the Honour of Tutbury were heavier than those found 
on the Honour's Derbyshire manors . At Rolleston in 1313-14 
the 26 custo~·1ary tenants still performed haymaking services 
on the Tutbury demesne meadows (47) , helped by the s i xteen 
cust omary tenants from Scropton . Each tenant was paid ls.lOd. 
for these services . The labour services at Barton and March-
ington Y/ere commuted for £7.10 . 8-kd. and £1 .2. 1 . respectivel y . 
The services at Barton were descr i bed in a rental of 1327 
(48) 
• 
A virgater on this manor must give two days ' work at 
haymaking , four days ' work at harvest and car ting services 
at haymaking and lent and winter sowing . These services 
were valued at 2s . 4d. The virgater must a l so perform un-
specifiAd carting services val ued at 2s .l0d. 
At Rolleston, according to a rental of 1414 (49) , villeins 
were subject to obligati ons in addition to the haymaking 
services described above . They must car t wood and timber 
from Needwood Forest whenever this was necessary (cum nececsE 
~erit). No estimate of the number of ser vices this ent ailed 
was given , but the rates of payment, ranging from ~d. to 3d. 
per cartload, were l aid down in t he rental. 
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Like the villeins on the Honour ' s Derbyshire manors , 
those in Staffordshire had to pay occasi onHl produce Pents. 
At Marchington customary tenants gave 160 egzs to the Earl 
in 1313- 14. At Rolleston each customary t enant g~ve three 
bushells of oats and two hens at Chr i stmas and twenty eggs 
at Easter . Staffordshire villeins were also tallaged heav-
ily. Over £13. 0 . 0 . was collected in tallage from Barton, 
Rolleston and Marchington in 1313-14. 
Villeinage in both conn ties carried vd th it various 
additional conventional obligations , some of which were des-
cribed in the Barton rental of 1327. The cotwt ro~ls show 
that similar oblig~tions were fotmd on other manors . The 
villein must be reeve when elected. He must not have his 
son tonsured or his daughter rna ... ried without permissi on from 
the lord. On the vi llein ' s death his best animal was due t o 
the lord as a heriot . As far as i t i s poss i ble to tell the 
heriot \v.as confined to cases of deRth ~~ irloeritance, and 
never claimed on other lfu!d transfers( 5o) . In practice the 
dead tenant ' s heir usually paid the l ord the pr i ce of the 
heriot and kept the animal . The obligati ons of villei ns at 
Rolleston were described i n the rent a l of 1414 , and were 
very similar. One addition not ment i oned at Barton, was 
leyrwite, the fine paid by a v i llein for his daughter ' s in-
continance . 
Other obligations , not ment i oned in the rentals of 1327 
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or 1Ul4, were recorded L~ the court rolls. For example, ~ 
female villein paid a fine to marry outside the manor(5l). 
Villeins had to pay an entry fine to the lord on taking pos-
session of a piece of land, including on inheritance . The 
level of entry fines was in theory arbitrarily fixed by the 
lord, but in practice there was some adjustment of the level 
of fines to the demand for land. 
Other le!· s common obligations were described in the 
rentals of 1327 and 1414. When a villein died not only his 
tenement, but some of his goods and chattels reverted into 
the hands of the lord until claimed by the heir . They were 
regarded as the property of the lord on loan to the tenant . 
The objects so regarded, according to the Barton rental of 
1327, were brass dishes, carts and waqons bound with iron , 
swarms of bees, woonen cloth, horses and male foals , male 
r and female pigs , whole bacons and money ( thesaurum) . No fee 
to make good the heir's claim to these goods and chattels 
was specified in the rental, but in practice the heir b.--ought 
them back from the lord. This custom was recorded in the 
rentals for Barton and Rolleston only, but the court roil.ls 
show that it apnlied to other manors also . 
Many examples of this practice can be cited. In 1413 a 
tenant on a Staffordshire manor was recorded as taking not 
only a tenement, in this case a messuage and half a virgate, 
(52) but various goods and chattels from the lord • The goods 
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included a chest and a table , but no stoc ~ . Hucl1 more com-
mon are r ecord.s of heirs buying back goods and chattels 
from the lord when they inherited their holding . For ex-
ample , Pt Duf~ield in 1333 when the tenant of a cottage and 
1 ~ rooos died, his heriot (an ox) and his goods and chattels 
(a brass pot nnd 8 chePt) were handed over to the lord and 
solO. b:>r him for a tot~ 1 of 13s . Od. (53) . Similarly in 1400 
the heir to a tenement in Rolleston p'=~id lls . Od. for his 
f'l ther ' s heriot , an ox , ~nd a total of' 15s .lOd. for h i s 
, 
f ather s goods and chattel s , which consisted of t·.7o shares 
in a horse , a brass pot and a c~rt boQ~d with iron. Other 
examples cov ~r the whole period and many manors(54) . 
HO\"Vever in sone c ases when the death of a villein ten-
ant '!IB s recorded in the court rolJ s , and the vaL1e of' the 
) her iot was gi ven , no ref ·renee was made to the dead tenants 
goods or chattels . This is not beceuse the dead tenant had 
none , as cases of this sort were explained. Possibly thi s 
obligAtions appliecJ only to c cr t2.in tenements , and many vil-
leins were regarded as the r eal owners of their goods and 
chattels . 
The incic:l~nts of villeina~:?;e discussed above wer e very 
valuable to the lord. The receipts f~om her i ots , goods 
and chattels , merchet and entP.l f i nes in the year 1313-14 
amounted to £43 . 2. 0 . 
There were far fewer free ten~nts on t he Honour , and a 
r 
v 
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far smaller proportion of the recei pts came from land held 
freely. ~nere were no free tenants at Ireton Wood or 
Biggin in 1313, 3nd very few at Matlock. at Barton in 1327 
only fifteen out of 118 tenants were free. The proportion 
of the rent receipts co~ing from free tenants can be calcul-
ated on ten Derbyshire manor•s in 1313-14. On evePy manor 
it was less than 30%, and on eight it was less than 20/->• On 
the Staffordshire manors the proportion vres more variao le. 
At Uttoxeter 45% of the rent came from free tenants, and at 
Agardsley 25%. The proportion \¥aS smaller at Marchington 
and Rolleston. The area of land did not necessarily vary 
strictly in accordance with the value of the total rent, as 
rents on fre~ :hold were not necessarily the same as those on 
other types of land, or even always at the same level on one 
manol". Nevel"'theless these figures give some rough indication 
of the proportionR.te importe.nce of free tenure. 
The traditional pattern of freehold 8nd villein tenure 
had been altered by the leasing of the demesnes and by the 
inclusion in the manors, at a fairly recent date, of large 
areas of waste land. In 1313-14 only 120 acres of the 
demesne of 334 acres at Tutbury was kept in hand by the Earl. 
The majority of demesnes on English estates were kept in hand 
---during the thirteenth and most of the fourteenth centuries . 
The practice of leasing demesnes grew wide-spread during the 
last quarter of the fourteenth century. However demesnes had 
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been partly or wholly leased on several other Lancastrian 
estates by 1313-14, including Pickering in Yorkshire (a 
former de Lacy manor) and Preston in Lancashire (55) . Lan-
castrian demesnes were also l eased in Leicestershire at 
that date , whilst many other demesnes in the same county 
were still in hand(5o). There is evidence that leasi ng the 
demesne at Tutbury was more profitable than cultivating i t 
directly, and this will be discussed fully later(57) . 
There is very little evidence about the date and method 
of the process of leasing demesnes on the Honour. The 
accounts for 1313-14 include details about such leases in 
only a few cases . At Wirksworth the demesne was leased to 
various persons whose names were not recorded. At Belper 
nine acres , found when the demesne had been re- measured, was 
farmed to one person . At Agardsley ei ght acres were farmed 
to a single tenant . Much of the rest of the demesne on thi s 
manor , 155 acres , had been gran ted by the Earl 1D one of his 
retainers , Sir :Kobert de Whitefield at a nomin8.l rent (5B). 
The demesnes at Wi rkswarth and Southwood were held a t the 
will of the lord. No other terms of tenure were recorded. 
Most manors on t he Honour included a considerable area 
of land which had b een taken from the waste r cently enough 
t o be called "assart" in the 1313-14 accounts . A distinc-
tion was occBsional ly made between ol d and new assart , but 
i n most cases no c l ue was given to the date vthen the assarts 
were made . The proportion of assart varied from manor to 
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manor . At Hartington nea1lly half the t otal rent receipts 
c2me from assart land in 1313- 14. At Alderwasley and Hulland 
nearly one third of the rent receipts came from assarts in 
that year, ~nd the proportion was over 15% on four o~1er up-
land r!lanors. At Agardsley in Needwood Forest nearly a q_uar-
ter of the receipts came f'rom assart, and at Barton about 
one sixth. At Utto;<eter the demesne was called "demesne and 
old assart." 
Assart land was usually leased free from the obligations 
. 
of villeinage . This freedom was , in fact , an incentive com-
monly used to encourage tenants to make assarts both in 
Engl8nd f'nd on the Continent (59) . There was an exception t o 
this on the Honour , at A1aerwasl ey , where 44 acres of new 
assart were held in bondage. The account3 for the rest of 
the fourteenth century show that this was not altogether an 
isola ted instance ( 60 ). On the whole , neverthel ess , assarts 
increased the area of lRnd which was held free from the ob-
ligations of bondage . 
On sev :ral manors there were also large areas of lRnd 
which were not included in the old categories of free or 
villein land. They were leased at will , and though t hey were 
not explicitly called assart, it seems liJ-::ely that they had 
been added to the cultivat ed area at rome r elatively recent 
date . At Marchington at least 752 acres were leased at will . 
At Belper land worth £3. 0 . 0. was leased in a similar manner . 
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We see rrom the accounts for the early fourteenth century 
that expansion of the cultivated area had not come to an 
end in 1313(6l) .~By 1313 the Earl was collecting most of 
his rents from the Honour of Tutbury in money . The few pro-
duce rents were sold at once , and accounted for as cash. 
Lrbour services were commuted for a cash payment on every man-
or except Rolleston and Scropton. At Hartington , howeve1._, 
in 1313-14 there was an example of the relatively rare lease 
~d campi partem. This was on the lease of some meadows, 
and the Earl ' s share of the hay was fed to the Low Peak stock. 
This lease had disappeared by 1322. 
Rents and f'arms of land were the main source of revenue 
from the Honour at the beginning of the fourteenth century. 
Ground rents , excluding indirect forms of rent such as tal-
lage and commuted labour services, totalled more than 
£700 . 0 . 0 . on the Honour in 1313-14, or between 40 and 45% of 
the cash liveries from the Honour in 1313-14. 
A far from negli~ible additional income came fron pri-
vate jurisdictions, baronial, sei~UI'ial and franchisal, pos-
/ 
sessed by the Earl . There were manorial courts on all the 
Honour's manors, and the profits from these amounted to near-
ly £123.0 . 0 . This sum includes not only pleas and perqui-
sites of the courts , but entry fines, sales of goods and 
chattels, heriots and merchet collected from villein tenants . 
It equalled nearly 8% of the cash liveries from the Honour in 
1313-ll.J.. 
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The Honour's baronial court v~s divided into two parts, 
each with a bailiff, and dealt with the various matters 
arising out of military tenure. As the importance of feudal 
military tenure declined, these courts were restricted in 
scope and influence, but in 1313-14 could clearly still be 
very profitable to a feudal overlord. Cash liveries from 
the Honour Court in 1313-14, including one relief of £5 . 0.0., 
totalled nearly £23.0.0. 
The Earl also ovmed a private hundred, Appletree, with 
an annexation called a Perimplementum. The bailiffs of these 
t wo units collected their receiuts from views of frank-
pledge, courts and customary payments such as sheriff's aid 
(62) 
• Cash liveries to the Receiver of Tutbury from the Hun-
dred and Perimplementum of Appletree in 1313-14 were £36.5.0 . 
The Earl had additional franchisal jurisdiction in units 
called New Liberties. The profits from these came from the 
same sources a s in the Hundred, and in 1313-14 amounted to 
more then £40.0 . 0 . The receipts from baronial and franchi sal 
jurisdiction on the Honour in 1313-14 were about £100 . 0.0. 
,r 
'Phe !io:1our also included the Soke ~ Wapentake of Wirks-
worth, which consisted of rents and customary payments in 
many of the villages of the Low Pea~. A fixed rent was col-
lected from 28 vil lages in this region. Some customary pay-
ments were quite heavy. The palfrey payment, for example , 
(63) 4 was £9 . 3. 0. • In 1313-1 and 1321- 2 the borough of 
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Ashbourne was accounted for with the Wapentake, but later 
it was alr1ays accounted for separately. Without the profits 
from Ashbourne , the Soke and Wapentake were worth well ov~ 
£80.0.0. to the Earl in 1313-14. 
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Ibid .• , p . 129 . 
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CHAPTER II 
Introduction 
The two centuries to be discussed in this chapter, 
the fourteenth and fifteenth, were years of great change 
in the agrarian economy of this country. The thirteenth 
century had been a period of increasing population, which 
had put great pressure on existing resources. This had 
led to asEarting and the subdivision of holdings. Great 
landowners exploited the demand for land with high rents 
in various forms, and the expanding market and cheap labour 
b y cultivating large demesnes . 
The fourteenth century saw a reversal of this position. 
The population fell, and with it the ratio of population 
to land. The market shrank, and labour grew dearer. The 
resulting changes, such as the reduction in the cultivated 
area and in rent levels, and the withdrawal from demesne 
farming by the great landlords, affected the whole country, 
though with varying chronologies . Many of these develop-
ments can be traced on this estate, sometimes differing from 
the normal, sometimes conforming. 
The fevelopments of the fifteenth century cannot be 
observed so clearly, and have aroused considerable controv-
ersy. The century has been seen as one of contraction in 
agriculture and industry. On the other hand the developments 
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of peasant agriculture and rural industry have been claimed 
as more than adequate compensation for the failure of the 
big estates. The history of this estate throws some inter-
esting light on these problems. 
The economic developments of these two centuries are 
particularly well illustrated by the documents of this estate, 
as a result of its varied econom~, , which included arable and 
grass farming, industries and towns. 
ii Arable Demesne Cultivation. 
The structure of the Honour has already been briefly 
described. It was shovm that in 1313 the Earl was cultiv-
ating an arable demesne at Tutbury only. In fact, less than 
half the demesne on this manor was kept in hand by the Earl. 
~he rest, like all other arable demesnes on the Honour, was 
leased. Further, the form of the entry concerning this in 
the account for the year 1313-14 suggests that at an earlier 
date the whole demesne at Tutbury also had been leased, and 
that part of it had been subsequently resumed. In the receipts 
part of the account the whole demesne of 334 acres was 
charged as leased. In the expenses part of the account the 
rent on 120 acres of this was recorded as decayed. This was 
the part cultiv~ted by t he Earl . 
An analysis of the profits coming from this 120 acres 
in the year 1313-14 will :pci'iw:ps e ~lain why at this date 
leasing the demesnes was more popular than cultivating them. 
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We must first calculate the cost of the cultivation of 
120 acres. One of the most expensive items was the wage 
bill. Four ploughmen and one carter were employed perman-
ently , and extra help was hired a t harvest time. The famuli 
were paid partly in kind c~d partly in cash. They shared a 
cash payment of £1 .10 . 0 , and tvro quarters of oats and t wo 
bushells of peas grown on the demesne. A further 21 quarters 
and 4~ bushells of rye were bought for the famuli a t 5s. per 
quarter. Altogether they cost the Earl £6 .11.0 . Extra help 
a t harvest time cost nearly £5 . 0 .0. 
The draught animals at the beginning or the year con-
sisted of two horses and twenty-one oxen. During the year 
these were replenished with two horses and an ox, costing 
£2.14. 7 . One old horse was sold off for 7s. The draught 
animals VJere fed on oa.ts gro\"JD. on the demesne and on hay. 
Eighty- f ive acres of hay were mown , but much of this was fed 
to the Earl's horses . No indica tion of the amount consumed 
by the draught animals is given in the account , but since it 
cannot have been high, the haymaking costs (about £5 .0.0.) 
ha.ve been excluded from the cost of cultivating the demesne . 
Most of the seed for the following year , 1314-15, came 
from the crop of 1313-14, but eight quarters and five bushells 
of peas, costi ng £1. 8 . 9, were bought as seed. 
Various repairs were made to equipment and buildings . 
These s eem to have been running repairs, and t herefore likely 
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to h~ve b e en a r egular annual burden. They cost £ 2.8.0. in 
1313-14. This brings the total cost of the cultivation of 
the 120 acres of demesne, excluding the cost of haymaking, 
to £18.2.0 . 
The receipts from the sale of stock and corn were very 
little more than this. Wheat, barley, rye, oats and peas 
were grown. After some had been put aside for the famuli, 
the draught animals and seed, the rest was sold. The main 
crops were oats and barley. 45~ quarters and half a bushell 
of oats were sold at about 2s. per quarter, and 54 quarters 
of barJ::ey were sold at 3s. per quarter . 14 quarters 6 bush-
ells of wheat were sold at 7s. per quarter , and 2* quarters 
of peas at 3s.6d. per quarter. Lastly 2t quarters of rye 
were sold at 5s . per quarter . Some OmB in sheaves and some 
forage were sold f or a few shillings . 
from the sale of crops were £18.3.0. 
The total receipts 
With 7s. from the sale 
of one horse , the total receipt from the dereesne were 
Fl8.10.0. 
Thus the profit was about 8s., a negligible amount from 
a demesne of 120 acres . What made demesne cultivation 
relatively unprofitable at Tutbury a t this period? As far 
as we can tell, the year ~s not one in which any extra-
ordinary expenditure was made. All the costs, of replenishing 
the stock, l ?bour and repa irs were likely to have been 
regular. 
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One possible partial explanation could hPVe been the 
relatively low prices at which the demesne produce was sold. 
In every case, Thorald Rogers ' average prices for 1314 are 
much higher than the prices at Tutbury(l) . Rogers ' sug-
gested price per quarter for wheat was 8s . L~d. , compared with 
7s. at Tutbury, 5s.5d. for barley, compared with 3s . at 
Tutbury, 2s . 9d . for oats, compared with 2s . at Tutbury, 
4s.ld. for peas, compared with 3s.6d. at Tutbury and 7s.5d. 
for rye compared with 5s. at Tutbury. The differences 
between these two ~ ets of figures are grea t enough to be 
signific~nt, even allowing for posc ible inaccuracies due, 
for example, to regional di~ferences . A likely explanation 
would be the poor quality of the demesne crop , 
Perhaps it is significant in view of this that there 
was an entirely dif ferent distribution of crops in the fol-
lowing year, 1314- 15. The chief crops in that year were 
wheat, to which 32 acres were devoted, and peas , sown over 
24 acres. Only 19 acres were sow.n vdth barley and 16~ 
with oats . The increase in the area devoted to peas is of 
special interest. Over a quarter of the demesne was turned 
over to peas . A legundnous crop such as this ~ when sown 
where cereal crops were previously repeatedly sown, could 
have a beneficial effect on soil , as a result of its nitrogen 
content( 2) • Similar increases in the sowing of leguminous 
crops have been noticed on several estates at this period (3) . 
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Perhaps at Tutbury the increase was part of an attempt to 
improve the soil and the quality of the yield on the demesne. 
The rest of the demesne at Tutbury was leased at a r ent 
of ls. per acre . The Earl's profit, had he leased the whole 
of the demesne at this rent, would obviously have been much 
greater. 
It would be unwise to assume from the example of one 
year that all landlord demesne cultivation at this period on 
this estate must necessarily have been barely profitable. 
Nevertheless the fact that all the other demesnes were leased 
suggests this, and, in ~act, by 1322 if not earlier, the Earl 
had relinquished even this last demesne. The arable demesne 
at Tutbury, like all the others, was leased for the rest ot 
the period. 
iii 1313-1414. The Fourteenth Centurx. 
~ From the early fourteenth century the Earls manorial 
income from the Honour of Tutbury came from rents r ather than 
production. Much of our information about the economic 
developments of the estate in the fourteenth and f ifteenth 
centuries comes from changes in the levels of rents and farms 
of land. It is therefore well worth examining these in 1314, 
in relation to the demand for land and its fertility, and 
comparing them with rents on other estates at the SRme period. 
We find that rents and entry fines were relatively 
high. If the Earl had found demesne cultivation unprofitable, 
rent-collecting was a different proposition. We saw that 
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192 acres of demesne at Tutbury were leased at ls. per acre. 
This was a normal rent for demesnes in the Dove Valley at 
this period. Another 189 acres at Marchington and 62 acres 
at Uttoxeter were leased at the same rent . So were eight 
acres at Agardsley in Needwood Forest. The rest of the 
de~esne at Uttoxeter consisting of 361 acres, and the dem-
esne of 79 acres at Barton were leased at lOd. per acre . 
Rents on demesnes on the Derbyshire part of the Honour 
were rather lower, with the exception of Belper. On this 
manor 220 acres were leased at ls. per acre. Rents of 9d. 
per acre (on 64 acres at Belper ) Bid. or 8d. per acre (at 
Bonsall, Matlock and Crowdecote) or even 6td. or 6d. per 
acre (at Duffield, Hartington and Ashbourne) V!ere more com-
mon . At Alderv1asley the demesne of over 100 acres wes 
leased a t only 3d. per acre . 
These rents can be compared with those on other Lancas-
trian estates in the same year . At Preston the rent on the 
demesne var ied between 4d. and 8d. per acre. At Pickering 
it was 6d. ~er acre, and at Stanford 5td. per acre(4) . On 
another midland estate , that of Coventry Cathedral Priory, 
demesnes in 1303 were v a lued at rents ranging from 4d. per 
acre at Offlow , Ufton and Frankton, to 8d. per acre at 
Honingt on ( 5 ) . 
............... 
Compared with these, the rents on demesnes at Belper 
and the Staffordshire manors were high. However rents of 
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this level were not extraordinary. At Desfor d , another 
Lancastrian manor, three acres of demesne were leased at 
ls . per acre in 1313- 14. OccasionaLLY 1uuch h i gher rents 
were found. Far example, some demesne on de Lacy estates at 
Sutton, in Lincolnshire, we'e leased at 2s . 6d. per acre in 
the early fourteenth century(6 ) . 
Rents on demesne, which was on leasehold not customary 
tenure, should be economic , and therefore reflect a balance 
between the demand for land and its productivity. The soil 
in the Dove and Trent valleys was shown to be he~vy but 
fertile. Belper l ay on the coal measures to the east of the 
river Derwent, and had r icher soil than was found on, for 
example, the Derbyshire uplands. Therefore , in so far as 
they reflected the quality of tl1e soil, such high rents are 
not surprising. The lower rents on the upland plateau in 
Derbyshire are 8gain what we would expect . 
It was shown earlier that the Honour included a high 
proportion of fairly recently assarted land. This , too , was 
presumably leased at an economic, ~ather than a customary 
rent. Assart rents varied more than demesne rents. On the 
Staffordshire manors assarts were mostly leased at between 
8d. and ls . per acre . I n Derbyshire some were as high as 
this . At Hartington, for example, 86 acres were leased at 
l ltd. per acre, a higher rent than was found on the demesne 
on the manor . Usually the assart rents were lower , ranging 
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from 6d. to lld. per acre. At Alderwasley 52 acres of 
assHrt w·ere leased at the relatively low rent of 5d. per 
acre. This rent, combined with the low rent noticed on the 
demesne on the same manor , suggests that the quality of 
the land was poorer than elsewhere. 
Of course, whatever the quality of the soil, rents 
would. not be high unless there was a demand for land. The 
level of the rents on demesne and assart land on the Honour 
at this date shows that arable was in demand. The scarcity 
value probably dictated the high rents on manors where the 
nrable cannot have b een of a very high quality, for example 
on assart a t Hartington, a.nd demesne at Crowdecote. 
It is interesting that the customary rents on bond 
" 
land often echoed the rent levels on assart and demesne. 
For example, most bond land in Derbyshire was held at between 
4d. and 5d. per acre (7). HoHever at Alderwasley, where both 
demesne and assart were rented at relatively low rents, 665 
acres of villein land were held at 3d. per acre. In contrast 
at Belper, where demesne and assart were leased at relativel~ 
high rents, 129 acres of villein land were held at 8d. per 
acre. 
Another sign of the demand for land at this date was 
the high level of entry fines. Record of only four fines 
charged in 1313-14 in one court roll survive, involving 9~ 
acres (8 ). 
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acres. The avera;e fine was 2s .l0d. per acre . There was 
great variety in the level of individual fin es , which inclu-
ded one of 8s. on two acres . Such high and arbitrarily 
imposed entry fines were typical of this period(9). 
The demand for arable in some places l ed to assarting. 
New assarts, that i s those made between 1312 and 1314, were 
r corded separately in the accounts of 1313-14, so it is 
possible to aspess the extent of expansion between these 
dates. About 62 acres at Hartington and 60 acres at Brass-
i~gton were as arved at this period. Smaller amounts, in-
cluding 17~ acres at Bonsall and 15~ acres at Matlock were 
assarted on several other Derbyshire manors . The four 
manors where most assarts were made are four of the most 
northerly of the Honour ' s manors in that county. The rents 
on new assarts were at similar levels to those on older 
assarts. At Hartington, for example, three acres of the new 
assart were leased a t ls. per acre , ten acres at 8d. per 
acre and forty acres at 6d. per acre . 
It appears that the charact ristic economic situation 
of the thirteenth century has continued into the early 
fourteenth on the Honour . The estate was probably relatively 
densely populated, and as much agricultural produce as could 
be ;rovm was needed. In this s ituation, even if he could 
not make demesne cultivation pay, ~he Earl could extract 
high rents and entry fines from his tenants . 
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However there exist certain indications that this was 
not the whole pictu~e . Firstly , some land had been abandoned 
on several manors. At Uttoxeter 14 acres and at Marchington 
38~ acres lay out of use. At Alderwasley 8t acres had been 
abandoned. At Duffield two bovates, 20 acres anc land prev-
iously leased for £1 . 1.2. were out of use. 
Rent reductions were more widespread. At Marchington 
the demesne was leased at ls. :per acre in 1313-14, but had 
:previously been leased at a higher rent . A note in the expe-
nses part of the account records that a decay of £1.11 . 0 . 
was not allowed in that year because a r ent of 2d. per acre 
on the demesne had been officially relieved, and therefore 
deducted from the charge. A further 21 acres on this manor 
were leased at 2d. or even 4d. :per Pcre less. At Uttoxeter , 
also , the rent on the demesne had recently been reduced. 
The 361 acres leased at lOd. per acre in 1313-14 had prev-
iously been leased at ls . per acre. A further 83 acres on 
the same manor were leased at 2d. :per acre l ess . Similar 
rent reductions were found at Bonsall and Heage . 
At Marchington the farm of the corn mill had been 
reduced. The charge in 1313-14 vms £7.6.8 . , but this was 
decayed to £4. 15. 0 . A possible explanation of this reduc-
tion would be a decrease in the volume of corn :production 
on the manor . 
The rent loss resulting from the reductions in rents 
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and the abandoned land at Uttoxet er represented 9% of the 
rent charge, and at Marchington 4%. At Duffield the loss for 
this reason was ~. These proportions are slight , but never-
theless signiffcant enough to suggest either that the demand 
for land on tl1ese manors had slackened or that the land was 
no longer productive enough to support the old high rents . 
These ~igures are ta~en from the manorial accounts . In 
the one surviving court roll for this year a greater area of 
land was recorded as in the hands of the lord. This involved 
40 acres at Heage, 18 acres at Biggin and 64 acres at Alder-
wasley . This land was probably only temporarily in hand, 
but the long delay before a claimant came fo~ward strength-
ens the impressions put forward above. 
Probably the figures relating to rent reductions and 
abandoned land given in the manorial accounts were not up to 
date . For several years before 1313-14 , the ru11 rent charge , 
even after the allowances mentioned above had been made,had 
been impossible to collect . At Michelmas 1313 a total of 
£253. 0 . 0 . was owed by var i ous reeves , of the year 1312-~3 
and previous years . Nearly £104. 0 . 0 . of this was owed by 
reeves of the Staffordshire manors . The s ituat i on on t hese 
manors deteriorated during the year 1313-14 , and by Mi chelmas 
1314 over £110 . 0 . 0 . was owed from these manors . At Uttox-
eter the reeve for 1310-11 owed £1.14 . 6t., the r eve for 
1311-12 owed £4.8 . 1 ., the reeve for 131 2-13 owed 12s . and 
the reeve for 1313-14 owed £2 . 5 . 6~ . These heavy arrears 
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spreading over a number of years, and found on all manors, 
are unique during this period. They reinforce the impression 
that the charges in the accounts of 1313-14 represented 
conditions which were disappearing. 
Unfortunately no accounts for the next few years, which 
could reveal how this s ituation developed, have survived. 
The next surviving accounts after 1313-14 were dravm up in 
1322 , e i ght years later. This was the year when Edward II 
at last took decisive action against the unruly Earl of 
L~ncaster. This resulted in the execution of the Earl as a 
traitor in March at Pontei'ract, and. the forfeiture of hie 
estates, along with those of some of his supporters, to the 
Cro,m. 
Accounts for these estates , knovm as the Contrariants' 
Accounts, were rendered to the king for the months \ihen they 
were in his hands, that is in the case of the Honour of 
Tutbury, from March to Michelmas 1322. As they covered only 
part of the accounting year, some, but not all, of the charges 
and allowances were recorded at ·half their normal annual 
value. This makes these ?ccounts very difficult to under-
stand. Usually it is fairly obvious whether a charge or an 
allowance was for the whole or half the annual value, but 
sometimes this cannot be known. This is especially so when 
one account includes a mixture of whole and half charges. 
The 1322 accounts show that during the preceding eight 
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years conditions on the Honour had changed considerably. 
First, a considerable area of formerly waste land had been 
brought under cultivation. Very few manors on the Honour 
lac~ evidence of sone assarting between 1312 and 1322. 
In Derbyshire assarts were made on most manors between 
1314 and 1322 , but these were concentrated on a group of 
manors including Duffield, Belper , Idridgehay, Hulland 
and Hartington. The group includes manors in both the 
Derwent valley and the upland plateau. It included one 
manor, Hartington, where there had been assarting between 
1312 and 131L~, and another, Duffield, where land had been 
lying out of use in 1314. 
At Hulland and Idridgehay the new assarts were 
charged at £1.10.0 . and £2.0.0 . a year respectively. As 
the total rent charges on both manors had been about 
£?.0.0. in 1313-14, these assarts had significantly 
expanded the cultivated area on these manors. At Duffield 
the new assart added £7.0 . 0 . to the rent charges. Altog-
ether land worth about £14.15 . 0 . had been brought under 
cultivation on the Derbyshire manors . 
There had been very little asr arting on the Stafford-
shire manors between 1312 snd 1314. However by 1322 there 
had been considerabl e expansion on all five Needwood 
manors for which Contrariants' Accounts have survived. 
More details concerning t his process were recorded in the 
Staffordshire than in the Derbyshire accounts, including 
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in many cases both the acreage and the site of the assarts. 
Altogether about 340 acres were assarted between 1314 and 
1322 on these five manors . At Rolleston 63 acres were 
assarted near Stockley Park in Needwood Forest. At Barton 
about 76 acres had been assarted, some of it at Dunstall, 
a hamlet in Needwood. 
Although land had been lying out of use on both manors 
in 1314, assarts had been made since at Uttoxeter and March-
ington also. At Uttoxeter 175 acres were cleared, including 
151 acres near Moisty Lane, the road running along the south 
bank of the Dove between Ut toxeter and Marchington. At 
Marchington about 27 acres was asEarted, mostly at Hanbury 
or Marchington Cliff. Both of these places are to the south 
of Marchington village, and further into Needwood Forest. 
In fact the process of clearing areas of this Forest for 
assarts is shovm very clearly by these accounts. The rents 
on the new assarts on manors in both counties were relatively 
high. At Uttoxeter 151 acres were probably l eased a t ls. 
per acre (lO). The average rent at Marchington was 8d. per 
acre and 43 acres at Idridgehay was leased at the same rent. 
At Hulland 46 acres were leased. at 6d. per acre and at 
Rolleston 63 acres were leased at 5d. per acre. There is no 
evidence that these recent assarts were leased at lower 
rents. 
During the same period, however, that is between 1314 
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and 1322, other land had been falling out of use. Already 
in 1314 some land had been abandoned, and some rents reduced. 
By 1322 further reductions in rent levels had been made, and 
the land out of use ran into thousands of acres. The con-
sequent loss of income to the Earl (or King) was severe. 
As far as it is possible to tell, the rent income (that is, 
the charge less allowances for decay) from money rents, 
tallage, sale of works and cert money on thirteen Derby-
shire manors was about 30% lower in 1321-2 than in 1313-14. 
Rents had been reduced on six of the Derbyshire manors 
since 1314. 77 acres at Duffield, 66 acres a t Bonsall , 50 
acres at Heage and smaller acres at Brassington, Belper and 
Scropton were leased at 2d. or 4d. per acre less than in 
1313-14. At Brassington the reduction was said to be 
because the land was poor (debilis). At Marchington the 
rent on 11~ acres had been reduced by 2d. per acre for the 
same reason. 
These reductions are insignificant when compared with 
the area of land which had been completely abandoned. On 
fifteen manors in Derbyshire a total of 63 cottages, 5 ten-
ements, 6 messuages , 55 bovates and 3,142 acres were out of 
use. On four Needwood manors in Staffordshire, 40 cottages, 
57 messuages, 14t virgates , 20 bovates, 37 acres of meadow 
and 1, 906 acres of arable were out of use also . In the town 
of Tutbury 20~ burgages and 11 stalls were derelict . 
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There are no surviving rentals from earlier in the 
fourteenth century, from which it would be possible to cal-
culate the total area under cultivation before this land was 
abandoned. The proportion of land out of use in 1322 can 
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only be expres s ed roughly , in terms of decayed rents. Oc-
casionally even this is unreliable or impossible, as both 
rent charges and rent allowances were recorded partly at their 
whole , and partly at their half annual value. 
Land had not been abandoned evenly on all manors, but 
neither was the decay confined to certain areas. On two 
Derbyshire manors, Holbrook and Southwood, t wo-thirds of 
the rent charge was decayed. At Heage about half the charge 
was decayed, at .Scropton over one third, at Alderwasley and 
Biggin over one fifth , a.nd at Brassington, Belper, Ireton 
Wood, Bonsall and Hartington over one tenth. There were only 
two manors, Spondon and Idridgehay, where no land had been 
abandoned. UnfortunatelY on one of the biggest manors, 
Duffield, it is impossible to calculate the proportionate 
decay. It was certainly severe on this ma.nor, where fifteen 
bovates and 1,242 acres lay out of use. 
The decay was similarly severe and uneven on the Staf-
fordshire manors. Over one third of the rent charge was 
decayed at Marchington, and over one tenth at Rolleston. 
Nearly one tenth of the charge on the town of Tutbury was 
decayed, and possible a third of the charges at Uttoxeter 
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and Barton(ll) . 
Although no documents ~llustrating this withdrawal in 
progress have survived, the Contrariants'Accounts throw some 
light on the process . The lists of abandoned land recorded 
at the ends of the accounts for each manor include both 
large and small pieces. They are divided into two, or some-
times even three categories, called first , second or third 
decay (decasus). The land has obviously been abandoned 
piecemeal, and the withdrawal must have taken place over a 
period of some years . 
Usually the type of land abandoned was not described. 
On the few occasions when it was, we can get some idea of 
the sort of land which was affected. On one manor, Scropton , 
most of the abandoned land was described. A total of 202 
acres and ten bovates were out of use on this manor in 1322 , 
and 164 acres of this were assarts . Assar t land had been 
abandoned on several other manors, including thirty acres at 
Heage and 54 acres at Brass ington. 
Demesne land had been abandoned on several manors, 
including 13i acres at Brass ington, 36 acres ~t Tutbury and 
40 acres at Duffield. However this was only a small prop-
ortion of the demesnes on these manors . It i s unlikely tha t 
the distinction between demesne and oth er land, which was 
made throughout the fifteenth century, ~ould have been 
ignored in these accounts. Probably demesnes had suffered 
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relatively little contraction. 
Villein land was easily distinguishe~le on the manors 
where it was normally measured in virgates or bovates. Very 
large areas of villein land had been abandoned, amounting 
to 55 ·bovates on five manors in Derbyshire and 14~ vir-gates 
and 20 bovates on three manors in Staffordshire. This inc-
luded 23 out of a total of 28 bovates at Hartington, but 
only one bovate out of a total of 28 virgPtes at Rolleston. 
At Hartington villein land formed only a small proportion of 
the total cultivated area on the manor. In 1322 12 cottages, 
278 acres and 23 bova tes had been abandoned, with a con-
sequent decay of one fifth of the rent charge. Yet 82"/o of 
the total area of bond land was decayed. At Holbrook also 
villein land had suffered more severely than other land. 
Slightly less than two-thirds of the total rent charge was 
decayed in 1322, yet 71% of the charge on villein land was 
decayed. Yet at Rolleston, ·Nhere only one bovate was out 
of use, over one tenth of the total rent charge was decayed. 
Villein land had been abandoned in large quantities, 
but it had not been the first land to suffer in this way. 
A total of 75 bovates and 14~ virgates had been abandoned in 
1322. Of these, 70 bovates and 13 virgates were included in 
the second o~ third decays. Very little had fallen out of 
use in the first stages of the withdrawal. There was a 
similar development with regard to cottages. A total of 103 
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had been abandoned by 1322. Of these 77 had been left 
during the second and third stages. 
Meadow was differentiated from arable in the l ists of 
decays. Only two acres and one rood had fallen out of use 
on the Derbyshire manors, but 16 acres at Marchington and 
21 acres at Uttoxeter were in the hands of the lord in 1322. 
It is hardly surprising in view of the large area of 
land which was lying out of use in 1322 that entry fines 
were much lower than thew had been in 1314. The average 
fine in 1322 was 4d. per acre, compared with 2s.l0d. per 
acre eight years earlier. A total of £10.0.0. was collected 
in entry fines in 1322. 
During the eight years between 1314 and 1322 a con-
siderable area of land had been assarted, and a far larger 
area had been abandoned. How can these apparently contrad-
ictory developments be explained? The King organised an 
Inquisition to discover the reason for the low receipts from 
the Honour of Tutbury. The findings of this Inquisition 
were recorded in the Contrariants' Accounts to explain the 
lists of deserted holdings. The explanation was similar for 
all manors. 
First, it said, the land fell into the hands of the 
Earl when the tenants abandoned it because of their poverty 
(pauperitas). No other tenants could be found to take it, 
even as pasture, because of the severe shortage of stock in 
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the area. This was originally the result of an attack of 
murrain (conununa morina ) but the situation had been aggrav-
ated by the depredations suffered by the remaining animals 
during the recent political troubles . 
Finally the Inquisition ended with a note that the land 
could not be cultivated as arable because it was so poor 
(nee rediguntur in culturam pro debili~a~~ te~r~e). 
The findings of the Inquisition dealt with several 
topics of great importance in the agrarian economy of this 
period, for example, the shortage of livestock , and sooe of 
the hazards which faced medieval stockfarmers, landlord and 
tenant alike. This will be discussed more fully later(l2). 
The Inquisition also commented on the poor quality of 
the l and, '.•.r i th reference to every manor on the HonOur. As 
a description of the land on many manors this is somewhat 
surprising. The region included in the medieval Honour of 
Tutbury now specialises in stock and dairy farming . There 
is very little arable, and most land is under grass. How-
ever although it is best suited to Rrass, the soil in the 
Dove, Trent and lower Derwent valleys makes quite good 
arable(l3) . It had been leased for relatively high rents 
earlier in the century. The soil on such manors as Duffield, 
Belper, Uttoxeter, Marchington and Barton is not naturally 
in fertile enough to merit the description "debilis" . Yet 
a large part of the decay was on such valley manors . 
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There must be some reason peculiar to the circumstances 
of the early fourteenth century for this. A possible ex-
planation is that the land on the Honour had been over-
cropped. This would result in progressively poorer yields 
in the absence of either adequate fallowing or manuring. 
It is well known that a consequence of the population 
growth of the thirteent!l century was great pressure on 
existing resources . Yet the means for maintaining soil 
fertility were rudimentary . The importance of manure was 
rea lised on the Honour. But natural manure was the chief 
fertiliser, and the supply was limited. The Earl used 
manure from his sheepfolds to fertilise his meadows in 1313-
14(l4). 1Nhen the area of his meadows was reduced, and less 
manure needed,~tsurplus was sold to tenants (l5). 
Marl was also u2ed. This is a calcareous clay, which 
includes lime and thus reduced the acidity of the soil. Its 
successfUl use to imp~ove soil in the middle 8ges was demon-
strated by Henry of Eastry a t Canterbury(lG). Marl pits at 
Agardsley and Matlock were sold for 2d. and 4s. respectively 
in 1313-14, and at Matlock for 2s . 2~d. in 1322, but we have 
very little idea of the scale of marling (or manuring) 
oper~ tions on the Honour. It is unlikely that these methods 
would be sufficient to maintain the fertility of the soil in 
face of incessant cropping. 
Accountants' explanations of reduced receipts, must, of 
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course, be treated with some caution. These findings , 
however, are by an inquisition which was not itself held 
responsible ror the reductions . The references to the poor 
quality of the soil are unique in a century when explanat-
ions of reduced rents abounded. In the middle and l ater 
parts of the fourteenth century other causes, such as the 
shol''tage of' tenants or the pestilences )were blamed. By this 
period the reduction in the population would have reduced 
the pressure on the soil and exhaustion would have been 
remedied. 
Soil exhaustion in the earl y fourteenth century would 
explain the low price obtained for the crop f'rom the Tutbury 
demesne in 1314, and the phenomenon of both assarting and 
abandoning land on a l arge scale inside a period of eight 
years . On four Staffordshire manors , for example, during 
this period, about 340 acres were assarted and over 2,000 
acres were abandoned. It is unlikely that this represented 
two separate processes , that , in fact , there had f irst been 
a demand for land, followed by a reversal so complete as to 
l ead to wholesale withdrawal , especially as soDe land had 
a lready been abandoned in 1313-14. 
If, on the other hand, the soil had been overworked by 
the beginning of the :fourteenth century, and yd:elds were 
decreasing without any relaxation of demand, assaDts would 
be necessary to maintain the existing level of' production. 
.· 
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It is a characteristic of newly assarted land to give very 
high yields for a few years before becoming quickly exhausted 
if not fallowed and fertilised sufficiently. If therefore, 
the new as~arts of the early fourteenth century gave good 
yields some of the old land which was giving progressively 
poorer yields could be abandoned. 
However the area of abandoned land far exceeded the area 
assarted during this per•iod. By 1322 production must have 
decreased considerably. There was an additional and impor-
tant factor during ihe period under discussion. A series of 
bad harvests, the consequence of bad weather condi tiona , 
caused the Great European Famine (1315-17)(l7). The Famine 
was accompanied by disease and high mortality. There is no 
direct evidence of the effect of the Famine on the Honour, 
but the murrain blamed for the shortage of stock in 1322 was 
probqbly one result. Another may well have been a reduction 
in the population, and . thus of demand for land and food. 
This may have caused assarting to stop. The Great Famine was 
followed by several ·-ears of hardship and famine and during 
this period more land was abandoned. 
It was shovm that villein land and cottages ·1ere aban-
doned relatively late during this period. The reason for 
their decay was probably, therefore, a period of famine and 
disease rather than overcropping alone. Villein land, would, 
of course, have been as subject to overcropping as any other 
. 
land, but there was probably some reluctance to abandon the 
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old custom~ry holdings as soon as yields fell, and in many 
cases villeins might have had no othe~ land to substitute for 
them. Cottagers and poor villeins would be especially sub-
ject to the ravages of disease and famine(l8). However many 
villeins were probably reasonably prosperous, and the aband-
oning of a large number of virgates and bovates suggests a 
rea l fall in populAtion following the famine years. 
The extent of the contrection on the Honour of Tutbury 
before 1322 is unusually severe. Empty t enements were not 
Q~ovm on estates in England at this period(l9), and on 
the estates of Canterbury Cathedral Priory the 1320's were 
described as "years of crisis."( 20) But contrBction on this 
scale at this period was unusual, and gives particular inter-
est to the developments on the Honour during this century. 
The area under cultivation in 13?2 vas so much smaller 
than it had been in 1314 that we would expect a decrease in 
the volume of corn production. This might show in the values 
of the farms of manorial corn mills. In fact this did not 
happen. The values of the mills are shown in the table below. 
DUFFIELD/ 
BELP'11.!R 
BONSALL 
MNrLOCK 
ALD~•;R .VASLEY 
BIGG·IN 
1-ll\.~TIHGTON 
V/IRKS /ORTH 
L{:riTON WOOD 
1313-14 
26-13-4 
6-13-h 
8-0-0 
3-0-0 
19-0 
9-6-8 
3-l~ 
1321-2 
26-13-L~ ROLLESTOU 
6-13-4 
::<8-0-0 
*3- 0-0 
:::19-0 
9-13-1+ 
-
2-13-LJ. plus ro 
acres 
BARTON 
1!1• "1C II:~GTON 
TJTTO ~T}1R 
AG-A1DSLEY 
NE iCA..3TLE 
ASHBOURNE 
1313-14 
+24-0-0 
+5-l-0 
5-lh-0 
17-6-8 
1-10-0 
48-134 
12-3-1-~ 
+ 
Chqrged at half thi.s y.alue in 1321-2 account 
I ncludes a fullin~ mill . 
1321-2 
15-0-0 
*h-11-t--h 
7-6-8 
17-6-8 
~:33-6-8 
12-3-L~ 
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The total value of the corn mills in Derbyshire has , in 
fact, increased. At Hartington, for example, where there had 
been a net decrease in the area under cultivation, despite 
some assarting, the farm had b een increased by 6s.8d. In 
Staffordshire the total vqlue has decreased, but only dras-
tically on two manors , Rol~eston and Newcastle( 2l) . At 
Marchington in spite or the withdrawal from hundl"'eds of 
acres of land, the value of the mill has increased. 
The volume of corn production was clearly not the only 
factor dictating the value of the farm . Probably the higher 
corn prices in the 1320 ' s were partly responsible . Accord-
ing to Thorald Rogers the average price of wheat rose from 
5s.6d. per quarter to lls.7d. per quarter between 1313 and 
1321( 22). The average price of oats rose from 2s.8d. to 
4s. per quarter between the same dates . Examples drawn from 
the Honour show how sharply gra in-prices had risen in this 
region . In 1313-14 rye was bought and sold f: ·t 'i'utbury for 
5s. per quarter, and two quarters were bought to pay the 
Scropton warrener at 5s . 8~d. per quarter . In 1322 one 
quartel'l bouz;ht to pay the same warrene·~ cost lOs . 
If prices were much higher , the multure though smaller 
in g_uan t i ty, might be equally valuable to the miller . The 
mills at Newcastle were in the hands of the lord in 1324- 5 
and the high prices for wh.lah >" the multure was sol d illust-
rate this. All the prices were high compared wi th the 
national aver~ges( 23) . Wheat was sold for 7s . or 8a. per 
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quarter, whereas the average price in 1325 was 5s. 8~d. per 
quarter . Rye was sold for 5s . or 5s.8d. per quarter, where-
as the average price was 3s.9d. Best malt sold for 7s . per 
quarter, comp:::;red ·!'.'i th a:n aver :.1.::;e of 5s. 3d. 'l'he sustained 
high level of prices on the Honour , even when the national 
averages had fallen , provides further ::vidence of the sev· 
eiity of the agricultural cri~is in this region. 
The contraction in t11e cul tivetea area and the shortage 
of stock did not appear to affect adversely the Honour 's 
trading centres . At Ashbourne the farm of the markets and 
fairs in 1321-2 was £62. 3 . 5 . compared with £66.13.4. in 1313-
14. At Newcastle the burgesses paid £20 . 0 . 0 . for half the 
year, compared with £40.0 . 0. for the full year in 1313-14. 
At Uttoxeter, too, the value wa.s the same in 1321-!! as i~ 
1313- 14. At Wirksworth there hf-1d been a slight increase, 
from £1.10 . 0. in 1313-14 to £1 .12. 0. in 1321-2. Only at 
Tutbury had there been a proportionately significant dec-
rease, from £2.2.1. in 1313-14 to £1 . 0.4. in 1321-2. Inc-
reased prices may have been partly responsible for these 
high values in face of agricultural contraction. 
The accounts for the years between 1322 and 1359 are 
very unsatisfactory . This malces it very dif:ficult to assess 
the extent or rapidity of the recovery between 1322 and the 
middle of the century. There are accounts for the later 
1320 ' s for only two manors, Belper and. Duffield. At Bel per 
more land was abandoned in the four years between 1322 and 
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1326. In 1322 104 acres and 31 cott?ges had been out of 
use. The decayed rents represented 12% of the rent charge. 
By 1326-7 decayed rents represented 18% of the rent charge, 
and 166 acres were out of use . On this manor 1322 was not 
the nadir of the depression . 
At Duffield, in contrast, m ch of the land out of use 
in 1322 had been released during the same period. The area 
in decay fell from 1,242 acres and 15 bovates in 1322 to 
143~ 2cres in 1326-7. All the bovates abandoned before 1322 
had been re-leased. The rent loss on decayed i~nd in 1326-7 
vms nearly £6.0.0. Two yePrs later this had dwindled ~­
t~er to £2.2.0 . This figure may not, however, be reliable. 
The ~ccount for the year 1328-9 was dravm up on the basis of 
a new rental . According to this , the rent charge Tias con-
siderably lower than in 1326-7. By the date of the new ren-
tal there must have been considerable reductions in rent 
levels, or much land must have been 1v.ritten off as a bad .loss 
ana ignored in the new rental. Probably both these things 
had happened. The only comparable rents in the t1:~o ~ccounts 
are on demesne land. The average rent in 1322 had been 6~d. 
per acre . In 1328-9 the rent on 40 ecres was 8d. per acre . 
This example , however, is hrrdly sufficient evidence on 
which to base conclusions about rent increases or reductions. 
A rent8l dravm up in 1327 for Barton , shows that, as at 
Duffield, some of the land lying out of use in 1322 had been 
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re-le~sed soon after. On this manor in 1322 28 cottages, 
14~ virgRtes and 178t acres had been abandoned. By 1327 
only 5 cott8ges, half a virgate and 90 acres were out of 
use. A note in the rental said that the shortage of tenants 
was responsible for this. As at Duffield, most of the vil-
lein land abAndoned before 1322, had been re-leased by 1327. 
At the end of the 13?7 rental for Bfrton there is a 
list of m?.norial appurten~nces which could be improved 
(~otest annroviari) . Included in this list was the corn 
mill, which was in the hands of the lord. The list also 
included 79 acres of arAble demesne and 45 acres of demesne 
meAdows . A rent valuation was gi ven for these , but no les-
see . Po ~s ibly no lessees could be found -<=>or the demesne , 
and it, too, was in hand. 
The rent charge at Barton , as at Duffield, had shrunk 
between 1322 and 1327. In the case of Barton it is possible 
to comp?re rent levels at both dates, and to see that con-
sider~ble reductions had been made . The rent on deme.sne 
had fallen from lOd. per acre i.n 131 3-lh and 13')2 to 8d. 
per acre in 1327. Assarts had been leased at between 8d. 
per Acre and ls.Od. :per acre at the earlier dates . In 1327 
122 out of. 190 acres were leased for less than 6d. per acre , 
and none for more than 7d. :per acre . 
A set of rentals for several Derbyshire manors drawn 
up in Edvrord III's reign has also survived( 24) . These are 
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not dated, but were a lmost certainly drawn up before the 
Black DeBth, and prob~bly at the beginning of the reign . 
A sin~le , oat ed rental for one of these manors, Holbrook , 
survives for 1357( 25 ). The other Holbrook rental is clearly 
earlier , and almost certainly many years earlier . Out of 
24 tenants in the undated rental , onl y two can be recognised 
in the rental of 1357. Changes in surnRmes are unlikely to 
have accounted for all these changes , and it is equally 
unlikely that so many tenPnts had died and been replaced 
b~tween 1350 and 1357. If , on the other hand, the undated 
rental was drawn up bofore the Black Deeth, the almost com-
plete turn-over of tenants would not be surprising. We know 
that new r entals were m~ae in the first year of Edward III ' s 
reign E~ t Barton and Duffield. Possibly new rentals were made 
in that year for all manors , and the Barton rental And the 
undated rentBls are the only ones to survive. These rentals 
nould be mE~de obsolete by the Bl?ck Death, and need renewal 
in the 1350 ' s, as v1e kno' · t '" p case was at Holbrook. 
Port~ of these rcnt~ls a~e illegible , and they do not 
include , as the Barton rentals aid, a list of land in decay . 
The rent charges at Southwood , Idrid~ehay and Heage appear 
to be smaller than in 1314 · Prob8bly reductions in rents had 
been mPde as Pt Barton . At Holbrook the rent charge in the 
undated r enta l was about the same as in 1313- ll.!.. Yet Hol-
brook was a manor where nearly two thirds of the rent charge 
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had been decRyed in 1322. In that year 7 cotta~es, 7 bov-
?tes 8nd 11 ncres had b~en out of use. By the date of this 
rentcl, all or 21nost all, of this land must have been re-
lee sea. 
There 8re no surviving rentals from earlier in the four-
teenth centu~y which would mP.ke it porsible to compare the 
totPl area under cultiv?tion at two dates. Howev P, it is 
nossible to trace the chan;;ing prea of certain categories 
of l~nd. By the date of these rentals the area of villein 
land has decreased on two manors , 8t Southwood from 309 
acre~ in 131L!- to 255 acres , and at Heage from 370 acres in 
1314 to 16 3 acl .. es . Possibly some :former bond land, a ban-
aoned in 1322, had been re- leased free from the obligations 
of villeina~e . Possibly much had been abandoned permanentl y 
~nd_ ignored in the new rentals . Rents on villein land had 
decreased also, from 4~d. per ?ere at Southwood and 413d. 
per Pcre at Heage , to 4d. per acre on both manors . 
In contrast , at Idric1.gehay the area of bond land had 
incrr>asea :f'rom 82 acres in 1314 to 256 acres according to 
the undated rent?l . The different development on this manor 
by 132?, \"!hen no land was out of use , was noticed earlier. 
There hPC been considerable as?arting between 1313 and 1322 
on this manor , and some of these assarts must have been leas-
ed in bondB.ge . A similar development earlier in the cent-
ury WFI s noticed at Ala.erw:::~ sley ( 26 ) . In spite of the main-
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tenRnce of cultivation at Idridgehay the level of villein 
rent had cecre:?.sed sharply . In 1314 the rent of 9!d. per 
?ere, had been unusually high . By the date of this rental 
it hod shrunk to 3d. per '""ere. 
At B~rton the area of villein l and had probably rem-
ained. the same between 1313 ?nd 1327. The number of vir-
gates in 1313 was not r ecorded . However none were in cecay 
in 1327 , and the value of commuted labour services v. as al-
most exactly the S8me as in 1313-14. Little difference in 
the level of assart r ents can be traced between 1314 and the 
dete of these rentPls at Heage and Idridgehay. As sart rents 
were normally between 6d. and 8d. per acre at both dates . 
The complexity of economic developments on these manors 
in the eer•ly fourteenth century is well illustrated by the 
difference in the fate of villein land at this period. 
The rentals under discussion provide our earliest four-
teenth century in0ication of the numbers of tenants ana the 
sizes of their holdings . The Barton rental of 1327 is per-
haps most imn.ortant in this respect . It lists 118 tenants , 
and it is immediately noticeable thst there was great var-
iety in the size of their holdings . Whilst 52 tenants hel d 
fiv e acres or less , twent;'" held nore than thirty acres. The 
last figure coes not include several free tenants who hel d 
sub-mPnors or \·,,hat appear to be large holdings , whose area 
was not specified, for a nominal r ent . 
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Several of the holders of more than thirty acres were 
free tenants, often'esquires, but eleven were villeins. 
:f'ive villeins held more than -:·orty acres ePch. One, Matilda 
Levsing, held t\"TO messuages, t ,·ro virgates and 39-i acres for 
an annual rent of £1.6.7~d. v.rith labour services commuted 
for lls . Od. Another, Robert Mollesone held two meesuages , a 
cottage, one and a half virgates and 65~ acres for £1 .17. 2d. 
with works valued. at 8s .4~d. Holdings of this size put their 
tenants into a class of substantial peasant farmers . 
Hundreds of acres of land had fallen out of use on this 
m~nor earlier in the century, and much had been re-leased by 
1327. Probably some villein tenants had taken advantage of 
decreased entry fines Bnd low rents on this ready supply of 
land, to accumulate large holdings. However the conditions 
of tenure on villein virgates at Barton had not been relaxed. 
A virga.ter paid 3s.6d. money r ent and 5s. 2d. in commuted 
l8bour services in 1327 as in 1313. 
Such large villein holdings were not confined to Barton. 
On all four of' the DeV)byshire manors for which there are ren-
tals for this period, 14 or 15% of the holdings were of thir-
ty ocres or over, and in each case several of these tenants 
were villeins . At Idridgehay a bond tenant held forty acres 
of bond land. At Southwood a.nd Holbrook, two manors which 
were very close physically and where many tenants hel d in 
both manors, one vi1lein held three bovates , 5* acres and 
another held t ,_vo bovates , 9! acres . As at Barton, only a 
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minority held as much land as this. 25 out of 55 tenants at 
Southwood and Holbrook, nine out of 33 at Heage and ten out 
of 33 at Idridgehay held five acres or le s. It is, of course! 
pos s ible that some of these leased additional pieces of land 
from other tenants, but nevertheless, these figures suggest 
th&.t the majority of tenants had not accumulated large hold-
ings during the previous disturbed years. Probably much of 
the previously decayed land was re-lePsed between 1322 and 
the middle of the fourteenth century. A slight increase in 
the level of entry fines during the reign o£ Edward III 
su~gests increased pressure on the land. In 1322 the average 
entry fine had been 4d. per ac e. The avera~e fine on a hun-
dred acres changing hands in the early years of Edward III's 
reign and on about a hundred acres changing hands in 1357-8 
was 6d. per acre. The fRet that entry fines should be higher 
in the post Black Death period thRn they had been in 1322 
provides further evidence of the severity of the depression 
of the earlier period on this estate. 
We know very little about this period and the next sur-
viving accountP were not drawn up until after the period of 
the Black Death. It has been suggested that in Derbvshire the 
rava~es were severe, since the number of institutions to 
vacant benefices rocketed from two in 1347 and eight in 1348 
to 63 in 1349 and 41 in 1350( 27). The almost complete turn-
over of tenants during this period on Holbrook manor, su~gested 
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I by the t· .. o rentals , was mentioned earlier. However although 
it su~gested that the mortality rate at this ~eriod had been 
high , the second Holbrook rental sugg~sted also that there 
had been a recovery by 1357. There was only one tenant 
~ewer in the 1357 rental than in the pre-Black Death rental. 
This rental also showed that the size of holdings had tended 
to increase. The number of holdings o~ five acres or less had 
fallen from ten to three, whilst the number of holdings of 
thirty acres or more had increased ~om three to fiv~ 
The next manoria.l accounts con~irm the impret'sion o~ a 
recovery from mid-century depression. In 1359-60, on four 
out of the five manors ~or which legible accounts survive( 2B) 
the rent~ceipts, that is the rent charge less decay, were 
about the same as they had been in 1322. By 1361-2 the rent 
receipts on all five o~ these manors had increased slightly. 
At Ireton ';Yood, for example , cert money which could not be 
collected in 1359-60 was paid in 1361-2. At Belper the re-
covery o~ 1361-2 showed in the absence o~ profit from the sale 
of the herbage of lands which were in decay. The accountant 
explained that this was because all such land had been leased 
that year. 
The tote.l rent receipts from thirteen manors were con-
siderably higher in 1361-2 then in 1322. At th~t date they 
had represented about 70% o~ their value in 1313-14. By 
1361-2 they have increased till they represented about 88% 
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of their value in 1313-14( 29) . However, in spite of the 
improvements noticeRhle in 1361-2 there were still many 
signs of depression . The year 1361 saw another severe plague 
epidemic, during which Duke Henry died. At Ir eton Wood in 
tha t year, in spite of the :incr ease in rent receipts bet-
ween 1359-60 and 1361-2, tallage was still excused because of 
the poverty of the tenru1ts. Simil~r. tallage exemptions were 
widespread, so that the receipts from this source were sadly 
depleted. In 1313-14 six manors had paid tallage and cert 
money amounting to £23.10.0. On the same manors in 1361-2 
only £18.18.0. was collected. 
There wer e still empty holdings on several manors, and 
on a few of these the rent receipts in 1361-2 were lower than 
they had been in 1321-2. Brassington for example, had esc-
aped the worst depression in 1302 , but had suffered later in 
the century. In 1361-2 cottages, assarts, arable and meadow 
worth £3.10.0. per year, or nearly one quarter of the rent 
charge, were out of use. Another manor where the rent rec-
eipts were lower in 1361-2 than in 1321-2 was Idridgehay, 
where no lPnd had been out of use in 1322. 
By 1359-60 and 1361-2 new rentals had been drawn up for 
a ll manors. The rent charges in these years were always 
lower than in 1321-2. By the date of the new rentals much of 
the previously decayed land must have been leased again at 
greatly reduced rents. In most accounts for 1361-2 there are 
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notes compering the charges in that year with higher charges 
made eerlier in the century. Some previously decayed l~d 
had never been re-lea-sed, and was ignored when new rentals 
were rna de ( 30) • 
By 1361 the situation described in 1313 had ch~ged rad-
ically, and permanently . The population was probebly smal-
ler in 1361. A reduction in the populPtion, beginning before 
the middle of the fourteenth c ent 1u-•y was a European :phenom-
enon , the reasons for which have proved diff icult to ascer-
ta jn(3l) . However its effects are easier to describe. The 
high pressure on existing resources ch~-.. Eicteristic of the 
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries was relieved. In 
1361 there were no longer enough tenants to cultivate all 
the old holdings, so empty tenements were found on most manors. 
The accountants blamed these, like uncollected tallage, on 
the paucity of tenents on their manors . There were no ref-
erences at this period to the :poor quality of the soil . By 
this date the poorer land had probably been abandoned, and 
the land still under cultiv8tion need not be exploited so 
incessantly. 
Some of the empty tenements were re-leased during the 
1360's and 1370's, years which saw an increase in the area 
under cultivation. Asserting was, of course, unnecessary in 
view of the existence of previously cultivated land. This 
shows , incidentily, the difficulty of attempting to measure 
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fluctuPtions in the cultivRted area in the absence of a 
series of rentals. A considerable area. of land, which had 
been abandoned earlier in the century, had been ignored when 
new rentals were made. At that time there had perhaps seemed 
little likelihood of such la.nd ever being re-leased. In the 
accounts for 1359-60 and 1361-2 references were made to emp-
ty tenements on several manors. Later accounts show that in 
some cases this referred to areas consisting of hundreds of 
acres. 
Between 1365 and 1377, on fourteen Derbyshire manors, 
well over 440 acres of previously decayed land was leased 
out again. Occasionally it was taken in big pieces, of, for 
example, 52 acres ?t Hulland in 1368. More often the pieces 
were of only one or two acres. It is not possible to .tell 
whether this land had fallen out of use in 1322, or more 
recently. Much of it was assart land. For example on each 
of' three different manors, Idridgehay, Hulland and Biggin, 
seventeen to twenty acres of the re-leases lay i .n the New 
Field. 
Re-expansion was not evenly distributed. Between 1365 
and 1377 there were no re-leases at Holbrook, and only one of 
an acre, at Brassington. Yet at Hulland about lt76 acres and 
at Southwood about 100 acres were re-leased between the same 
dates. At Southwood about ~00 acres had been abandoned as 
early as 132?, so the exist?nce of much decayed land ready to 
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be released w~s hardly surprising. At Hulland, in contrast, 
only eight acres had been out of use in 1322 . On this manor 
there must h~ve been wholesale abandoning of land since that 
dBte, and probably in the middle of the fourteenth century. 
The Duchy administration encouraged t enants to take more 
land by conceding lower rents, by relaxing tallage and by 
giving easier terms of tenure. Copyhold tenure appeared 
with these re-leases in the early 1360's(32). A copyhold 
tena.n t held according to the custom of the manor, with the 
added security of a written copy of his lease recorded in 
the court roll. He could appeal to this if his tenure was 
challenged by the lord or by another tenant . Copyhold lea-
ses at this period were made both to the tenant and his heirs, 
and at the will of the brd (ad voluntatem domini). Tenure 
at the will of the lord implied tenure terminable by the lord 
at any date, although Holdsworth sugge~ts that tenure at will 
was terminable by either the lessor or the lessee(33). How-
ever, when land was plenti:ful, as it was on the Honour throu-
ghout the second half of the fourteenth century the lord-
would be unlikely to put into practice his right to evict 
tenants at will . 
Rents were low compared aith those earlier in the cent-
ury. Earlier rent reductions have already been described. 
Rents on re-leases at this period we~e lower still. For 
exa.mple, eight acres at Duffield, previously leased at 8d. per 
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acre, were leased for 4d. per acre in 1370. At Southwood 
64 acres, previously leased at 6d. per 8cre, were leased at 
3d. ner acre at about the sPme date. 26~ acres at Hulland, 
20 acres at Idridgehay and 23 acres at Biggin were leased at 
2d. per acre at this period. 
Entry fines during the eHrlier and middle years o:f' 
Edward III's reign had averaged 6d. per acre. Towards the 
end of his reign they were lower. The averaqe fine on 107 
acres transferred in 1375-7 in Derbyshire, was just over 2d. 
per. acre. 'fhis reduction would make it easier for tenants 
to enlarge their holdings. 
Tallage had been a relatively heavy burden on custom-
ary tenants on the Honour(34). Relaxation of this ~ould 
provide another inducement to tenants to take more land, and 
this did, in fact, happen. At Heage, for example, three 
acres of villein land previously leased for ls. plus 9d. 
talla~e, was in 1370 leased for ls. alone. On the same man-
or in 1376-7 talla~e to the value of 10s.6d. was allowed 
because the tenements owing it had been leased fi~eely. 
The revived demand for arable ,v,as accompanied by a dem-
and for cotta~es. A great number o~ these had been derelict 
as early as 1322. Between 1365 end 1377 five cottages at 
Belper, four at Scropton and one at Hulland had been r e-leased. 
The Duchy's rent receipts, as a result of these Pe-leases 
were higher in 1376-7 than they had been in 1361-2. By 
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1376-7, on 13 Derbyshire manors, they had risen to 90% of 
their value in 1313-14(35). No accounts for the Stafford-
shire manors between 1322 and 1370 survive. The accounts 
for the year 1370-71 suggest that these manors have seen 
similar developments to those on the Derbyshire manors. The 
rent receipts in 1370-71 were considerably less than they 
had been in 1313-14 on all the manors. At Rolles ton, for 
example, rent receipts (less demesne arable and meadow(3G)) 
in 1313-14 were over £30.0.0. by 1370-71 they had fallen to 
just over £26.0.0. Similarly, at Barton the r ent receipts 
were £55.5.0. in 1313-14, but only £41 .15.0. in 1370-71. 
Rents had been reduced, and some land had been abandoned. 
For example, at Tutbury 334 acres of demesne was charged at 
ls.Od. per acre in 1313-14. In 1370-71 211~ acres were lea-
sed at lOd. per acre, and 60 acres at 6d. per acre. The re-
maining 62~ acres had probably fallen out of use. 
As in Derbyshire, the 1360's saw releases of previously 
decayed land at very low rents. At Marchington in 1370-1 
40 acres of old decay was leased at 3d. per acre, 40 acres 
at 2d. and 40 acres at l~d. per acre. At least 128 acres of 
previously decayed land had been released recently at March-
ington in 1370, and at least 70 acres a t Uttoxeter. Prob-
ably more had been re-leased on the other manors, but despite 
these re-leases, there was still land lying out of use on all 
the manors. 
The markets and fairs at Tutbury and Uttoxeter were 
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worth as much, if not more, in 1370 as in 1313-14. At Tut-
bury the farm in 1313-14 had been £2.2.0. , and in 1321-2 
£5.0.0. At Uttoxeter the farm in 1313-14 and 1321-2 had been 
£14.13.4. The corn mills in 1313-14 had been farmed for 
£17.6.0. In 1370-1 the markets and :rairs were fs.rmed tog-
ether with the corn mills for £37.0.0 . There was a decay of 
£8.0.0. on this :rarm, but this ~res wholly on one mill. 
Probably as at Tutbury, the markets and fairs were worth more 
in 1370-7 than in the ePrly years of the f'ourte:enth century. 
However, at Wirksworth the markets and fairs were in-
~ctive at this period. The value had been £2.0.0. in 1361-2, 
but in 1376-7 only 18s.Od. was collected. 
By the 1360's most o:r the demesne meadows formerly kept 
in hand for the Earl's stock had been leased, a process which 
will be discussed in more detail later (3?). At this point 
it is enough to note that the administration appears to have 
had little difficulty in finding tenants willing to pay rel-
atively high rents for these. At Tutbury :ror example, 68 
acres of meadow were leased at rents varying from 2s . 5d. to 
3s.6d. per acre . The level of these meadow rents is in 
marked contrast to r ents of 3d. per acre or less on re-leased 
arable at the same period. 
In spite of the implied prosperity of tenant stock and 
dairy farming, and the expansion of the area of arable under 
cultivation, signs of depression noticeable in 1360 had not 
disappeared by the 1370's. Seven derelict stalls at Tutbury 
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in 1370 had le.in out of use "!since the first pestilence". 
Tallage et Biggin was not collected in 1376-7 because of the 
great number of dea.ths in the epidemic of 1361. At March-
ington tallage was charged at £3.0.0. in 1370-1, £1.0.0. 
less than in 1313-14. In fact none was collected as a res-
ult or the impotence (impotentia) of the tenants. There 
might have been an element of unwillingness, as well as 
poverty, in the tenants' attitude, which was successful 
because of the stronger bargaining position of tenants at 
this period. Similar allowances of all or part of the tal-
lage because of impotence were made on almost every manor 
in 1370-71 or 1376-7. 
In some cases the tallage was deliberately excused when 
land vJas leased, presumably as an incentiv;e to tenants. At 
Southwood tallage was excused completely and permanently. 
Villein land had carried tallage of 2d. per acre in 1313-
14, and this was still charged in the rental of Edward III's 
reign. By 1361-2 all villein land was leased without 
tallage. 
There had been a reduction in the volume of corn prod-
uction. Corn prices in the 1370's were no longer high enough 
to make milling profitable in face of declining production 
(38) 
• 
The Duke's receipts from the farms of corn mills on 
the Derbyshire manors in 1376-7 were less than half their 
VPlue in 1313-14. 
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His receipts from rents and f2rms of land on the Der-
byshire manors in 1376-7 were 10% less than in 1313-14. 
Reductions in rent were partly responsible for this drop, 
but s reduction in the area of arable under cultivation was 
also possible factor. This is something which it is im-
possible with the evidence we have to calculate accurately. 
Nor is it possible to calculate the fall in the populetion. 
If the fall in the popul8tion was in proportion to the 
shrinkage in the cultivated area (which we know was con-
siderably le~s than 10%) there may have been the same area 
of arable under cU1tiv2tion per person in 1376-7 as in 1313-
14. If this was so the depression of 1322 and later had 
been overcome by the later part of the century. 
The area of grassla.nd per person in tenant hands must 
have been considerably greater at this period. By this date 
almost all the hundreds of acres of meadow and pasture for-
merly used by the Earl's own stock had been taken by a red-
uced number of tenants. In adaition the area of pasture had 
been incrPased b y conversion of former arable to grassland 
(39) 
• 
The period of expanding cultivation was shortlived. 
The earliest re-leases of previously decayed land '\;·ere in 
the mid 1360's. By the reign of Richard II such leases have 
stopped. During the course of this r r~ign the trend was 
reversed, and land started to fall out of use again. 
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New rentals were dravm up in 1381 , which incorpora ted 
the r ecent leases . By 1386 the rentals were already out-
dated, and it was necessary to draw up a schedule of dec-
ayed rents for several manors(40). The portions of this 
rela ting to Heage, Holbrook, Southwood, Belper and Matlock 
are legible. On these five manors 233 acres, 1~ bovates 
were out of use. Of these, 134 acres were at Belper . This 
must hBve been abandoned since 1377 , p~rhaps even as rec-
ently as the early 1380 ' s . 
Abandoned land was more common than the schedule showed. 
Several manors were severely hit . At Hull and land worth 
£1.18.6. , or one fifth of the rent charge was in the hands 
of the Duke in 1387- 8 . At Scropton about 5% of the charge 
was decayed for the same reason. The account s of this 
period recorded the value of the land out of use and not its 
acreage, so it is imposs ible to say more exactly how much 
land had been abandoned. 
As far as we can tell , the period of contracting cult-
ivation ~rom about 1377 was short, and had come to an end 
well before the end of the century. On several manors for 
which there survive accounts for 1387- 8 and 1401- 2, there 
were re-leases which increased the rent receipts between the 
two dates. At Heage ~he receipts were increased by 5s . 2~d. 
and at Matlock by 16s.9d. during this period. These increases 
were slight, it is true , but they illustrate the frequent 
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fluctuations in the demand for arable at thi s period. 
Fe\ver accounts have survived for the Staf fordshire 
manors from the end of the fourteenth centm.,y. '.Ve ce.n see 
from these that in most cases the rent receipts rose slight-
ly between 1370- 71 and 1400- 1 . At Rolleston the increase 
was 10s . 9d. , at Barton £1.12. 0 . and at Uttoxeter £3 .17 . 0 . 
At Agardsley it was l l s . 3d. b~tween 1381- 2 and 1400- 1 , but 
this overall increase concealed a fall of 5s.Od. between 
1381- 2 and 1387- 8 . I t is possible that the contraction 
noticeable on the Derbyshire manors in the early 1380 ' s 
was echoed on the Staffordshire manors . The expansion on 
the Staffordshire manors during the laBt thirty years of the 
fourteenth century did not take up all the previously dec-
ayed land. A list of decayed rents , attached to the accounts 
for the yeBr 1400-1, shows that on one manor , Uttoxeter , as 
much as 200 acres lay out of use . 
During the reign of Richard II , for a large part of 
which land was f alling out of use, the market in villein 
l and remained active . Entry fines were low, as they had 
been at the end of the previous reign . The average fine on 
ov ~r 200 acres changing hands , other than on inheritance , 
in Derbyshire in 1379- 80 was 2~d. per acre. Most of the 
pieces of land invol ved were small. 
The court rolls make it c l ear that there was more land 
av?ila'ble than the tenants wanted. There were , in fact , more 
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prospective sellers than buyers. There were frequent 
proclamations of tenements lying empty, which no-one clai-
med. Some tenants were trying despers.tely hard to get rid 
of land. For example, in 1379 a tenant surrendered four 
acres into the hands of the lord, and no claimant came for-
ward. The tenant paid 3d. for another proclamati on. Again 
there vms no claimant. After a third unsuccessful proc-
lamation, the tenant had to take the land back, paying an 
entry fine of 4d. 
The same thing happened at least three more times in 
the year 1379-80. All the tenants involved paid an entry 
fine on retaking the land, and so~e , if not all paid also 
for the proclamations . All the pieces of land involved were 
small, consisting of four acres of less. 
An active land market at a time ¥/hen land was falling 
out of use can be the result of a tendency towards a shif-
ting form of cultivation, where tenants take a piece of 
land cheaply, cultivate it for a few years, then abandon it 
~nd take on another piece. This was not the case here, how-
ever, as most of the transfers between peasants were to the 
lessee and his heirs. 
There was at this date nothing to stop a tenant from 
enlagging his arable holding at little initial cost, except 
a complete lack of capital, or the knowledge that a la ger 
holding would not be profitable . 
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Yet tn the 1360 ' s and 1370's many tenants had been eager 
to enlarge their holdings. The fluctuations in the demand 
for land ar e not easily explicable. The expansion beginning 
in the early 1360's and continuing into the 1370 ' s followed 
a lmost immediately after the last serious epidemic of plague 
in 1361. It was perhaps the direct result of a population 
recovery from a long period when successive epidemics had 
kept the population dovm. The population did not, however, 
continue to increase. If it had, the demand for land would 
not have tailed off until it was reversed into a period of 
contraction in the 1380's. 
Corn milling never recovered before the end of the 
century the prosperity it had enjoyed near the beginning , as 
the figures in the table below show. 
DU.B'FIELD 
BELFER 
BONS.I\.LL 
MATLOCK 
ALD~.U~SLEY 
BI 'JGIN 
HARTINGTON 
IR-r.:TON WOOD 
DUP.FI ELD 
BELP1m. 
BONSPLL 
MATLOCK 
ALDER i,. SLE"Y 
BIGGIN 
HARTINGTON 
IRb~TON 1:JOOD 
1313..;;14 
26-13-h 
6-13-4 
8- 0-0 
3-·0-0 
19-0 
9-6-8 
1361-2 
8- 0-0 
8- 0-0 
4-0-0 
4-13-4 
15-0 
1321- 2 
,.,( -13-L~ 
6-13-4 
8-0- 0 
3- 0-·0 
19-0 
9-13-4 
2-13-4 
1373-4 
4- 0-0 
1326-7 
1~-0-0 
1 7 76-7 
8-0-0 
8-0-0 
2-0-0 
4-14-0 
2-0-0 
1359- 60 
9-6-8 
:.,-o ~o 
2- 0-0 
19- 0 
3-6-8 
2- 0-0 
1387- 8 
7-6-8 
3-0- 0 
2-13-4 
1-8- 6 
2-0-0 
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1313-14 1321-2 1370-1 1395-6 
TUTBUltY 24- 0-0 15-0-0 18-13-4 
BARTON 5-1-0 4-14-4 5-6-8 
MARCHINGTON 5-14-0 7-6-8 4-0-0 
UTTO':CETER 17-6-8 17-6-8 10-0-0 
It is clear that short term fluctuations in the cultiv-
ated area were not reflected in the v?lues of the farms of 
t•1n n i l.ls . Nor were flue tua tions in the values of the mills 
comrrton to P.ll manors. For example , at Matlock 1~ bovates 
and 30 acres fell out of use between 1377 and 1386. Yet the 
value of the mill increased from £2.0.0. to £2.13.4. between 
the same dates . During the same period a mill was rebuilt 
at Alderwasley, yet the values of the mills at Bonsall and 
Duf~ield declined. The fluctuations in the values of the 
Staffordshire mills were even more erratic, and Barton mill 
was actually worth more in 1370-1 than in 1313-14. 
The Duchy administration had difficulty in finding farm-
ers for some of the manorial mills during the second half of 
the fourteenth century. At Bonsall and Ireton Wood the mills 
were in the hands of the lord from Michelmas to Christmas 
1359. In 1361-2 the mill at Matloclc was without a farmer 
during the whole accounting year. The shortage of would-be 
~armers itself suggests that milling was unprofitable. 
It was suggested earlier that high corn prices might 
have been responsible for the maintainence of the values of 
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corn mills, in spite of a contraction in corn producti on . 
Prices were generally lower in the second hal f of the four-
teenth century and may have been partly responsible for the 
reductions in the values of the mills fonnd on most manors . 
At Matlock in 1376- 7, 'vhen the mill \"'aS in hand, the reeve 
contrasted the profits in that year from the sale of the 
multure, £2 . 0.0 ., vu'ith the previous farm of £6 .13 . 4 . He 
blamed the low profit in that year onto the l ow corn prices. 
The markets and fairs at Tutbury and Uttoxeter contin-
ued to function in the later part of the fourteenth century. 
In 1400-1 the farm at Tutbury was £5.0.0. , as it had b een in 
1370-1, and at Uttoxeter it was £11.13·4· Stock and dairy 
farming was prospering at this period, and the values of 
meadows and forest pastures rose (4l) . The contrast between 
the slack demand for arable and the rising values of grass-
land is very noticeable . 
A set of rentals dravm up for all the Honour ' s demesne 
manors in February, 1414, survives . This, in conjunction 
with accounts of the same period, illustrates clearly many 
of the developments of the preceding century. Many of the 
changes were advantageous to the tenant . The changed ratio 
between available land and the nUmber of tenants showed 
clearly. At the b eginning of the fourteenth century pres-
sure on the land was high enough to enable the landlord to 
extract high montJY r ents , extra dues such as tallage , high 
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entry fines and to restrict his tena.ntsl personal freedom . 
Disatisfied tenants were in no position to resist . 
During the course of the fourteenth century this sit-
uation was to a large extent changed. Land which had once 
fallen out of use could , in many cases , only be released at 
much lower rents, lower entry fines and in some cases , 
\ 
Reductions in entry fines have already 
b een mentioned. So have some rent reductions. The rental 
of' 1414 shows that reductions in money rents were widespread, 
and affected most categories of land. Reductions in the 
rents on villein land at Southwood , Idridgehay and Heage 
during the fourteenth century were mentioned earlier. Other 
manors had experienced similar developments . At Belper , for 
example, the rent had fallen from 8d. per acre in 1313-14 to 
4d. :per acre in 1414. Manors where v i llein raoney rent had 
not been reduced were rare . 
Rents on demesne land had also been generally reduced. 
At Barton the rent had been lOd. per acre in 1313- 14, and 8d. 
per acre in 1327. By 1414 nearly half' the demesne was leased 
for 4d. per acre. Similar reductions were found on other 
manors, but though reductions were widespread, they were not 
universal . At Hartington demesne land had been leased at 
nearly 6d . per acre in 1313- 14. In 1414 68 acres were leased 
at 8d. per acre , and only 21 acres at 6d. per acre . The 
different development at Har t ington was probabl y the result 
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or the dirferent geographical position it enjoyed. At 
Barton there was plenty of good arable land available . At 
Hartington theJ..,e wa.s little land sui table for arable . The 
consequent scarcity could have been responsible for the main-
tenance or the rent level throughout the fourteenth century. 
A wide variety of rent lands was t ypical of 1414. At 
Uttoxeter , for example , assarts in 1313-14 were normally 
leased for ls . Od. per acre or very litt le less . In 1414 
fourteen acres were leased at ls . Od. per acre, 53 acres at 
7d. or 8d. per 3cre and 100 acres at 6d. or less per acre . 
The dirferences here, found also on many other manors, show 
that reductions had often been made piecemeal , perhaps as a 
result of greater adjustment of rent to quality during 
periods of slack demand. 
On most manors the conditions of t enure of villein t en-
snts had improved. The total val ue of commuted labour ser-
vices on the Derbyshire manors had fallen during the four-
teenth century from £1.17.0 . i n 1313- 14, to £1 .10 . 0 . in 
1419- 20 . At Marchington labour services , commuted for 
£1 . 2 . 1 . in 1313-14 , had disappeared completely by 1417-18 . 
Tallase had been a heavier burden on most manors than 
labour services earl y in the fourteenth century . The constant 
reductions during the century had drastical ly cut the Duke ' s 
income from this eource. On fifteen Derbyshire manors in 
1313- 14 tal lage had been £24 . 17. 0 . On the same manors in 
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1419- 20 it had fallen to £18 . 18. 0 . This was not merely the 
result of a reduction in the area of villein land. Former 
Villein land was often leased without tallage but in bondage. 
The area held in bondage had been red~ced on many manors . 
At Southwood it had disappeqred altogether. Tallap;e C£2.12. 1 
in 1313- 14) and l8bour services (ls . 8d. in 1313-14) had dis-
appeared with it . On most manors , however , a diminished area 
of villein land remained in 1414. At Heage the area had 
shrunk from 370 acres in 1313-14 to 166 in 1~. At Hulland 
the area shrank from 224 acres in 1313- 14 to 154 acres in 
1414. 
Reductions in the Duchy ' s receipts from bond tenants 
were sharper than the general reductions in rent receipts . 
At Heage , for example , the proportion of the rent receipts 
cooing from villein tenP.nts shrank from 76% in 1313-14 to 
25% in 1419- 20 . At Hulland betv1een the same detes the prop-
ortion fell from 57t% to 46%. 
Similar marked reductions in the proporti on of rent 
coming from villein tenents occurred on manors where it is 
impo~eible to trace reductions in rent l evels or acreages. 
At Ireton Wood the proportion fell from 100% in 1313-14 to 
81% in 1419- 20 , and at Bonsall between the same dates from 
51~~ to 21%. 
There were eKceptions to this . At Idridgehay the area 
of land hel d in bondage had increased between 1313-14 and 
" 
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1419-20 it had fallen to £18.18.0. This was not merely the 
result of a reduction in the area of villein land. Former 
villein land was often leased without tallage but in bondage. 
The area held in bondage had been red.1ced on many manors. 
At Southwood it had disappeared altogether. Tallage ~2.12.1 
in 1313-14) and labour services (ls .8d. in 1313-14) had dis-
appeared with it. On most manors , however, a diminished area 
of villein land remained in 1414. At Heage the area had 
shrunk from 370 acres in 1313-14 to 166 in 1~. At Hulland 
the area shraruc from 224 acres in 1313-14 to 154 acres in 
1414. 
Reductions in the Duchy's receipts from bond tenants 
were sharper than the general reductions in rent receipts. 
At Heage, for example, the proportion of the rent receipts 
coming from villein tenants shrank from 76% in 1313-14 to 
25% in 1419-20. At Hulland between the same dates the prop-
ortion fell from 57t% to 46%. 
Similar marked reductions in the proportion of rent 
coming from villein tenants occurred on manors where it is 
irnpo~sible to trace reductions in rent levels or acreages. 
At Ireton Wood the proportion ~ell from 100~ in 1313-14 to 
81% in 1419-20, and at Bonsall between the same dates from 
51% to 21%. 
There were e~ceptions to this. At Idridgehay the area 
of land held in bondage had increased between 1313-14 and 
the d8te of the rental of Edw~rd III's reign. By 1414 the 
area had increased further, from 256 acres early in Edward 
III's reign to 268 acres. At Alderwasley 708 acres of bond 
land in 1313-14 had increased to 747t acres by 1414. At 
Belper the area in 1414 was almost the same as in 1314, and 
at Rolleston it had decreased by only half a virgate. At 
Barton the 24 virgates held in villeinage in 1327 were still 
held in vil einage in 1414. So were the 18 villein bovates 
found at Holbrook in 1357. It is, of course, possible that 
the number of bovates at Holbrook had decreased between 1314 
and 1357. 
On the manors where villeinage remained in 1414 it still 
entailed obligations which differentiated it froo other land. 
A villein at Barton still owed heavy labour services, valued 
at more than his money rent. The total sum of commuted lab-
our services on this manor had fallen from £7.10.8. to 
£6.11.9. between 1327 and 1414, but each remaining virgater 
paid a money rent of 3s.Od. and commuted labour services 
worth 5s.2d. 
Villeins at Barton and on other manors were still sub-
ject to obligations described earlier(42) . For example, 
throughout the fifteenth century some villein heirs had to 
buy back their fathers' goods and chattels '."hen inheriting 
their holdings. 
Nevertheless there was a reduction in the importance 
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of villein tenure on the Honour during the fourteenth c en-
tury. As vil lein tenure d ~clined, more lRnd was leased at 
the will of the lord and by copyhold. As was suggested 
earlier , t enure at the '1ill of the l ord need not be prec-
arious for t enants as long as the supply of land exceeded 
the demand, as it did throughout the second half of the four-
teenth, and indeed, the first eighty years of the fifteenth 
centuries. Copyhold tenure gave the tenant added security, 
and by the late fifte~nth century began to gain the prot-
ection of the common law, hitherto reserved for free 
tenants(43). 
Comparison of the rentals of the early years of Edward 
III's reign with those of 1414 shows sev~ral very signific-
ant developments. It was noticed earlier that the area of 
bond land had remained the same at Holbrook between the 
dates of both rentals of Edward III's reign and 1414, and at 
Barton between 1327 and 1414. The total area of land under 
cultivation on these two manors was either very much the 
same or slightly larger in 1414 than in 1357 or 1327 res-
pectively. At Holbrook the area had remained about eighteen 
bovates and ninety acres . At Barton the area had probably 
increased from about nine hundred acres to about a thousand 
acres, in addition to 24 virgates. It must be remembered 
that these figures are not strictly accurate, as all the 
rentals include many tenements, places and crofts whose area 
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was not recorded. ft must also be remembered that the four-
t eenth century rentals were drawn up after the contraction 
of the 1320 ' s which was severe on both manors . 
A comparison of the total areas , where this is pos ible, 
between the date of the undated rentals of Edward III ' s 
rei'S!l and 14lh shows the same trends . At Idridgehay the area 
appears to have increased from about 460 to 560 acres, and 
at Heage from 690 acres to 720 acres . 
Between the same dates , in all cases there had been a 
reduction in the number of tenants , from 118 in 1327 to 98 
in 1414 at Barton , from 33 to 26 at Heage, 33 to 21 at Idrid-
gehay and from 55 to 39 a t Southwood and Holbrook together 
between the date of the early Edward III rentals and 1414. 
The conclusion that as large an area of land was being 
cultivated in 1414 as in the early years of Edpard III's 
reign is one of great interest , especially in view of the 
reduced number of tenants . On these manors overall red-
uctions in the area under cultivation , in as much as they 
occurred at all, must have taken place very early in the 
fourteenth century. Any reductions in area after the late 
1320 ' s had been made good again by the early fifteenth 
century. 
There have been changes in the size of holdings during 
the fourteenth century, as would be expected. In 141L~ few-
er tenants held five acres or less, and more held thirty 
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acres or more. The proportion holding five acres or less 
had fallen slightly but uniformly on all manors. At Barton 
b etween 1327 and 1414 it had fallen from 44% to 397o• Bet-
ween the pre-Black DeBth rentals and 1414 it had fallen from 
45% to Lr.3% at Southwood a..J.d Holbrook, from 29% to 24% at 
Idridgehay, and, more sharply, from 27% to llt% at Heage. 
In contrast, the proportion of tenants holding thirty 
acres or more has increased between the same dates, slightly 
at Barton and Heage (from 23 to 25%, and from 14 to 16% res-
pectively), but more noticee.bly at Southwood and Holbrook 
(from 14 to 31%) and at Idridgehay (15 to 33%). 
At Barton in 1327 ~ive villeins had held more than 
forty acres . In 1414 seven held more than 47 acres, and this 
included holdings of 142 and 94 acres. At Idridgeh?Y three 
villeins held more than 48 acres in bondage and at will. At 
Southw0od and Holbrook one villein held 55~ acres. At 
Heage there was a holding of 244 acres, vhich included land 
held freely, at will and in bondage. The consolidation of 
big holdings, as well as of small ones, has clearly contin-
ued throughout the fourteenth century. 
iv. 1414-1485. The Fifteenth Centurl• 
The rentals of 1414 were the last for many years, and 
they formed the basis of the manorial accounts from thPt 
date until the end of our period. New rents were added to 
• 
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the r~ceipts part of the accounts under a separate heading. 
Rent losses, whether the result of reductions in rents or 
the result of land falling out of use, were usually included 
under one sum in the expenses part of the account. It is 
therefore possible to see how much of the rent charge was 
decayed, but not alnays possible to differentiate between the 
effects of rent reductions and contraction of the cultivated 
area • . Luckily details of the area of land lying out of use 
were occasionally ~ecorded. 
The general trend found on most manors was for some 
contraction of the cultivated area during the first sixty 
years of the century, followed by a period of more stabil-
ity. The few increases in rents were always outnumbered by 
reductions, and there was no assarting. On most manors 
rather less land was under cultivation in 1485 than in 1414. 
The contraction in the cultivated area and reductions 
in rents affected the manors unevenly. As early as ll.tl6-17, 
two years after the new rentals had been dravm up, land had 
been abandoned on t wo manors. At Matloclr this 1vas respon-
sible for a decay of 12.% of the rent charge, and at Bonsall 
for a decay of 4~%. By 1423-4 nearly a quer ter of the rent 
charge was decayed at Brassington, but probably at least 
part of this was the result of reductions in rent . Of the 
Staffordshire manors Barton suffered most severely . On this 
manor 9% of the rent charge was decayed, but , as at Brassing-
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ton, rent reductions may have accounted for some of this. 
The century was not one of uniform contraction. At 
Brassington, for example, where neerly 25% of the rent 
charge was deceyed in 1423-4, there had been some recovery 
by 1~+0-1. Some of the land abandoned earlier in the cent-
ury had been re-leased, and only 13% of the charge was dec-
ayed. Again, however, there was contraction, and in 1W-L6-7 
over a quarter of the charge was decayed, but by 1460-61 
the proportion in decay had fallen again to 18%. The decay 
remained the same for the rest of the period. Details of 
the decay were recorded in the account for 1460-1, when 12i% 
of the rent charge was decayed as a result of land lying out 
of use. 
Such ~luctuations were found on other manors during the 
fifteenth century, but the proportions varied from manor to 
manor. At Matlock, for example, about 29% of the charge was 
dec~yed in 1475-6. However a t that date only twenty acres 
of the land charged in the account had been abandoned. Rent 
reductions accounted for 25~ of the decay on this manor. At 
Barton, where ~6 of the charge vras decayed in 1440-1, only 
7% was decayed in 1460-1. No further reductions were made 
before 1485. In 1460-1 at Barton about half the decay was 
the result of rent reductions, and half the result of land 
lying out of use. 
On no menor dur ing the fifteenth century was land 
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abandoned or re- taken on a large scale, as it had been dur-
ing the previous century . On sone manors the period was one 
of great stability. At Heage , for exampl e , there were no 
reductions in rent s and no land was abandoned between 
1417- 18 and 1484- 5. A few increases in rents were made , 
Bnd the rent receipts in 1484- 5 were 2s . 5d. more than in 
1417- 18 . At Ireton Wood the rent receipts in lh84- 5 were 
2s . Od. l ess than in 1417- 18 . The rent charge had been in-
creased by 8d., whilst land worth 2s . 8d . had fallen out of 
use. 
As would be expected in view of the contraction of this 
period, rent levels tended to fall . Reductions were common 
and increases rare . At Tutbury the demesne was l eased for 
lOd. per acre until 1440- 1, when the rent was reduced to 
6~d. per acre . This was still a relatively high rent . More 
often rents were lower than this . At Agardsley 27 acres 
were leased at less than 4d. per acre from 1420- 1 to 1484- 5 . 
At Rolleston 96 acres were leased at less than 3d. per acre 
until 1453-L~ , when the rent was raised to 3d. per acre . At 
Duffield 72 acres were leased at 4d. per acre throughout the 
, century . Entry fines VTere low, as would be expected in view 
of the slack demand for rent , and sometimes tenants took 
land without paying any fine at all . 
Occasional high rents , remaining from the early four-
teenth century, ~ere stil l found. At Matlock in 1475- 6 26 
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acres , including tVJelve acr es of assart , were leased for 
ls . ld. per acre . However on the same manor in that year 
three acres were leased for 3d. per acre . 
The Duchy ' s receipts from rents declined during the 
century . Betw6en 1419- 20 ana. 1484- 5 the total r ent receipts 
including tall age and sale of' YJor ks , on thi r t een Derbyshire 
manors fell by 7%. Most of the reductions t ook place before 
1475- 6 . In that year the tot a l rent receipts on thi r t een 
Derbyshire manors were 86~% of their monet ary val ue in 
1313- 14. 
The contrPcti on i n area and reductions in rents on 
arable ouring the fifteenth century were echoed by reductions 
in the val ues of' meadows and pastures (44) . There are al so 
signs of contraction in trade during the early part of' the 
century . The market s and f'airs a t Tutbury, ''or t h £5 .0.0 . 
in 1400-1, were !'armed f'or only £2 .13. 4 . in 1417-18 . At 
Wirksy;or th there was no prof'i t a t all f'rom the markets and 
fairs in 1419- 20 , and onl y the meagre sum of' 8d. in 1425- 6 . 
By 1427- 8 the markets and f'a i rs a t Ut toxeter were !'armed for 
£6 .13. 4 , compared with £11. 2. 4 . in 1400-1. At Ashbourne , 
where the farm had been £62. 3. 5. in 1321- 2, it was £11 . 4 . 4 . 
in 1415-16 and onl y £9 .12 .l~d. in 1425- 6 . 
The prosperi t y of' the bor ough of NeVJcastle a t this 
period is dif'ficult to ascertain. The burgesses !'armed the 
burgages , markets and f'airs f'or the block sum of £40 .0. 0 . 
They manBged to obtain a reduction of a quarter of this 
sum in 1425 becaus e of their p~ty, but later Duchy admin-
istrators were not convinced by this, and demanded the full 
£40.0.0. In view of this the extent of the poverty of the 
burgesses in the fift eenth century is impoPsible to asress. 
The question of the payment of this farm by the burgesses of 
Newcastle-tmder-Lyme will be discussed more fully l ater(45). 
There ~as no revival in the Duchy's profits from mar-
kets and fairs during this period. At Tutbury the farm was 
reduced from £2.13.4. in 1419-20 to 3s.4d. in 1475-6. At 
Uttoxeter the farm fell from £6.13.4. in 1427-8 to £3.6.8 
in 141 ~0-1, and d.id not increase before 1485. At Wirksworth 
the farm fell to 6d. in 1438-9. For the rest of the period 
there was no profit from the market or fair on this manor. 
At Ashbourne the farm rose from £9.12.ltd. in 1425-6 to 
£12.0.0. in 1438-9, but after this it decreased steadily, 
until in 1460-61 it was only £3.16.8. After that the manor 
was f armed. At Newcastle the burgesses managed to persuade 
the Duchy to reduce the charge on the farm of the burgages, 
markets and fairs during Edward IV's reign, but this may have 
been evidence of the borough's strength rather than its 
poverty. 
. 
At first sight these figures suggest overuhelmingly that 
the volume of trade in these towns during the fifteenth 
century dwindled into near-insignificance in some places and 
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relative insi gnificance compared with 1313-14 everywhere . 
However there is some doubt as to whether these figures can 
be taken at their ~ace value. Landlord control over tovms 
and trade probably declined during this century, and it is 
possible th8t there was some trade on the Honour uhich es-
caped Duchy interference and Duchy taxes . The successful 
resistance of the burgesses of Ne\· castle may have been 
copied by other merchants elsewhere . 
However, there are signs of depression at Ashbourne in 
the mid- fifteenth century. In 1445- 6 fifteen stalls and 
shops and three chambers in the to~n were derelict. The 
shnmbles was in bad condition, and in that year the Duchy 
repaired it at a cost of £13. 8. 1., or not much less than 
half the receipts ~rom Ashbourne in that year. Such large-
scale eA.'"J?endi ture in the town was , as far as it is possible 
to tell from the occasional accounts , unusual. I t suggests , 
nevertheless, that the Duchy still had an interest in the 
prosperity of the town . Perhaps the Duchy ' s interest at 
this period vas centred rather on the rents of shops , stalls 
and burgages in the town than on the direct tolls on trade . 
Rents both at Ashbourne and Newcastle were sufficiently 
high to justify such a policy. 
The value of the manorial corn mills dec l ined Sharply 
during the fifteenth century, as the fig~es in the tabl e 
below demonstrate. 
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1400-1 1417-18 1h37-!~0 1460- 61 1475- 6 
TUTBURY 18- 16- lt 1'-9-0 10-0-0 1 1.- 0- 0 7- 0- 0 
BlL-qTON 6- 6- 8 6- 6-8 6-13-h 2- 13-lJ. 4- 6- 8 
!.~.fu"1CH- 5- 6-8 5-6-8 2-11- 6 2-13-h 2-13-1!. r · ·r.,o·· 
- • ...rl. l\~ 
UT1'0X- 10-0-0 
ET'ER 
DU .. 'FIELD 
BELFER 
BONSALL 
~lATLOCK 
ALDER WASLEY 
HA ... ll T IlfGTON 
IRETOiJ WOOD 
D"JFP I ELD 
B~!ffi 
BONSALL 
MATLOCK 
ALD .. RWASLEY 
HARTirJGTON 
IRETON ',VOOD 
1401-2 
7- 6-8 
5- 6- 8 
3-0-0 
2-13-L~ 
1- 13- /t 
1439- L!.O 
4- 0-0 
4-0-0 
1- 0- 0 
1- 17-L~ 
1-12-·0 
3-0-0 
10-0- 0 7- 6- 8 
1419- 20 
2- 13-11 
5-6- 8 
3- 0-0 
2-13-4 
2- 6- 8 
3- 16- 8 
1- 6- 8 
11~60-61 
2- 13- 1+ 
4- 0-0 
1- 0-0 
1- 6-8 
13- 4 
2-0-0 
0_), 
- ,· 
1423- 4 
2- 0- 0 
4-13- 4 
3- 0-0 
2- 0- 0 
2- 6-8 
3-15- 8 
1475- 6 
3- 0- 0 
3-0- 0 
1- 0-0 
1-h-8 
1- 0- 0 
2-1-0 
3-i!. 
7-7- 8 
1h8L~-5 
3-3- 4 
3- 3- 4 
1-0- 0 
1-h-8 
1-0- 0 
2- J.-0 
3-i!. 
1484- 5 
4- h-0 
4- 8- 6 
2-16-·8 
8-7- 8 
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In spite of a few slight increases in the farms b efore 
1484 , every corn mill on the Honour was worth far less by 
that date than it had been at the beginning of the century. 
The OVPrall reduction was over half on the Staffordshire 
me~ors and nearly half on the Derbyshire manors. 
There are several possible explanations for this. One 
is a reduction ~n the number of tenants obliged to grind 
their corn at the manor ial mill as a r esult of a reduction 
in villeinage . Also , the sei~urial monopoly might have 
been less strictly enforced on the remaining villeins during 
the fifteenth century . This seems unlikely, as at various 
periods during the fifteenth century the Duchy invested 
considera-ole sums of money on manorial corn mills . At 
Newcastle in 1445-6 , for example , £10.17 . 0. was spent on 
the corn mills, and at Tutbury in the two years 1462- 4 a 
total of £26 . 17. 8 . v~s spent in this way . Heavy investment 
in corn mills was found on many other manors during this 
century(46 ) , and su ~gests that the Duchy did not feel that 
its mono~oly was being evaded on a scale large enough to 
affect Es receipts . 
Another reason could be dwindling corn prices , which 
would reduce the value of the multure . C rn prices were low 
throughout the fifteenth century, but this could not have 
explained 50% reductions in the values of the mills between 
1400 8nd 1485 . 
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It seems likely that there was a substantial decrease 
in the volume of corn production. Possibly this was partly 
the result of contraction of the area of arable land under 
cultivation. Reductions in the area of cultivqted land have 
been demonstrated on several manors during this century. 
However, the contraction was nowhere on a scale SU1.'.ficiently 
large to have cut production by such a large amount . The 
decrease in the volume of corn produced was probably also 
partly caused by a change in lPnd use, that is by the con-
version of arable to pasture . As was shovm earlier, the 
Honour is now an area where grassland far exceeds arable 
land. Various signs of increasing emphasis on stock and 
dairy farming have been mentioned in this chapter, and will 
be discussed more fully later(47). 
Both the reduction in the number of tenants obliged to 
grind their corn at the lord's mill and low corn prices prob-
ably played some part in the decline of the manorial corn 
mills during this century, but these factors were probably 
less influential than the decrease in the volume of corn 
production. 
Another change in cultivation during the fifteenth cen-
tury was ~he increase in the area of enclosed land. Small 
enclosed crofts had existed, of course, s ince the beginning 
of our period. So had amercements of tenants who had made 
illegal enclosures . However from about 1440 l icenced encl-
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osure became common . This \'las a development of some import-
ance, as enclosure often preceded improvements in technique 
and increased yields. A compact And enclosed area of land 
could be cultivated more efficiently than the more typical 
strips of the open fields . 
The Duchy r Pquired tenants to pay for permission to 
enclose a part of their holdings. These licences , as they 
were called, took the form of a small annual payment. Most 
of the enclosures recorded in the accounts were of small 
pieces of arable , but grassland was occasionally involved. 
One of the earliest licences to enclose recorded in the 
ace unts was granted to the Rector of Ireton Wood in lh40 . 
It concerned thirteen acres of pasture . The Rector paid 
5d. extra r ent to hold this in sever8lty . This is one of 
the rare instances when we know the name of the encloser . 
Similar licences became common during the 1440 ' s on most 
Derbyshire mF.t.nors . By 1475 increased rents as a result of 
enclosure were being paid on at least 145 acres of arable 
and 23~ acres of grassland on nine of the Derbyshi re mano1~ s . 
It is doubtful whet~er all enclosures would be mentioned in 
the ~ccounts, and in many cases where enclosure was recorded 
the area of l and involved was not sta te<t , so these figures 
may well be underestimates . 
At Barton in 1430 eighty acres of land was enclosed with 
a consequent rent increase from 13s . 4d. to £1 . 0 . 0 ., or to 
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3d. per acre . Surprisingl y , no other licences to enclose 
were recorded in the Staffordshire manor accounts for this 
period. This may have been the result of a difference in 
accounting methods, although no comparable differences bet-
ween the accounts for manors in the t~o counties are notice-
able . The court rol l s also recorded enclosures , though it i s 
very difficult from this evidence to get any idea of the 
area of l r nd invol ved. They give the impression that enclo-
sures were being made on the St affordshire as well as the 
Derbyshire manors . They also make it c l ear that a great 
number of tenants were enclosing small p i eces of lPnd. The 
movement was not restricted to a group of richer tenants . 
The foUllteenth century had been a period of striking 
ch~nges in social structure and in di stribution of resources . 
Tenure in villeinage had become l ess important and wide-
2pread . Most of the stock , pastures , buildings and arable 
kept in hand by the Earl a t the beginning of the century had 
been transferred to the tenants by the end of the century. 
There were perhaps fewer tenants and bigger holdings at that 
date . The later part of the century saw the beginnings of 
a shift in emphasis from arable to grass farming . 
The fi~teAnth century was in many ways less ev entful, 
and the evidence for this period is often harder to inter pret. 
The obligations of vil l einage which rem8ined ~n 1414 l asted 
until 1L!85 . Even at Barton, wh ere labour services had been 
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heaviest , the~e was no reduction . The services on 24 vir-
gates on this manor were commuted for the same sum , £6 . 11. 9., 
in 1484- 5, as in 1417-18. Vfuerever it can be calculted, 
the proporti on of ren t coming from vi llein land remained 
about the same during this period. This even applied to 
manors where it had diminished little or not at all dur i ng 
the fourteenth century . 
Changes in rent levels during the fifteenth century 
were less marked, and so were fluctuations in the area under 
cultivation. With the evidence at our disposal it is im-
possible to draw firm conclusions on certain crucial points , 
such as the extent of trade during this century . Neverthe-
less , the fifteenth century saw some potentially very im-
portant developments on the Honour , such as the beginnings 
of a movement towards enclosure , and the reduction in the 
volume 'f corn production. Some of the most inte~esting 
developments during this century are connected with the prog-
gress of stock and dairy farming , and deserve separate dis-
cussion. 
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CHAPTE..~ III 
Forest Ec_onomy. 
A large part of the Honour of Tutbury was stil l wood-
land at the beginning of the fourteenth centur~y . The two 
forests, Needwood Forest and Duffield Frith , were the site 
of assarting in the early years of the century , (l) but the 
bulk of the woodland was still intact . 
Needwood Forest , low- lying and fertile , was famous for 
its rich grassland and fine timber . Duffield Frith was 
higher and hil lier , but also provided good pastm ... es and 
timber . There were gypsum deposits in Needwood, and coal , 
iron-stone and building stone in Duffield Frith. The econ-
omy of the whole Honour was closely linked with these for-
ests , chiefly because of the extensive pastures found inside 
them, but in administration the forests proper were differ-
entiated from the manors . In this chapter the fores t s them-
selves will be discussed. 
Neither Duf fie l d Frith or Needwood Forest were true 
royal forests i n t he fourteenth century . However , in 1285 , 
Edward I granted to his brother , Edmund , Ea.rl of' Lancaster , 
the right to appoint Justices of the Forest whenever nec-
essary in all his Forest s( 2) . From that date Needwood 
Forest and Duff'ield Fri th were administered under Forest Law. 
Eventually they passed into the hands of the Crown i n 1399, 
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along with the rest of the Duchy of L&ncaster. 
The aruninistrative system of the forests was briefly 
descl~ibed earlier. The chief official was the Master-
Forester, who was normally a man of some importance . In 
1313, for example, the Master-Forester of Needwood was John 
de Mineers, who was also Steward of the Honour of Tutbury(3). 
In 1370 the Master-Forester of Needwood was Sir Walter 
Blonnt,· who was then Constable of Tutbury Castle, and who 
latel"~ became Chamberlain of' the Duchy(4) . The Master-
Foresters ' main task was the distribution of venison and 
timber. They "drew up annual accounts showing the number of 
deer caught during the year, and the number of trees cut 
dovm. Each forest was divided into administrative units 
called wards, which were accounted for by officials called 
receivers . Inside the wards were enclosed paries, each in 
the charge of a parker. The receivers ' accounts dealt 
principally with the leases of' forest pastures, but also with 
a host of miscellaneous items ranging from the coal- mines 
to swarms of wild bees and honey. They were responsible for 
the fencing system, the cere of the deer and the hunting 
lodges. They also accounted for the receipts from the 
forest courts, called Wodemotes , held in each wa~, The 
Wodemotes dealt with specifically forest offences, such as 
illegal cutting of wood, or straying animals . More important 
cases, including poaching deer , were heard before the Forest 
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Court at Tutbury(5). 
The deer were strictly preserved, as they were in royal 
forests. Several Earls and Dukes of Lancaster, from Earl 
Thomas to Edward IV, hunted in Needwood Forest or Duffield 
Frith. John of Gaunt, for example, often stayed at the 
hunting lodge of Ravensdale in Duffield Frith;(6) whilst 
his wife, Constance of Castile , was living at Tutbury Castle. 
The deer grazed in the parks in the summer and winter. 
There were sheds to provide shelter, and hay and branches 
cut from the trees were fed to them to supplement their 
winter diet. 
Venison formed an important part of the food supply of 
Lancastrian households, and also a convenient means for 
rewarding Lancastrian supporters or officials. There i s no 
evidence of venison from Needwood Forest or Duffield Frith 
being sold, as it was at Quernmore, another Lancastrian 
Forest(?). 
Deer were killed, salte4 and stored on the orders of 
the Master-Foresters. In Duffield Frith there was a large 
larder at Belper for this purpose, which had 34 deer in it 
at Michelmas 1313. During the following year a total of 161 
deer, 85 from Durfield Frith and 76 from Needwood, were 
killed. The majority of these, 88 , were sent to the nearby 
Lancastrian households of Tutbury, Melbourne and Kenilworth. 
Ten went to the Prior of Tutbury as tithe. Sir Robert de 
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Holland, one of Earl Thomas' closest friends , was given 
fifteen(B) . The remaining 48 were given to various Lan-
castrian officials. Sir Ralph de Sheppey, Receiver-General 
of Kenilworth, and William de Markelan, Receiver of Doning-
ton were amongst the recipients. 
There are no later Master-Foresters' accounts , but 
other documents show that the supply of venison continued. 
In 1370-1 forty deer from Needwood were sent to various 
Lancastrian households, including that in London . John of 
Gaunt continued the practice of rewarding his officials with 
deer, giving them , for example to John de Pole, Steward of 
the Honour of Tutbury(9) . 
Timber, like venison, was granted to local officials . 
In 1313-14 22 oaks from Duffield Frith and 31 from Needwood 
were given away to such man as Adam Coyne , bailiff of New-
castle-under-Lyme and Henry Chaundeler , bailiff of the Hundred 
of Appletrqe. At the end of the fourteenth century John of 
Gaunt was continuing this practice(lO). 
Unlike venison, timber was also sold. As far as it is 
possible to tell from the irregular fourteenth century 
accounts,sales were spasmodic. In some years none was sold, 
but in others scores of trees were sold at considerable profit . 
In 1313- 14 143 oak saplings from Needwood were sol d for over 
£6.0 . 0., or ls. each. In 1359-60 sixty poor trees from 
Duffield Frith were sold for £4. 0.0 . , or ls . 4d. each. Fully 
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grovm trees in good condition were worth much more than this . 
I n 1370-71 103 oalts rro-, Needwood were sold at prices rang-
ing from 3s · 5~d . to hs . Od. each . Altogether these trees 
were worth over £23 . 0 . 0. Even dearer W8S an oak sold from 
Dur_"'ield Frith in 1361- 2 for 9s . Od. 
In the fifteenth century , when account s are much more 
regular)s~les of timber were almost non- existant . There was 
a short period in the 1440 ' s when timber :f'rom Needwood was 
sold, but this w~s an isolated instance . In 1442 the right 
to cut all sorts of wood (subboscum , ramelli and £9~~) for 
three years was sold in Uttoxeter Ward for £31 . 13. 4 · Oaks 
called ' spires ' and ' crabbetrees ' were excepted from this 
agreement . I n 1444- 5 a similar arrangement was made wi t h 
regard to Barton Ward . The r i ght to cut underwood ( subboscum) 
was sold for two years , for £6 . 13. 3. Probably these were 
expedients to raise much needed cash . 
Throughout the period , or courFe , timber was in constant 
demand for building operations . The transport of any quan-
tity or heavy timber at this period was a l aborious and ex-
pensive task, so a ready supply was invaluabl e to an estate . 
The Earl supplied t i mber for rep~irs to manorial build-
ings leased to tenants . For exampl e , 24 oaks wePe used t o 
rebuild a b?rn or three bays on the tenement or a Scropton 
tenant in 14LL6-7. The right to timber from the l ord's fores t s 
wes speciried in most lePses of manorial mills or other 
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buildings. A gre8t number of trees were also felled for 
repairs to the extensiv.e fencing system ins ide the fore s ts. 
In Duffield Frith i n 1376-7 as many as 28 oaks were used for 
fencing alone, and this was by no means exceptional. 
Timber was also essential to the frequent castle works . 
Need·wood supplied timber for castles as far away as Melbourne, 
v·here ten wagon-loads were taken in 1314. The sporadic re-
buildings and repairs at Tutbury consumed most timber, using, 
for example thirteen oaks in 1463-4 and seventeen in 1478- 9. 
Oak was the chief wood for building, but alders were used 
elso. 45 were needed for scaffolding at Tutbury Castle in 
1313-14 and 24 were used on Scropton mill in 1322. 
The forests were by no means mer.ely a source of venison 
Pnd timber. The grassland they contained provided pasture 
for both landlord end tenant stock. All the Staffordshire 
manors had common pastures in Needuood Forest, and some of 
the Derbyshire manoro in Duffield Frith. At the beginning 
of the fourteenth century the Earl kept a herd of 230 cattl e 
in Duffield Frith, and fifty pigs and over one hundred hor-
ses in Duffield a.nd Needwood. These were in the charge of 
stockeepers, and will be discussed in a later chapter(ll) 
• 
In e dition pastures in all the wards were fenced off 
end leased to tenants during the summer months . In winter 
most of th~m were reserved for the Earl ' s stock or deer. The 
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receipts from these leases were one of the most profitable 
sources of income to the Earl from his fores t s . In addition 
a pannage fee was collected from all tenants who had pigs in 
the Forests. In 1 313-14 , the Earl 's r eceipts from aJist-
ments, pestu.res end pannage in Needwooo. ~:ere £38.L~.8<1., encl 
in Du:f:fielo. Frith £38 . 5.2~d. Such large sums show that many 
t.enPnts wer P engBgec" in ctoc! farming, ano E:hov. the value of 
8Uch extensive pastures to an estate. 
However, by 1322 , the date of the next surviving v:ard 
accounts, the situation was very different. Leases of pas-
tures in Duf'field Frith were ,--orth only £3.5.0., and in Need-
wood only £3.13.0. The number of stock agisting in these 
forests has clearly been severely r educed. 
At this dete thP. :forests were suffering fror both the 
eepredPtions of the royal army and the after-effec tc of yeers 
of :fami ne and. a.iRease, as l(!P. s the rest or tne Honour (l2). 
Fences and ga tes had been burnt down or broken in 111ost Wards , 
and this was blamea on the royal army by the receivers(l3). 
In the f ive Wards where damage of this sort was recorded, 
only £1.12 . 8. was collected from pasture leases . The hos-
tile army had probably consumed a great number of stock, as 
well as burned dovm ~nces and buildings . Other stock had 
probably been lost or stolen (l4) . Political disturba.nces of 
this sort were one of the perennial problems faced by med-
ieval stockfarmer s . 
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Receipts from pastures were considerably lower even in 
Wards whe'le no direct damage was recorded. From these four 
Wards only £5.5.4. was collected. Summer agistment in Shot-
tle Park in Duffield Frith for example , worth £15 . 16 . 6td. in 
1313-14,was worth only £2.13.0 . in 1322. Such reductions 
must be the result of a great number of deaths of stocK from 
murrain or famine during the preceding years . 
By the end of Edward II ' s reign stockfarming had rec-
overed, and there was a great increase in the Earl's rec-
eipts from leases of pasture. Agistment in Shottle Park was 
worth £13.LL. 4. in the summer of 1326-7. Pastures in Belper 
Ward, worth 9s.9d. in 1321-2, were worth £6.6 .5 ~d . in 1326-7. 
During the same period much arable which had been out of use 
in 13?2 , was re-leased. 
The next surviving Ward accounts were dravm up after the 
Blaclc DeAth of 1349. If the tenant stock on the Honour had 
suffered badly at this period, the1,e had been a recovery by 
1361-2. In that year the a;istment in Shottle Park vv.as 
worth over £20 . 0 . 0 . to the Duke . 
The demand for pasture in the forests rose steadily dur-
ing the second half of the fourteenth and early fifteenth 
centuries . In 1370-1 the total value of pastures in Needwood 
Forest was £35 . 6 . 7~d., very little less than in 1313-14. By 
1400-1 the value had risen to £42.11 . 8., and by 1427-8 to 
£48 .17. 9. Similarly in Duffield Frith the value of pastures 
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was £46 .13 .l~d. in 1376-7, more than it had been in 1313-14. 
By 1397-8 their value had risen slightly to £47 . 8. 2., by 
1419-20 to £52 . 4 . 0., and by 1426-7 to £57.8.0 . 
These figures include the lease of the remains of the 
ThL~e ' s herd of cattle in Duffield Frith. This consisted of 
forty cows and one bull, leased with pastures and buildings 
at some date before 1376. The lease was for £11.0.0., or 
5s . 6d. per head, at that time(l5) . 
Agistment fees probably increased slightly during this 
period. In Shottle Park , Duffield Frith, in 1397 the fee f or 
horses was ls.Od. or 6d. depending on the l ength of the 
agistment, and the fee for foals 8d. or 4d. In Needwood the 
equivalent fees in 1440 were ls.6d. or 9d., or ls.Od. or 6d. 
The remaining fees, ls.Od. or 6d. for cattle or mares , were 
the same at both dates . Possibly the difference was a reg-
ional one, but it is more likely that it reflected increased 
pressure on the pastures . 
The increases in the total values of pastures a·e very 
striking. In Needwood the increase between 1370 an~ 1428 was 
over one third, and in Duffield Frith between 1376 and 1427 
it was nearly a quarter . It has already been shown that the 
l ater part of the fourteenth century saw some 8Drt periods 
of expansion in arable farming , but accompanied by greatly 
reduced rents, and followed by periods of contraction in the 
l a te fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries(lG). Further 
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evidence for the contrasting developments in stock and dairy 
farming at the same period will be discussed in a later 
chapter(l7) . 
The values of forest pastures stopped rising in the mid-
dle of the fi~teenth century and in many cases there were 
reductions in the leases . By lh60-l the total receipts from 
pasture leases in Duffield Frith had fallen to £34.0 . 0. , and 
in Needwood to £34. 15.0 . This mid- century decline in the dem-
and for pastures was temporary, and during tdward IV ' s reign 
the Duchy's receipts from this source rose again. By 1475- 6 
the value of pastures in Duffield Frith was £55.16 . 0 ., and 
in Needwood £1..!.5.17 . 8 . These rising values , like those of the 
late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries were not paral-
lelled by similAr increases in the value of arable. 
During the later part of his reign , Edward IV increased 
the number of deer in Needwood Fores t and Duffiefi Frith, even 
to the detri~ent of the facilities for tenant stock . In many 
Parks the number of tenant stock was reduced to give more 
pasture for the deer . This indulgence of Edward ' s weakness 
for hunting meant a drop in his receipts from forest pas-
tures to £32 . 0 . 0. in Needwood Forest in 1482- 3., and £44. 8 . 4 ., 
in Duffield Frith in the same year. At the same time Edward 
embarked on an extensive programme of rebuilding the hunting 
lodges, which consumed much of the forest receipts . The 
money came from both ward and manorial receipts , and in the 
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three years 1475-7 and 1478-9 over £75 . 0 .0. was spent on 
extensions and repairs to lodges in Needwood alone . Luxury 
expensiture on this scale was never found during the previous 
reign, or the early part of Edward ' s own reign. 
In the fourteenth century ward accounts the names of 
lessees were only occasionally recorded. They were either 
men about whom nothing else is known , and probably local ten-
2nts , or minor LPncastrian officials such as parkers. In 
Duffield Frith in 1397- 8, for example, the parkers of Shot-
tle, Mansell, Ravensdale and Postern Parks leased the a~ist­
ment themselves. 
The names of lessees were usually recorded in the fif-
teenth century accounts and it is i mmediately noticeable that 
far more prominent men were involved. The lessees of smaller 
pieces of pasture were often obscure men, but the majority 
of lessees of the more valuable pastures wer e well known 
locally, or in some cases nationally. They fall into either 
or both of two gi"oups, that is Duchy officials in important 
or obscure positions, and loca l gentry. 
The collectors of the i ssues of the wards , formerly 
called receivers were often lessees . For example , William 
Aleyn, collector of the i ssues of Uttoxeter Ward and bailif f 
of the manor, became the lessee of pasture worth £9. 13·4· in 
Needwood in 1462 on a twelve year lease. The collector in 
Barton Ward, Thomas Smi th of Elford, described as a yeoman , 
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farmed the herbage of two Parks in Needwood in 1460-1 for 
£1.16.8 . and of another in 1475- 6 for £4.0.0. Several 
other minor officials including reeves, bailiffs and parkers , 
held similar leases during the course of the century. 
Officials in higher positions were also taking leases 
at this period . For example John Agard, a key figure in 
local Duchy administration during Edward IV ' s reign, leased 
the agistment of various Parks in Needwood for £8.0 . 0 . in 
1!175-6 . At that date he was farmer of Scropton ::nanor, keeper 
of Castlehay Park in Needw~od and Collector of Tutbury Ward. 
He combined these lesser posts, probably exercised through a 
deputy, with more exalted positions. He was made a Surveyor 
of Needwood Forest for life in 1u61. He was Deputy Receiver 
of the Honour in 1475 and Receiver in 11186 . In addition he 
was Feodary of the Honour in the county of Staffordshire bet-
ween 1461 and 148l(l8 ) . 
Local landovmers had also become interested in pasture 
and agistment leases in the Honour ' s forests. An example of 
this is John Curson, Esquire, of Kedleston , near Derby. He , 
or his father v.rrLs prominent in Derbyshire affairs during the 
fifteenth century(l9) . Curson was an organiser of an inquis-
ition into Knights)Fees in the county in 1431( 20 ). Accord-
ing to this he held Kedleston manor for a QUarter of a fee , 
WingPrworth manor for a tenth of a fee and land worth 3s.4d. 
yearly in the town of Derby. In 1475 he was receiving an 
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annuity of £5 .0.0. from the Duchy. 
He was also a frequent lessee of pastures and agist-
ments in Duffield Frith during the second half of the fif-
teenth century. In 1456 he took a twenty-one year lease of 
Ravensdale Park and Postern Pa.rk in Duffield Frith, paying 
£4.16 . 8 . yearly. Earlier in the century he had b een the 
farmer of the Duchy's Duffield herd of cattle , paying 
£8.0 . 0. yearly. 
The faPmer of this herd in 1474 was another organiser 
of the 1431 Inquisition, Peter Pole, described as a gentle-
man. He held a quarter of a knight ' s fee in Radburn, and 
land in Eggington , h':uggington and Attelovi( 2l) . His lease 
was for twelve years, f:lnd the value was £8 . 0 . 0. 
Many lessees during the fifteenth century held the title 
of esouire, llke Curson, or were described as gentlemen, 
li~e Pole. For example , Nicholas Knyveton , Esquire , sheriff 
of Derbyshire in 1466-7( 22), whose r ent on some tenements on 
Harttngton manor hac1 been remitted on the personal orders of 
Edward IV, was the l essee of RAvensdale Park from 1LL74 on 
a twenty year lease . In l h83-h he sha.red the lease of Shot-
tle Park , with another man, Thomas Bab:'ngton , described as 
a gentleman. In 1474-5 Knyveton paid an annual rent of 
£2. 3 . 4 . for Ravensdal e Park , and in 1483- 4 , with Babyngton, 
£15.0.0. for Shottle Park. 
Lessees were not comprised wholly of local men. Amongst 
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them in the later par t of the fifteenth century were Thomas , 
Lord Stanley and William, Lord Ha.stings . Both , besides 
their national positions , held admini stra tive osts in the 
Duchy. Lord Stanley, who became Constable of England in 
1483, was made Steward of the North parts of the Duchy in 
1485. Under Edward IV he had been Receiver of the Duchy in 
L~ncashire and Cheshire and Steward and Constable of Halton 
( 23) 
• In 1462- 3 he held pasture and a gistmnnt to the value 
of £7 . 12. 8. in Needwood Forest . 
Lord Hastings , a r~tainer and personal friend of Edward 
IV, had played a prominent part on Edward ' s side in the 
cl!isis of 1 1 ~70 . After Edward ' s restoration many additions 
were made to the lands , annuities and offices of profi t which 
Hastings had already been granted( 24) . Amongst these uere 
annuities and offices in the Duchy , including the Chief 
Stewardship . Other rewards came from the Honour of Tutbury. 
Has tings was given an annuity of £40 . 0. 0 . from the Receiver 
of Tutbury ' s receipts, and in 1474 he was granted a string 
of posts in Staffordshire and Derbyshire . He became Cheif 
Steward of the Honour , Stev.rard of Newcastle- .mder- LJllle and 
Ashbourne, Constable of Tutbury Castle and Master Forester 
of both Needwood Forest and Duffield Frith( 25) . He had at 
this period many r s tainers qmongst the gentry of Stafford-
shire and Derbyshire , incl uding several of the lessees men-
t i oned above , Ni cholas Knyveton , John Agard and J ohn Curso~26 ) • 
.. 
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In 1482 Hastings took a series of leases of pastures 
8nd agistments in both forests . He held the agistment of 
six parks in ~field Frith and seven in Needwood Fores t , 
paying £39.11.0 . , or well over half the total receipts from 
pasture in these forests. The leases wer e made for ten 
years, but Hastings had been executed long before they 
expired. 
The practice of rewarding supporters with lucrative and 
influential administrative posts, illustrated so clearly here 
with r egard to the King and the Honour of Tutbury, has been 
r emPrked on elsewhere( 27). It is clear that leases of the 
Honours resources were used in the same way, especially dur-
ing the fifte enth century. The fact that such wealthy men 
as the Lords Hastings and Stanley took leases of forest 
pastures on the Honour suggests that subletting these was 
very profitable. 
Grass vJas by no means the only fodder provided by the 
Forests . BrPnches of trees wer e cut dovm throughout the year 
and fed to the stock. Branches cut in winter were presum-
ably from evergreens . In winter , when many pastures were 
res erved for the deer , the branches would be a valuable 
supplement to oats and hay( 28) . 
The t erminology in the v1ard acconnts is occasionally 
obscure . In the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
sales of branches, crops and wood were clearly distinguished. 
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In the early fourteenth century accounts, however, branches 
(rami or ramelLl) and wood (busca) were accountedfor together. 
Busca normally means undergrowth or firewood , which would 
not be suitable as fodder for stock . 
In 1313-14 sales of wood and branches in Needwood For-
est were worth more to the Earl than pasture sales . The 
total receipts from Needwood Forest were £7) . 0.0 . In 
Duffield Frith wood and branches were sold for over £20 . 0 . 0 . 
The total value of pastures and agistments in both forests 
in the same year was just under £76 . 10 . 0 . It is impossible 
to say, however , what proportion of the receipts from wood 
and branches came from branches cut as fodder. 
By 1322, when stock on the Honour had been ravaged by 
murrain , famine and the King's soldiers , receipts from 
sales of branches and wood had fallen drastically. They 
were £9 . 4 . 0 . in Needwood, and £1 . 15 . 0. in Duffield Frith. 
At this date they were stdll worth more than pasture sales . 
Later in the fourteenth century, when the values of 
pastures rose , receipts ~om sales of br8nches followed suit . 
At this period sales of wood (bu~ca ) were recorded separat-
ely, and never worth more than a few shillings . Branches 
alone v.rere sold in Needwood in 1370- 1 for 4l9.11 . 8 ., in 
1400- 1 for £13 . 12. 6. and in 1U.l7- 18 for £17. 0 . 0 . Similarly 
in Duffield Frith the receipts from sales of branches were 
£14.14 . 0 . in 1376-7. 
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Branches were sold by the cartload, at prices varying 
from park to park. In Needwood, for example , in 1370-1 the 
price ~er cartload ranged from 6d. in Marchington and 
Yoxall Wards to lOd. in Castlehay Park in Tutbury Ward. By 
1395-6 the prices had increased, until they ranged from 7d. 
in Yoxall ward to ls . Od. in Castlehay and Rolleston Parks. 
The regional differences probably represented differences 
in quality. As many as 455 cartloads of branches were sold 
from Needwood in 1417-18, and 437 cartloads from Duffield 
Frith in 1376-7. 
In the second half of the fourteenth century sales of 
branches were profitable to the DWce, but less so than in 
1313-14. They no longer rivalled pasture leases as a source 
of income, but it is still posfible to see some relations 
between the demand for pasture , as shovm in the increased 
receipts from pasture leases, and the demand for branches 
as fodder. 
By the end of the fourteenth century in Duffiel d Frith~ 
and in the early fifteenth century in Needwood Forest , this 
relationship had disappeared. The r eceipts from sales of 
branches dwindled into insignificance. In 1397-8 in Duf-
field Frith the branches sold were worth only £4. 5 . 0 ., and in 
1426-7 were worth onl y £2.12. 6 . The receipts dropped even 
lower after this dat e . Only branches from trees cut down 
for timber were sold, and none were cut from living trees. 
There was a similar development rather later in Need-
wood Forest . In lh26-7 the receipts from this source were 
£10 .0.0., and in 1440-1 £2.15. 5 . As in Duffield Frith, 
only branches from trees alr eady felled were sold at this 
date. 
This complete change of policy was probably forced on 
the Duchy when it was realised what were the consequences 
of over-exploitation of the forests . Cutting hundreds of 
cartloads of new growth off the trees every year fetched 
immediate cash returns , but the practice was self-defeating. 
Probably by the fifte enth century this fact could no longer 
be ignored. Cutting branches for fodder had not been the , 
only form of exploitation . Some idea of the r ate of expl-
oitetion can be gained from the accounts. In 1370-1 in 
Needwood, 287 cartloads of branches and 103 oak-trees were 
sold, and a t least 34 oaks were cut for fencing . More oaks 
were undoubtedly cut for other repairs . The receipts from 
sales of timber, branches and b~rk in that year were 
£35 . 5 . 0 . In Duffield Frith in 1-76-7 over 430 cartloads of 
branches were sold. So was a piece of woodland for charcoal-
burning, worth £9 .0.0 . As Ln Needw(od, more trees were prob-
ably cu t for repairs . The Duke ' s receipts from seles of 
wood in Duffield Frith in that year were about £23 .10 .0. 
Yet in these years the receipts were less than they had been 
earlier in the century. In 1313-14, for example , sales of 
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wood , timber , branches and bark in Needwood and Du~field 
Frith were over £99 . 0 . 0 . 
The increased prices charged for br~nches in the late 
~ourteenth century in Needw Jod probably reflected increased 
awareness of the ext nt o~ the d8mage being done . During 
the fifteenth century the practice of cutting branches from 
growing tre ~ s was discontinued. So , with rare exceptions , 
were timber sales, Pnd so was the practice of selling la ge 
areas of woodland to charcoal burners . Only small pieces , 
worth at most £1.0 . 0 ., were sold for this purpose during the 
fif'teent h century. 
One of the chief' sources of income from Duffield Frith 
in 1313-14 was the iron and coal industry . This was centred 
on Belper Ward, where at that date there were three forges 
and two coal- mines which were worth £84.5. 0 . In all cases 
the accounts record only the Earl ' s receipts from these, which 
wer.e all farmed , leaving us ignorant of the details of the 
work being done . 
The ironstone beds in Morley Park were , amongst the 
best in the county( 29) . At this date charcoal was almost 
exclusively used to produce heat for the furnaces , and 
Duffield Frith provided a convenient supply of timber for 
this pnppose. One forge in MorlC'Y Park viB.s working for 
eleven weeks and four days during the year 1313-14, and 
farmed for about 13s.Od per week . The other two were worked 
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for 34 weeks , and were valued at 19s . l0d. each week . The 
total ~arm of the three forges were £70 . 15 . 7 . No indication 
other than this of the output was recorded(30) . 
The prosperity of these forges was shortl ived, de~ite 
the favourable conditions of ironstone and charcoal found 
together . The forges appear to have disappeared completely 
soon after 1313- 14. No reference to them is foQnd in the 
accolU1t for Belpcr Ward in 1322. In 1326- 7 there is a note 
saying th2t t~ere was no profit from the forges in tha t year . 
Nor is there any record of a recovery during our period. 
No explanation of this total failure was offel.,ed oy the ace-
ount~nts. However the dist::~ppearance of medieval forges was 
not an uncou1mon phenomenon, and some reasons can be suggested. 
Schubert a ttributes the failure of Duffield Frith forges to 
exhaustion of the supply of \vood (3l) . Certainly this was a 
co .~on cause of the abandoning of forges at this period. 
Equipment was rudimentary , so that it could easily be moved 
when the supply of wood ran low. However, it seems doubt-
ful \vhether this was the only reason for the disappearance 
o.f the foPges in Duffield Frith. Plenty of timber was left 
in Duf.fi eld Frith in the early fourteenth century, and exten-
sive charcoal burning took place later in the century(32) . 
Probably the political crisis of 1322 harmed the forges , 
at it undoubtedly did the coal mines in the same area(33) . 
The acute depression on the Honour before 1322 might have 
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destroyed the local market for iron. Again, the depression 
of mining resulting partly from unfavourable economic con-
ditions was a widespread phenomenon(34) . These were prob-
ably important causes for the cessation of iron working in 
Duffield Frith. 
Another forge was working in Duffield Frith in 1313- 14. 
The Earl kept it for futs own use . It was situated in Po8tern 
Park in Duffield ·tvard, and charcoal from Shottle Park was 
carted to it. A road for this purpose was mended in 1313-14, 
at a cost of 6s.bd. No further referPnces were made to this 
forge . 
The coal mines in Duffield Frith were in Morley Park, 
nnd in 1313-14 we·,e farmed for £13. 9. 0 . At this date three 
separate pits were being worked. However, during the course 
of the fourteenth century the pits suffered fr om various 
factors , And were eventually abandoned. In 1322 the polit-
ical troubles affected coal mining advel'sely . Only two pits 
were working, and these for only thirteen weeks . The f8rm 
was conse~uent1y reduced to £1 .13.4. The farm per week , 
ls . 4~d. was not very much loVTer than it had been in 1313-14, 
when it was ls . 8~d. , so the miners' difficulties were polit-
ical rather than technical . 
Under more peaceful conditions the value of the mines 
increased again, and in 1326-7 the farm was £4. 6 . 8 . At this 
date there were a·7;ain three pits being worked , but their 
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value was still less than it had been in 1313-l4 · The pits 
fell in value after 1326-7. In 1359-60 the farm was £3. 6 . 8. 
and in 1361- 2 there was no profit at all. This was because 
of flooding in the pits , a common hazard f8ced by medieval 
coal miners. Mining at this period was not very advanced 
technically (35) . Its prosperity was dependent on the pres-
ence of good seams of coal on or near the surface . Much 
medieval coal mining was only the enterprise of one or t wo 
men digging on the surface . 
'JIIh.en surface seams '.vere exhausted, wi de , shallov1 pits 
were dug to give access to slightly lower seams . These pit s 
were often bell- shaped, yrider underground than on the sur-
face . Their efficiency was very limited. The art of dig-
ging deep underground trenches , or of draining off the water 
which flooded these, was not yet mastered, although it was 
essential to successful coal- mining. Instead , as pits grew 
deeper and were flooded, they were abandoned. 
This appears t o have been the fate of several pits in 
Morley Park. In 1370-1 the mines were farmed for the meagre 
sum of 2s . 8d. In the same year , so mru1y animals were drowned 
in disused pits that the a~istment fees from the Park were 
badly affected. In 1376-7 there was again no profit , although 
the accountant noted that the sum of 14s. Od. had been paid 
for the mines at a previous date . In 1397-8 the mines wer e 
being ·.·orked again , ::tnd the farm was 13s.l.t.d . But again 
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mining died out . Thel"'e was no profit from the pits in 
1416-17 or 1~23-h· It is clear that during this period the 
technicRl difficulties we~e proving insurmountable . 
During the fifteenth century , however, there was a 
revival in coal mining. In 1425-6 mines in Morley Park were 
farmed for 13s . hd., and. by 1426-7 this had risen to £1 . 6.8 . 
By 1432- 3 the farm had increased to £7.6 . 8., but at this 
point there was again trouble from flooding . The farmer 
ran into debt, and fled the countryside sometime before 1400 
leaving a debt of £14.0.0., or £2. 0 . 0 . each year f'or seven 
years. For several years in the 1440 ' s there was no farmer 
and no profit . 
However , by 1460 the mine was being worked again , and 
was leRsed for £4. 0.0. By 1475-6 the farm had increased to 
£5 .6. 8 . and there were no further setbacks before the end of 
our period. 
During the middle uears of the fifteenth century a mine 
valued at 16s . 8d. was reserved for the King's own use. 
Whether the coal was burnt in Tutbury castle , or used for 
some other purpose was not stated. 
Occasionally the names of the farmers of the mines were 
recorded in the ward accounts . In 1326-7 the mines were 
farmed to one man , Walter Dickson and his associates (sociis 
suis) . In 146Q-61 there were four joint farmers . At least 
three of them were local men , two from Heage and one from 
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Denby. Their leRse was for 21 years , starting from 1451. 
They had free entry and exit to and from the pits with their 
horses and certs. The King was to proV.ide as much timber 
as was necessary in accordance ,.lith mining law (lex minera 
se exigi t), but other\•Jise the farmers were to work and rep-
air the mine at their own cost. In 1474 the lease was ren-
ewed to one of these four men. In this case the lease was 
for twelve years . A new twenty yer r lease was made to a 
different farmer in 1485. 
All the farmers were probably loc8l men. The mines 
never attracted les~ecs from outside the Honour as the pas-
tures in the fores t s did. This is not surprising in view of 
t~e flucuuations in the value of the mines . It seems that 
they were never very firmly established between the early 
part of the fourteenth and the second half of the fifteenth 
centuries. Even during the later fifteenth century the 
value of the mines was less than half what it had been in 
1313-lL~ . 
There was also a q_uarry for mil l stones in Duffield 
Frith , at Rowcliff . In 1313-14 this quarry was in the hands 
of an improver (appruator) . He hl?ld fifty nledge-loeds of 
millstones dug and sold for £20 . 0 .0., or 8s . Od. per sledge-
lo?d . Another thirty s ledgeloads of mill stones and three 
loads of cob- s tones were left over fl"om 1312-13, and still 
remained at the end of the year 1313-14(36) . The employment 
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of an improver in tha t year suggest that the quarry was 
usually f:~ rmed. 
Like the coal mines in Duffield Frith, the quarry was 
af'f ected by the crisis of 13,.. 2. Between March and Lichel-
mas of that yeP l ' there was no farmer , and no worl<: was done. 
The dnmage was not, however, permanent , and in 13?6- 7 the 
quarry was f armed f'or £26 . 13. 4 . 
Af't er this date the quarry was not mentioned in :'our-
t e en th century accounts, but we know that it v1as farmed dur-
ing the fifteenth century. Its value at this period was 
drastically reduced. In 1426- 7 the farm was £5 . 13·h· It 
~ose to £6.13.8. by 1434-5, but fell during the century 
until in 1460-61 the farm was £1.6.8. · 
In viev1 of the prominence of Duchy officials as lessees 
of forest pastures, it is interestL~g to notice that the 
farmer in 1326- 7 was Nicholas de Hungerford, a retainer of 
the Earl and a former Master-Forester of Duffield Frith(37) . 
In 1481 the farmer was Thomas Welles, Deputy Steward of the 
Honour ( 38) • 
The Duchy bought mill-stones :f'rom Rowcliff Quarry for 
the manorial mills at Tutbury and Uttoxeter on several occas-
ions in the fifteenth century . The price paid for these 
seems remarkably high in view of the l evel of the farm of 
the quorry . The price paid by the Duchy , for example , was 
£1 . 9.4. in 1420 , 14s . Od. in 1440 and £1 . 2.0. in 1444. In 
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1443-4 the quarry was farmed for only three times the last 
eum, that is £3.6.8. Also we must remember that in 1313-14 
the selling price for sledgeloads of millstones was only 
8s . Od. The high prices paid by the Duchy were probably 
partly the result of the heavy carting coats between Rowcliff 
Quarry and the Staffordshire manora. The High cost of cart-
ing was shovm clearly in the account of the expenses of rep-
airs to Tutbury Castle in 1313-14. In that year the cost of 
carting stone from wynshull Quarry, near Burton-on- Trent , to 
the castle was nearly £16.o . o.(39) . 
Duffield Frith is now the site of various ~uarries for 
different types of stone, such as slate- stones and grind-
stones . In the fourteenth qnd fifteenth centuries these 
were ouarried spasmodically. A grindstone quarry in Colbrook 
Ward was farmed briefly in 1463-4 for 3s . 4d. The farmer was 
the ward Collector , Roger Bradshaw. Slatestones were chiefly 
~uarried for roofing the hunting lodges in Duffield Frith. 
When Ravensdale Lodge was under repair in 1426- 7 a tenant 
was paid 3s.4d. compensation for damage suffered by his ten-
ement as a result of carts loaded with slatestones being 
o~iven over it. 
There were gypsum deposits in Castlehay Park in Needwood 
Forest. Loc~l alabaster was used in the Norman church at 
Tutbury and in the castle . Tutbury alabaster was well-kno~m 
during the middle ages. In the fourteenth century Queen 
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Philippa had six cartloads of it sent to her in London(40) . 
The Duchy dug this stone for its own use , and during 
the fifteenth century regularly sold it . In 1440- 1 cevent y 
cartloads from the old east tower of the cestle were sold off 
at 9d. each, or a totnl of £2. 12. 6 . Other "white stones" 
were given to customary tenants for repa i rs , to thei r tene-
ments . In the same year stones straight from the quarries 
in Castlehay Park were sold at the lower price of 6d. per 
cartload, or a total of lls . 5d. 
The earliest recorded sales direct from the quarry were 
in the early fifteenth century . In 1420- 1 the King received 
13s. 4d. f r om t his source , and in 1423-4, 17s.lld. By 1~+-5 
more stone was being quarried and sold. In that year the 
receipts from the quarry were £1.6 . 6 . This came from thirty 
cart loads sold at 9d. each, and one cartload of "big stones" 
( grossas albas £etra~um ) at 4s . Od. The cost of digging the 
stones was 8s . 6d. , so the net profit was 18s. Od. According 
to the accountant t his a l abaster was sol d for manufac ture 
in to images ( 111 ) • 
The receipts rose slightly during the next thirty 
years , whilst the price per cartload varied between 6d. and 
9d. By 1475- 6 the quarry had been farmed for £2 . 0 . 0 . The 
farmer from this date until 1483 was John Agard, a lessee 
of ~crest pastures and an i mportant Duchy official (42) . 
The chief resources of the forests , the timber , the 
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venison, the :pasture and the stone , iron and coal, have been 
discussed. There were in addition many less importnnt 
resources, which added a little , though never very much , to 
the receipts . Honey a.1J.d ~-~ax were occasionally collected and 
old, but never for more than a few pence . Licenses to 
hunt g2me in Duffield Frith were sold for 14s. Od. in 1313-11+, 
but the practice of selling such licenses was dropped during 
the fourteenth century. The Derwent and its tributary, the 
Ecclesbourne, ran through Du~field Frith, and fishing rights 
in v~rious stretches of these rivers were sold. In 1313-14 
the receipts from sales of fishing rights in both r i vers 
where they ran throu~ the Honour were £1 . 0.0. This sum 
decreased during .the period, until in the fifteenth century 
a total of 13s . Od. w~s collected from this source. Fishing 
was never an important feature of forest economy on the 
Honour . 
The inner bark of the lime trees of Needwood Forest was 
manufactured into cordage and bast, and sales of bark were 
regularly worth small suros .to the Duchy . In 1313-14 lime 
bark worth nearly £2. 0 . 0 . was sold. During the fifteent h 
century sales of bark for irregular sums ceased, and a cutt-
omary payment replaced them. This was paid alternatiy from 
eech of four wards of the Forest, Tutbury , Barton , Yoxal l 
~nd Marchington. It varied from 6s . Od. to 8s . 8d. 
Normally when a~ sarts were made from the For ests they 
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were incorporated into the manors as far as administration 
was conc erned. There was one exception to this rule. This 
was in Yoxall ward, where assarts made after 1314 were ace-
OU.Tlted for by the ward receiver. This was presumably bee-
ause the manor of Yoxall, but not the ward in Needwood For-
est , had been gr nnted away by Earl Thomas in the fourteenth 
century(43). 
The assarts in Yoxa.ll Ward we:.>e made at some date bet-
ween 1322 and 1370. Probably they had been recently made 
in 1370, during the period of expansion noticeably in the 
1360's on moat manors in Staffordshire and Derbyshire. 11~ 
acres were, in fact , called new assart in the 1370-1 ward 
acc ount. The assart rent was £3.7 . 9., but already there had 
been a r eduction of 3s . 9d., or 4d. per acre, on the new 
assart. A water corn mill had also been built since 1313-14 
and was leased for 16s. 8d. in 1370-71. 
By 1400-1 the mill was in the hands of the King, and 
worth nothing. The assart r ent had been reduced to 
£2.9 . L~~d., in ?Ccord?nce with a RentPl drawn up twenty years 
earlier. The rent remained the same from this date until 
the end of our period. The mill was leased again by 1417-18, 
when the farmer was a man from Yoxall, and the farm 18s.Od. 
From this date the mill farm , tJo, remained steady until at 
least 1485. 
The contraction of these assarts during the last years 
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of the fourteenth century is in accord with the trends not-
iced on the Staffordshire manors at the same period. 
The Wodemote had b een a considerable source of profit 
to the Earl in 1313-14, when the perquisites from Needw0od 
Forest courts had been £15 . 0 . 0 ., and from Duffield Frith 
Courts £12.0 .0. As would be expected the receipt s were far 
less during times of political crisis v1hen the administrat-
ion was changing hands . In 1322 only £2.10 .0. was collected 
from Wodemotes in both Forests bet·\'!een March and Michelmas . 
After 1322 the receipts increased again , but never 
recovered their former value . In 1370-71 only £3.0.0. was 
collected from Needwood , and only £2.0.0. from Durfield Frith 
in 1376-7. The receip t s dwindled further during the rest of 
the period. As in 1322, years of crisis had a particularly 
adverse effect . In 1460-61 there was no profit at all from 
Duffield Frith wodemotes, and only 2s . 4d. was collected in 
the following year . 
During the fifte~nth century the receipts from the for-
ests ceme mainly from leases of pasture , pannage and agist-
ment . In 1313- 14 the ~tal receipts from these sources had 
been £ 76 .10 . 0 . from both forests. In 1426-7 they were 
£106.5.0 . and in 1475-6 £101.15.0. In contrast , other sources 
of income had diminished into insignificance . Wodemotes 
were v:rorth far less by the late fourteenth century. The sale 
of wood and timber had stopped a lmost completely by the fif-
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teenth century , and the sale of branches was severely 
ltmited. The forges disappe8red early in the fourteenth 
century, and coal mines and the mi llstone quarry were worth 
only a fraction of their former value for the whol e of the 
fifteenth century . 
Consequently the.propcrtionate increase in the receipts 
from pasture leases was very striking. In 1313-14 sales of 
pasture made up 29% of the to t al ~ecei~ts from Needwood For-
est , Rnd ?~ from Duffield Frith . In 1376-7 they were 63% 
of the total receipts in Duffield Frith. In 1475-6 pasture 
sal es provided about 77% of the total receipts in each 
forest . 
Grazing stock was , in fact , the chief activity in the 
late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries . The organisation 
of the system of pasture leases necessitated many mil es of 
fencing inside each ward to separate parks and areas ins ide 
and outside the p~rks for deer and agisting stock . During 
the fifteent h century an increasing amom1t of money was 
spent on this fencing system . Uore money was also spent on 
water-courses, paths and sheds to shelter the ani mals . 
In 1313-14 about 10% of the receipts from Duffield Frith 
and the same percentage from Needwood Forest v1ere spent on 
repairs to fencing. In 1326-7 2bout 9% of the receipts from 
DuffJ.eid Frith were spent in this way . During the later 
part of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries , after 
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receipts ~rom pasture leases had increased absolutely and 
proportionPtely the proportion of the receipts spent on 
fencing rem?ined about the same , or was ver•y little bigger. 
15~f of the receipts from Duffield Frith were spent in this 
way in 1396-7, but only 10% in 14.19-20 . In Needwood Forest 
in 1400-1 only 9% of the receipts were spent on fencing. 
During the 1420 's the proportion of the receipts dev-
oted to fencing , water-courses and sheds increased mark-
edly. In 1425-6 in Needwood 23% of the receipts were spent 
on these items, increasing to 36~ in 1440-1 38~% in 1460-61 
~nd 5A'o in 1475-6. In Duffield Frith there was a similar 
development. The proportion spent on fencing was 21% in 
1426-7 and L~85o in 1460-61. The increases were absolute as 
well as proportional . £16 .5. 3. was spent on fencing in both 
Duffield Frith and. Needwood Forest in 1313-14. In 1460-61 
nearly £hO. o.o. was spent. 
At this period the Duchy was spending far more money on 
the fiorest resources from which it derived most profit. It 
must be remembered, o.f course, that the increase in this 
sort of expenditure was not wholly a matter of choice on the 
pert of the Duchy. The cost of fencing increased during 
the second. half of the fow.-ateenth century as a r esult of the 
inc1lea se in wages . However the increased spending was not in 
proportion to the increased wag es , nor did the increases in 
spending flnd. wages coincide . 
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The cost of fencing was normally reclconeCl by the perch 
in the ward accounts . Making new fences in 1313-14 cost from 
2~d. to 3~d. per perch , and repairing the old cost l d . per 
perch. In 1359-60 and 1361-2 making new fences cost 4d. or 
J, ~d . per perch , and repairing the old cost ld. per p~rch. 
At this d?te the spending on fencing was very little higher 
than in 1313-14. In 1423- 4 making new fencing cost 4td. per 
perch, and repairing and remaking cost 2~d. per perch. From 
this date ther e w?s no longer any differentiation between 
making new fencing and repairing the old. Al l repairs were 
calculated at 2~d. or 3d . per perch. This was not a strik-
ing increase on the cost in the early fourteenth century, 
which had varied between repairs at ld. per perch and 3td. 
for new :fencing. 
The proportionate increase in investment was much grea-
ter . It had doubled by the early fifteenth century and was 
four times as high by 1460. The sharp increases in invest-
ment occurred much later than the increases in costs , which 
dated :f'rom the late fourteenth century. Instead they coin-
cided with a period of increased investment on tenements, 
mills , ferrces , ditches and bridges on the Honour's manors . 
They were , in fact , one a spect of a more general development 
on the Honour in vrhich landlord, expenditure on the estate 
invreased significantly(44 ). 
During the late 1470's and the 1480's there was an 
, 
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extensive progranme of rebuilding of the hunting lodges in 
the Parks . During this period>consequently , a far higher 
proportion of the receipts was spent inside the Forests . 
This l uxury expendi ture is not however, comparable with the 
deliberate investment discussed above . 
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CHAPTER IV 
1 Landlord Stock and Dairy Farming. 
The upland pastures of the Low Peak, and the richer 
grasslands of the Derwent valley, the Trent and Dove valleys 
and Needwood forest made the Honour of Tutbury particularly 
well suited to stock and dairy farming. As we would expect, 
this was an important feature of the economy of the Honour 
throughout the period. 
In 1313 the Earl's own stock occupied many of the Honours 
pastures. The large scale of his sheep and cattle farming 
contrasted with the small scale of his arable farming at the 
same dHte. The las t arable demesne had been leased before 
1322, wher8/as the cattle and sheep were kept until the second 
half of the fourteenth century. However apart from a brief 
revival of sheep-farming in the early fifteenth century, the 
Lancastrians withdrew from direct grass farming well before 
the end of the fourteenth century. Consequently one of the 
chief points of interest in the stockeepers' accounts lies in 
the explanation of this withdrawal. The discussion is ham-
pered severely by the rarity of stockeepers accounts after , 
1314, but nevertheless some interesting conclusions emerge. 
The main enterprise in 1313-14 was sheep-farming. 
Perhaps it is significant that in that year a former cow-house 
at Ashbourne was converted into a sheepfold. There was one 
sheepfold at Barton, in Staffordshire, but most of them were 
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in Derbyshire. The Earl had sheepfolds at Ashbourne, Matlock, 
Wirksworth, Belper, Duffield, Brassington and Hartington in 
1313-14. The last manor, which included hundreds of acres of 
the Low Peak plateau, was the real centre of the Honour~ 
$heepfPrming, with at least fourteen sheepfolds in use in 
that year. 
The Earl's flock was designed primarily to produce wool. 
Nearly half the flock remaining at Michelmas 1313 consisted 
of wethers, the sheep which producrd the best fleeces . Al-
together there were 2 , 305 wethel's, 1 ,695 ewes and 957 hog-
gasters in the flock . The ewe ' s fleece was not so good, but 
ewes were necessary to maintain the size of the flock. 
The sale of v;ool brought in the greater part of the 
receipts. In 1313-14 4 , 982 fleeces were shorn, making twenty 
sacks and twenty stones of wool. At this date the wool crop 
from the previous year, consisting of 26 sacks, was still in 
hand. Both were taken to London and sold there by Sir John 
de Kynardsley. The receipts were paid directly to the Earl ' s 
Wardrober. Wool prices in 1314 were rather lower than in 
1313, according to Thorald Rog6rs (l) , so the reason for sel-
ling tuo crops in 1314 is not plain. 
However both crops fetched relatively high prices for 
Derbyshire wool . The 1313- 14 crop was described simply as 
wool (lane) and sold at an average of £7 . 3.6. per sack . The 
1312-13 crop consisted of 24 sacks of good wool (lane bone) 
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and two of poor quality (lane de refuse) which were sold at 
an average price of £7.6.6 . per sack. Sacks of wool from 
the Canterbury Cathedral Priory estates were sold at £5 .13. 4. 
each in the same year( 2) . Sacks of Derbyshire wool were 
valued at £6 . 0 . 0 . each in a price list o~ 1343, when the best 
wool was valued at ~9.6.8. per sack(3). In the fourteenth 
century Derbyshire was never one of the most important wool-
producing counties. When Edward III was granted 30,000 
sacks of wool by Parliament in 1341, 29 out of 39 counties 
COI!tributed more than Derbyshire (4). 
Lesser profits came from sheep ' s milk. It was common 
medieval practice to wean lambs almost immediately after 
birth and feed them with bought milk . The ewes ' milk was 
sold(5) . In 1313-14, 924 milking ewes ' milk was farmed at 
ltd. each, or a total of £6.17.4. This was a relatively low 
price . In 1322, for example, only poor animals from this 
flock v1ere farmed for ltd. Hee.lthy animals were farmed for 
3d. each, twice this sum. 
The extra food bought for the motherless lambs cos t 
£7 . 7.0., or only half as much as the receipts from the farm 
of milking ewes . In 1313- 14 a mixture of milk and ale was 
bought at ld. per gallon for 1 , 678 gallons . 
Livestock was not sold for profit in 1313-14. 279 sheep 
were sold during the year, and 170 were bought . The prices 
suggest that it was the poorer animals in the flock which 
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were sold off (at ls . 2d. each) , whilst better quality stock 
was bought to replenish the flock (at 2s . each) . 
The receipts from sales of wool were altogether 
£338 . 16. 5 ., but £186 . 13. 4 . of this came from the 1312- 13 
crop . The sales of milk and stock in 1313- 14 were worth 
£32 . 18. 9 . Fells and carcasses of dead animals had been sold 
for £11 . 0 . 1 . The total receipts from the flock in 1313- 14, 
excluding the 1312- 13 crop of wool , were £186 . 1 . 11. 
This is a considerable sum , but we must bear in mind 
the high cost of running a flock of this size . 
The Master-Stockeeper ' s fee was £3.6 . 8., and under-
stockeepers were each paid 13s . L~d . There were in addition 
23 shepherds working full or 1art- time . Eighteen of them 
were paid between 41d. and 5d. a week, and five of them 
between 3d. and 3td. per week . Altogether their wages cost 
£21 . 15 . 6. These wages were quite high. Shepherds at Tav-
istock at the same period were paid an average of 3td. per 
wee}-:( 6) . 
Extra help was needed at all the busy seasons in the 
sheep- farming year , for example at shearing . 4 , 882 sheep 
were washed and sheared in 1314 for £1 . 10 . 4~d . The cost was 
l~d . for twenty . Again this was quite a high wage . The 
average number of sheep washed and sheared at this date 
for ltd. was 24( 7) . Extra help at lambing cost £1 . 15· 3· 
GrePsing the sheep was very expensive . Sheep were greased 
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to guard against diseases such as scab or maggots , or as 
treatment for infected animals (8 ) . Greasing took place in 
both summer and winter , and the cost was id. or ld. per 
head. In 1313- 14 this cost the Earl £14. 10. 3td. The wages 
of men do i ng odd jobs such as gathering scraps of wool , came 
to £2 .16 . l~d. 
The cost of growing and buying food for the sheep is 
more difficult to calculate . The Peak Stockeepers accounted 
jointly for the sheep and for a herd of 150 cattle . I t i s 
not al,;:ays possible f'rom their accounts to differentiate 
the costs of food for sheep and cattle . This can , howev er , 
be done to a certai n extent . 
In the summer the sheep and cattle grazed on the Earl's 
pastures . The main feeding problem was presented by the long 
winter . Wslter of Henl ey recommended coarse hay(9) , but the 
Peak flock was given oats in addition to hay ( lO) . 483 acres 
of meadow was mo~m for hay , at a cost of £13 . 10.0. This was 
for both cattle and sheep . The account recorded the cost of 
carting some of it to various sheepfolds , but not the amount 
used in this way . The demesne meadows of several Derbyshi re 
manors , about 125 acres in all , were a l so mown for the sheep . 
The costs of this , about £6 .15 . 0 . , we ,~ e met out of the manor 
accounts . Another £1.15 . 0 . was pai d by the Low Peak stock-
eepers for carting the hay from these manors to sheepfolds . 
Hay worth £7. 4·4· Has bought , and also carted to the sheep-
folds . 
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11t quarters of o::> ts were grovm. in the Low Pea..l< in 
1313- 14. This cost £7. 15 . 2. Another 46 quarters of oats 
and one bushell of wheat were bought for £2 . 9 . 1. Out of a 
total of 157t quarters grown or bought , the sheep were fed 
92 q_uarter s, or wel l over· half . Most of tl1e rest was sold 
( 34 quarters ), or went in tithe ( 24 quarters). The cattle 
were fed 7~ quarters , because, says the account , there was 
a shortage of hay. 
The price of the oats sold was low, only ls . Sid. per 
quarter . Oats grovm at Tutbury in the same year were sold 
at ls . 9~d. per quarter, and seed bought at Duffield cost 
2s . 1d. per q_u?rter. The e.veretge price of oats in 1314 was 
much higher , 2s . 8-id. per quarter ( ll) . Probably the low price 
of Low Peak oats reflected the indifferent quality of the 
soil . The price was equally low in 1359- 60 when 38~ quarters 
were sold for ls . 5d. per quartr r and the average price was 
2s.9l d . per quarter~2 ) . 
Equi pment for the shepherds cost very little . Only 
13s · 5~d . was spent on such items as canvass and thread in 
1313- 14. The upkeep of the pastures and buildings was more 
expensive . The buildings were important at this period, as 
it was customary to keep sheep inside for most of the 
winter (l3) . About £5 .10 . 0 . was spent on repairs to sheep-
folds , and about £4. 0 . 0 . was spent on hedging and ditching. 
In order to calculate the profit from sheepfarming in 
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this yea.r , we must deduct the cost of' the cattle f'rom the 
total cost . The cattle ate only one twenty- first of the 
oats which were gro\~m or bought . We must therefore subtract 
this f'raction (or 9s . 9d.) from the cost of buying and grow-
ing oats , and include the profit from sales in the receipts 
from sheepfarming . Therefore oats for the sheep cost 
£9.14 . 6 . Receipts from sales were £2 . 9 . 0 . 
Since they ate so few oats , the cattle must have eaten 
a lot of' the hay gro\v.n in the Low Peak . Some of it was fed 
to the sheep , but to be on the saf'e side we could calculate 
that thA cattle ate it all , and the sheep ate only the bought 
hay and the hay from the other manorial meadows . These last 
cost £16 . 4.4. 
The total receipts from the flock were £188 . 11. 0 ., 
excluding , the receipts from the sale of the preceding yea;s 
!fool crop . The cost of wages was £44. 14. 2td (l4) . Repairs 
and e~uipment cost £10 . 3 . 5~d. Food, excluding the hay grorm 
in the Low Peak , but includin~ milk and ale for the lambs , 
cost £32 . 15 . 10 . New s tock cost £8 . 10 . 0 . The total costs 
were £96 . 3 . 6 . 
This leaves a net prof'it of' £92. 7 . 5 . There were just 
over 5 , 500 head of sheep at the beginning of the yePr , and 
just under this number at the end, so the prof'it per head 
was about 4d. This is an over-estimate , as the cost of some 
hay eaten by the sheep has been excluded , and as no estimate 
has been attempted of' the cost of the food of the draught 
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animals , which vJere provided from the Earl ' s ovm herd. 
This is a reasonable , though far from spectacular 
profit, '·hen sheep were bought for 2s. ef-lch , and sold for 
ls.2d. e?.ch. I f , fo~ example, a sheep had been bought for 
2s . and ke~for four years at a yearly profit of 4d., then 
sold at ls . ?d ., it would have made a net profit of 6d. for 
the Earl . This is the equivalent of a 25% increase on the 
initial outlay, over a period of four years . 
Possibly the year was an unusually bad one . Several 
of the problems facing medieval sheepfarmers were very clear-
ly demonstrated during t h e course of the year . One was the 
danger from disease . A total of 7 , 062 sheep passed through 
the stockeeper ' s hancls dux•ing the year . 1 , 034 of these , or 
14~% , died whilst in his care . Lambs suffered particularly 
qadly . 1 , 766 were bought or born into the flocl{ in that 
year. 396 of these , or 22.%, died before the end of the 
year . The contrast ·~i th a modern flock , where the f8rmer 
would expect to lose between two and 5~~ only of his flock 
through disease , is striking( l5). 
To the depred~tions of disease were added those of 
tithe . 112 lambs were tithed in 1313- 14. Added to the 
great number of deaths , this meant that only two- thirds of 
the l ambs born or bought survived thei r first year in the 
f l ock . 
The birth rete was , in any case , l ow. There were 1,924 
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ewes, but over one-third of them were sterile in 1313-14. 
Both modern farmers and the author of the Anonymous Hus-
bandry expect one lamb per ewe each yearl16). 
The difficulty of building up the size or quality of 
a flock in the face of such di~ficulties, without resort to 
buying new stock, was almost insurmountable. In the year 
1313-14, 1034 sheep died, whilst only 924 were born. It was 
necessary to buy more sheep to maintain the size of the 
flock. These eifficUl ties '.~:ei' e C O!'l' illOll to all medieVal 
f1ocks(l 7). 
The next Peak flock account is for 1322. In March of 
that year the Earl's flock was confiscated along with the 
rest of his estates. Only 2,326 of his sheep were accounted 
for by the King's accountants. It is possible that t~e 
number ":Jas so greatly r educed as a result of the chaos on 
the Honour following the Earls execution (lB) . It is also 
possible that it was the result of some of the factors 
discussed above. Disease had affected the stock on the 
Honour very badly since 1313-14(l9). 
The sheep flocts of three other rebels, Sir Robe1.,t de 
Holland (710), John de Mineers (120) and Thomas Meverell (46) 
we~e included in the King's Peak flock from March . 
The accotmt , covering the mon ths :r· ..,o'Il March to Hichelmas 
only , is incomplete in many ways . For example , lambing was 
over by March, ruld no expenses wer e allowed for it. The 
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year was , in any case , abnor1a1 . For example extra hay had 
to be bought for the sheep at Barton because the hay on this 
manor had been consumed by the horses of one of the King ' s 
officials . Consequently it is impossible to make any cal-
culati ons of the prof-L t from the flock in that yea.r . 
Certain comparisons with 1313- 14 can , nevertheless , be 
made . Again the floc:·~ was kept primarily for wool , and 
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nearly half the sheep were wethers . 3, 172 fleeces were 
shorn in 1322, making thirteen sacks of wool . Twelve sacks 
were of :fine wool (lana munda) , and 'the thirteenth was poor 
(lana de refuse) . The better wool was sold at £7 . 0 . 0 . per 
sack , and the poorer at £5.0 . 0 . per sack . Scraps were sold 
for lOs. The prices were slightly lower than in 1313- 14, 
but still higher than similar> sales of Canterbury Cathedral 
Priory woo1( 20) , and higher than the 1343 valuation mentioned 
above . Thel''e had not been a general fall in wool prices 
between 1313- 14 and 132?( 21) , so poss ibly there had been a 
slight reduction in quality. 
Milking ewes were again far.1ed in 1322 . 120 were farmed 
at 3d. eRch , but the majority, 572, which had, according to 
the stockeeper.J suffered during the tPoubles of tllat year , 
were farmed at l~d . each . The 3d. farm on some sheep was 
higher than similar farms in 1313- 14, but was still not ver•y 
high ( 22 ) ~ 
There were no sales of stock in that year, and none were 
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bought in . This was probably the result of the disturbed 
conditions of 1322, rather than of a change in policy . 
L3bour costs had increased in some cases since 1313-14· 
Shepherds and carters were often paid rather more by 1322. 
In 1313- 11-t two carters had been paid 5~d. to 6d. per week, 
8nd one Btd. per week . In 13?2 four carters were paid 8d. 
per wee}~ . In 1313-11-!- eighteen Shepherds had been paid bet-
ween 4~d . and 50 .• per week , and five between 3d. and 3td. per 
week . In 1322 all thirteen shepherds were paid 6d. per week . 
Hov·ever washing and shearing cost l~d. for twenty in 1322 as 
it had done in 1313-14 . 
There had also been changes in feeding practices . Oats , 
an important part of the diet in 1313- 14, were neither grown 
nor bought in 1322. 
The reduced size of the flock me8nt that far less mead-
ow was needed. The stockeepers , therefore , accounted for the 
rents from various meadows formerly used by the stock . MePd-
ow worth £2. 7 . 4 . was sold, at rents varying from 6d. to ls.ld. 
per acre . The reduction in the meadow used for the flock 
a l so freed dung from the sheepfolds for sale . The receipts 
from this were 8s . 4d. 
Repairs during 1322 were, hardly surprisi ngly , slight. 
Only lOs.ld. was spent on the sheepfold~ . 
The next account is a grange account for 1361-2. By 
this date the f l ock was bigger than in 1322. A to t al of 
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4 ,619 fleeces were shorn. This was still 363 fewer than in 
1313-14. 
ThePe a1.,e signs that the Du_l.ce had begun a delibel.,ate 
withdrawal from sheepfarming. Two sheepfolds were leased. 
At Barton the fold, :pastures and 200 sheep wer•e farmed. At 
Wirksworth the folds and pastures alone were leased. The 
demesne meAdows on several Derbyshire mano1')s, previously 
used for the sheep , were also leased. 
By the 1370 ' s all the Dllice's sheepfolds had been leased. 
L'rl the early fifteenth century, however, there was a minor 
Pevival. In 1416-17 ten sheep:Colds at Hartington were lea-
sed, but the Duke kept about 550 sheep in four :Colds on this 
manor. The form o:r the Pccount shows that these, too , had 
been leased at an earlier date . They were charged in the 
account, along with the other sheepfolds , but their value 
was allov1ed to the reeve, since they were in use for the 
Du_l{e ' s own sheep. 
This revival was shortlived. In 1419-20 , three years 
later, all :rourteen sheep:Colds at Hartington were again 
leased. As we would expect in view of' this, the profit f'rom 
the flock in 1416-17 was slight. No milk or livestock were 
sold. The receipts came only from the sale of' wool and of' 
fells and carcasfes, a total o:r £10 . 2. 8 . and 6s.2d. respec-
tively. The pr•ice o:r the V\Ool was low, about 4~d. per fleece . 
This compares with 9d. per fleece in 1313- 14. 
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The account gives only an abbreviated list of expenses , 
which totalled £5 . 7 .10 . This includes payments of £1 . 3. 4 . 
each to two shepherds . This was called a stipend, but was 
in feet probably the equivalent of a fee , rathe1., than a real 
wage . No other s~1epherds v.rere mentioned. 
The Duke was prepared to i!lvest money in the flock in 
an ef·f'ort to make it pay, and t wenty sheep were bought dur-
ing the year , at ls . 6d. each . 
The net profit from the flock was £5 .1. 0 ., or onl y just 
over 2d. per head. This was much l ower than the profit in 
1313.-14. It was also lower than the profit the duke dould 
get if he leased the sheepfolds . The charges on the four 
sheepfolds in 1416-17, which presumably represent ed the value 
when they had previously been leased, were £6 .1. 5 . The 
actual value when the folds were leased in 1419- 20 was 
£6 . 6 .5. Apparentl~ tenants could make more profit out of 
sheep- farming than the Duke. This was the Duke ' s last attempt 
at direct sheepfarming , and all sheepfolds were leased for 
the rest of the f ifteenth century. 
The herd of cattle in the Low Peak was abandoned much 
earl ier than the f l ock of sheep . Presumably this was because 
it had proved less profitable at an ear·lier date . Hov1ever , 
thio i s impossible to C8lculate from these accounts . The 
herd served a dual purpose , providing milk and meat as well 
as \vorking oxen . The receipts from sales of milk and stock , 
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ther efore, 2."epresented only a fraction of the herd's value 
to the Earl. 
In 1313-lL~ there were 163 cattle at the beginning of 
the year. Only 21 were milking cows in that year . Their 
milk was farmed for 2s.2d. per head, a low price . Farms of 
milking cows in Duffield Frith at the same dete were 2s.6d. 
per head. The different rates in the Low Peak and Duf:f'ield 
Frith probably reflected the different q_uali ty of the grass .• 
The mille yield of cattle is always quick to reflect this. 
Similar differences in the farms of cattle in Duffield Frith 
and the Low Peak can be noticed throughout this pel~iod . 
Ten animals were sold for £5 .14 .0. This was a mixed 
group , including one bull, six cows and three bullocl{s . 
Hides and carcas~es were sold for £2 .16 . 5 . The receipts from 
the herd amounted to £10 .17. 0 . The absence of any equivalent 
to the sale of wool is very notice?ble . The costs of caring 
for the cattle have already been discuss ed. n1ey totalled 
£22.7.1. Clearly there was no profit in cash. 
Hov1ever , over a quarter of the herd at the beginning of 
the year,, and 30% at the end of the yeer , were working oxen , 
and no calculation of their value is possible . 
It is not surprising that by 1322 the Peak herd consisted 
entirel;r of oxen . There were no cows, and no young animals . 
The herd was replenished with oought stock . There were 
fif'teen oxen belonging to the Earl, to which were added eight 
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of John de Mineer-s . Another five were bought at 17s-4d. 
each . There is no record of what had happened to the rest 
of' the herd. 
The Earl ' s second herd of cattle in 1313- 14, in Duffield 
Frith, was bigger and more prof'itable . There were 234 head 
of cattle in the herd at Michelmas 1314. The composition of 
the herd ~vas quite different from that in the Peak. Ther·e 
were 6 oxen , 3 bulls , 106 cows and 119 young animals . 
Milk was much more important than in the Peak . It vres 
all farmed , and no butter or cheese was made. 73 cows were 
farmed at 2s . 6d. per head, and 15 year olds at ls . 3d. per 
head. The receipts from milk were £10 . 1 . 3. 
Cattle were also br•ed for sale , and :probably as beef' . 
It is noticeable that no cattle were bought to replenish thi s 
herd, unl ike the Peak stock. 49 animals were sold in 1313- 14. 
32 of these were oxen sold at about 14s . 6d. each . The rest 
were cows with one bull , sold at about lls . 4d. each. This 
included one animal sent to the Earl ' s household. The income 
from sales of animals was £32 . 16. 4 . The :prices were slightly 
higher than the average prices for the year , so the stock 
was probably fairly good( 23) . 
Dead cattle were sol d for £2 . 4 . 9., making a total income 
of £45 . 2. 4 . from the herd. 
The expenses were considerably smaller than this . One 
full- time custodian was :paid between 4~d. and 5d. per week . 
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Another was employed for 31 weeks, and paid about 4d. per 
week . l The stockeepers fee was 13s. 4d . 
The cattle were fed on hay and oats in the winter, sup-
plemented by branches cut from the trees of the Frith( 2b). 
Nearly one hundr ed acr:'es of meadow in Duffield Frith were 
mo~n. ~1is cost nearly £4. 0 . 0 . Two acres of land was as-
sarted and sown with oats in 1313-14. The seed oats were 
bought and sown at one quarter to the acre. More oats were 
bought for the cattle, and the total cost of oats was 11s.3d. 
Repairs to buildings and fences cost £2.2 . l~d. With 
other minor expenses the total cost of caring for the herd 
was £9 . 8 . 0. The receipts we1 .. e £45.2.Lh so the net profit 
was £35 .14.5 . The Earl's herd fell in size fro~ 258 at the 
begilming of the year to 234 at the end. The profit on each 
animal was between 2s.~d. and 3s., again a reasonable, though 
not spect~cular profit. 
Cattle farming, like sheep-farming, was made more dif-
ficult by the low reproduction rate and the high mortality 
rPte. Forty- two of the Dui'field Frith herd, or 13%, died of 
disease during the year . The Peak herd suf'fered even more . 
38 animals, or 181%, died during the ye?.r . Calves born into 
the Duf'f'ield herd suffered worst of all . Out of 73 born , 28 , 
or 38%, died before Uichelmas . After six had been tithed, 
less than half -r.re1.,e left in the herd at the end of the year . 
However the uneven incidence of disease is shown by the fate 
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o~ the Low Peak cRlves in the s ame year. All 22 of them 
survived until Michelmas. 
These 22 calves were the issue of 70 covrs, so well over 
two thirds of the cows were sterile that yea1'). In Duff ield 
Frith over half the cows ca lved, but this is still a very 
low rate by modern standards. 
By 1322 the Duffield Frith herd had been reduced to 92. 
The administration of this herd had been completely r eorg-
,.., . d c.,n~se • The cattle were moved about between Duffield :Bri th 
and one of the Earl's LEicestershire manors, Desford. They 
were in Duffield Frith for only six weeks in the autumn. 
Conse~uently the receipts from milk and stock sales were 
accounted for by the reeve of Desford. 
The s tockeeper of Duffield's account is very brief. 
Hay and oats were still the staple winter diet of cattle. 
The balance of the herd ha d not changed. There were 6 oxen, 
2 bulls, 24 cows, 46 young animals, and 14 calves were born 
during the year . The herd was clearly still kept for dairy 
and beef purposes . 
The 1322 stockeepers' accounts are the latest to survive 
for both herds of cattle. There was still a dairy in the 
Low Peak in 1361-2, to which hay was ass igned, but there is 
no indication how big it was . By 1373-4 both the remains of 
the Low Peak and of the Duffield Frith herd were leased. 
These two herds and the flock of sheep were the Earl 's 
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main stockfarming ventures on the Honour. But there were 
also some cattle e.t Tutbury in 1313-14. The Earl kept three 
draught horses and 22 oxen ~or work in connection with the 
arable demesne on that manor . There were no cows, and 
replacements or additions were bought . Two draught horses 
and one ox were bought in 1313-14, for £2.14.7. One ox, 
probably no longer much use , was sold off for 7s. This stock 
was abandoned before 1322, with the arable demesne . 
It is interesting to compare the food consumed by the 
oxen and by the horses. The latter 0 te two quarters of oats 
during the year, the former only three quarters during the 
same period. The greater expense involved in using draught 
horses is v ery clearly demonstrated( 25) . 
The Earl also kept a herd of pigs in Needwood Forest and 
Duffield Frith in 1313-14. There were 49 in all , of which 
nine died during the year from murr•ain . None were sold or 
eaten during the year, and no litters born according to the 
acconnt. 
A herd of cattle in Ner dwood Forest was temporarily 
included in the Lancastria~ stock at t he end of Edward II's 
reign. This had been Sir Robert de Hollan«s until his death 
in 1322. An account survives for 1327-8, shortly after Earl 
Thomas' heir, his brother Henry, had retrieved the Honour 
f'rom the King. 
There were 88 cattle in Hollend's herd in 1327-8, to 
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which a bull from the Earl ' s Duffield herd was added. Six 
cattle came in tithe, and 28 calves were born duru1g the year. 
The quality of the grass made a considerable differ,ence 
to the value of milk produced by cows in Duffield Frith and 
the Low Peak( 26). The Need~ood Forest meadows were probably 
among the best on the Honour , and it is therefore not sur-
prising that the quality of the milk of cattle grazing there 
was high . The milk of 26 co ·;s ·::as fa:rl·~...,J. ·f'ol., £4.11.0. or 
3s. 6d. each. This compares with 2s . 6d. or l ess in Duffield 
Frith and Needwood in 1313-14. 
Even more important to the Earl than the milk from the 
cows, was the supply of beef for his households . 43 animals 
were sent to Tutbury or t:elbourne . These \'Jere valued a t 
£16.0.0. 
No attempt was made to replenish this herd. The de8th 
rate was high , a.nd nine , or nearly one third, of the calves 
died before Michelmas. Consequently, the size of the herd 
fell from 95 at the beginning of the year to 60 at the end. 
This is the only stockeeper ' s account for this herd, 
which was probably leased soon after . A dairy in Yoxall 
Ward, presumably the same one, was leased by 1337. 
The Earl had a stable of horses at Tutbury, ~hich 
provided riding horses for him and his retinue for peaceful 
and occasionally military purposes . For example , John of 
Gaunt planned to use horses from Tutbury on his expedition to 
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Scotland in 1380( 27). 
There were 120 horses in the stable at Michelmas 1313. 
They grazed in Duffield Frith and Needwood, and also at Ken-
ilworth and Desford. Horses were regularly moved f'rom Park 
to Park . There wa s no centralisation of breeding, however, 
and :Coals were born at Kenilworth, Duffield Frith and Need.-
wood. 
Horses were bred for sa le, as well as for the Earl ' s 
o•vn use . The high prices pa id for the best horsesshows that 
they must have been or high quality. 24 horses w re sold for 
£64 . 15 . 0 . Four foals were sold for £1 . 1 . 0 . each, and 12 
mares for 19s. each. Seven rounceys (runcini , or three year 
old mares ) and one foal were sold t ogether :ror £49 . 13· 4 · I f 
this single foal was sold for £1.1 . 0 ., like the others, the 
rounceys were valued at £6 . 17 . 2., a very high price( 28 ) . 
The account does not record where these sales took pl ace , 
or who bought these very expensive horses . 
Disease affected this stable as much as other stoc ~ . 
19 horses died, during the year , or 12% of the total number 
passing tr.u~ough the stable . There is no reference t o a 
stallion. One must have been imported from another of the 
Earl ' s estates . Nearly hal f of the 53 mares foaled, and all 
25 foals born survived until Michelmas . No horses were 
bought in 1313-14, so, after sales and dePths , the size of 
the stable had dropped to 105 b y the end of the ye~ • . 
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The reduction in size of the stable wa s temporary. By 
1327-8 145 horses were in the hands of the custodians . 
Another 23 horses which had been in the hands of' the stock-
eeper of Duf'field -·ere added to the stable. 
The foaling rate had gone up slightly by this date. 
Only 42~ of the 63 mares vrer e sterile, compared with 57~~ 
in 1322. This could be the r esult of an increase in the 
number of stallions to four . 
The death rate had decreased. Out of a total of 203 
horses pass ing through the custodians hands, only four died. 
Conditions were more normal by 1327-8 , and horses vvere again 
sold. Twenty three- year old mares were sold at £2 . 7. 3· 
eacl1, and eighteen female f oa ls at 16s. 8d . each. Receipts 
~rom sales amounted to £62. 5. 8. 
This is the last surviving stable account, but we know 
that there was still a stable at Tutbury at the end of our 
period. The diff'erent purpose of the stable a ssured ~ ex-
istance long after sheep and cattle had been leased. The 
ref'er ences to it in other documents are brief, and we never 
know its size . A stallion was bought f or it, and paid for by 
the Receiver of Tutbury in 1396, ror £4. 0.0. The size of the 
stable probably increased during Edward IV' s reign . In 1445-
6 meadow wor t h lOs. was reserved for the horses at Tutbury. 
The amount of meadow rese~ved for this purpose gradually 
increased until in 1483-4 its value was £9 . 8. 4. 
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ii ~enant Stock and Dairy Farming. 
Far less is known concerning the extent and nature of 
tenant stock and dairy farming. There are, of course, no 
documents dealing with tenant stock comparable to those for 
a great landowner such as the Earl of Lancaster. In a 
discussion of tenant gt~ass farming on the Honour of Tutbury 
we are forced to rely mainly on the records of leases by the 
Earls and Dukes of pastures, stock and buildings. These are 
supplemented by entries dealing with peasant stock in the 
manorial court rolls and wodemote rolls. 
The changing values of leases give some indication of 
the changes in the prosperity of tenant pasture farmers but 
in many ways this evidence is unsatisfactory. It is very 
difficult to get more than a rough idea of how many tenant-
. 
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owned animals there were on the Honour during this period, or 
of how these were distributed. Nor can we tell what tenants 
did with their surplus wool, meat or milk . However these 
are vi tally imp or tan t questions, and it is well :·orth dis-
cussing the evidence that exists. 
For some regions the evidence concerning peasant stock 
is rather fuller, and it is useful to bear in mind the con-
elusions which can be drawn from such areas. Records of the 
taxation assessment of 1297, which was based on the levy of 
. ) 
a fixed frPction of the total value of each tax-payers stock, 
crops and household and trade goods, have survived for some 
' 
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counties . One is Bedfordshire(30) . This evidence is in 
many ways di~~icult to interpret. Assessment varied slightly 
~rom Hundred to Hundred, and there was probably a certain 
amount o~ suppression o~ evidence to evade the taxes . How-
ever, bearing this in mind, some conclusions can be dra\vn 
~rom this evidence. Firstly the animals most o~ten ~ound on 
peasant holdings were draught horses, cows and sheep. Mares , 
oxen, young cattle and pigs were rather less common . The 
majority o~ peasant holdings in Be~ordshire at the end of 
the thirteenth century had very ~ew animals . Holdings incl-
uding more than one o~ any variety of animal, with the excep-
tion o~ sheep, were especially rare . 
As ~ar as it is possible to tell, the most common peasant 
animals on the Honour of Tutbury during the fourteenth and 
~ifteenth centuries, were cattle . Lists of heriots were com-
posed mostly of oxen, cows or young cattle. For example, in 
1313-lL~ eleven heriots were described in the accounts . All 
eleven were cattle. Two were oxen, six were cows and the 
other three were heifers and bullocks . Throughout both cent-
uries heriots were most o~ten pe.id in cattle, especially 
oxen or cows. Cattle would take precedence ove1~ sheep when 
a heriot was chosen, so these tenants may have held sheep or 
other cattle as well as the heriot . However this is unlikely 
in some cases in 1313-lh. Four o~ the dead tenents had ovmed 
only part - a hal~ in three cases and a quarter L:1 the fourth 
U3 
case - of the animal concerned. At Brassington, for example, 
a heriot was one quarter of a cow, valued at ls . 5~d . (3l). 
It seems that it was common for tenants to hold a cow or an 
ox jointly at this period. 
Similarly, lists of stra:¥s in the court ~olls were 
mostly composed of cattle(32) . In the wodemote rolls there 
were also a large proportion of pigs . In all such lists 
sheep and horses were much rarer. Gayden ' s conclusion that 
oxen were rarer than horses as peasant draught animals does 
not seem to apply to Staffordshire and Derbyshire . 
No indication of the numbers of stock on the common 
pastures of the Honour's manors is given but we can in some 
cases get some idea of the proportions of stock on the addit-
ional leased pastures . In 1322 the stock in Shottle Park in 
Duffield Frith was listed in the Ward account. It is unfor-
tunate that this was an abnormal year, when stock on the 
Honour had been depleted(33) . However, Shottle Park prov-
ided £2 .13. 0 . of the total of £3. 5 . 0 . collected in agistment 
from Duffield Frith in that year . There were 78 oxen, 6 
calves, 3 mares and 4 foals agisting in Shottle Park during 
the summer of 1322. Thep?edominance of cattle is striking. 
No individual agistment fees were recorded. 
The ratio of animals in Shottle Park had ch8nged sligh-
tly by the late fourteenth century . A sc~edule of agistment 
for this Park survives for the year 1379(34 ) . In that year 
, 
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Shottle Park agistment was worth £21 .12.1~ ., the highest sum 
recorded during these two centuries. There were 781 animals 
in the Park, of which 550 , or 71%, were cattle . The rest 
were horses . The proportion of horses has gone up from 8% 
to 29%. 
There is no similar surviving list for Needvrood Forest 
earlier than 1440-1. In that year several of the Parks in 
the Forest were "improved." They were kept in hand by the 
King instead of being l eased, and the numbers of animals 
agisting in them was restricted. Altogether there were 844 
pigs, 81 cattle and 68 horses in these Parks. 
The fees were recorded, so it is possible to arrive at 
a rough estimate of the total number of stock on the l eased 
pastures in Needwood Forest in tha t year . 
The fee for pigs was between 2d. and 4d., depending on 
their age . The average fee paid on each of the 844 pigs in 
the Parks under improvement was 3d. An additional £3.18.4~. 
was collected in pannage from the r est of the Forest . If 
this was collected at an average of 3d. per p ig, it came from 
about 313 pigs . Altogether, therefore, the Forest was sup-
porting 1,157 pigs in 1440-1. 
Horses wer e charged at l s . 6d. or 9d. each , depending on 
the length of the agistment period. Foals, mares , oxen and 
cows were charged at ls. or 6d. each and ca.lves at 6d. or 3d. 
each. 'rhe average fee on the horses and. cat tle in the Parks 
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under inprovement was 9d. Agistment in the remaining Parks 
was sold for £28 . 4.7 . If this r.as collected at an average 
of 9d. per head, it came from about 753 animals. There were 
probably, therefore , about 902 horses and CPttle on the 
leased pastures in Needwood in 1440-1. 
Cattle, horses and pigs were predominant in the Forests 
throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries , and it is 
clear that many of these were owned by tenants. Sheep were 
also of great importance in the economy of the Honour. The 
Earl's ovm flock, grazing in the Low Peak , has been discussed 
above . Many of the Earl ' s tenants were using the Low Peak 
pastures for their own sheep. At Hartington in 1313-14 71 
horses, 528 sheep and 990 cattle were agisted on the manor . 
The proportions had changed completely by 1322, when 898 
sheep and 336 cattle were agisted. The number of cattle has 
decreased by over one third, whilst the number of sheep has 
increased by 70%. The horses appear to have disappeared. It 
must be remembered that 1322 was an abnormal year , and these 
proportions might not reflect normal conditions . Neverthe-
less , the absolute increase in the number of tenant sheep on 
the manor mus t show an increase in the volume of tenant 
sheep.f'arming. 
Several tenants had large flocks on the Derbyshire man-
• I 
v ors . In 1333 three flocks of sheep strayed in Duf~ield Frith. 
The smallest was of 21 sheep , the next of 120 and the third 
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of 200 . At Wirksworth in 1339 a tenant had forty sheep . 
Much later in tl1e period, in 1425, a felon whose goods and 
chattels were confiscated had thirteen sheep and nine lambs 
(35) 
• 
Similarly many tenants had herds of cattle. The sched-
ule of agistment for Shottle Park in 1387 includes the names 
of graziers, enabling us to see how many animals each man 
had in the Park . It must be remembered that these are minim-
um figures for each man , as there is no reason to believe 
that the stock in Shottle Park represented the whole of a 
tenant's stock. On the contrary, this seems unlikely , as 
a gistment in the Parks was probably for a special purpose. 
There were about 858 animals in Shottle Park in 1379, 
which were owned by at least 175 different men. About thirty 
\ 
of these had only one animal in the Park . Many had several 
animals , including herds of 39 and thirty cattle. Eighteen 
of the tenants , or about 10%, had ten or more animals in the 
Park , or 30% of the total number of animals . About a third 
of the agisters had five or more animals , owning altogether 
about 60% of the animals. 
Other re~erences suggest that sizeable herds of cattle 
were not exceptional . A Marchington tenant in 1466 had 24 
cat tle stolen. A felon in 1458-9 had nine cattle confiscated, 
and another had four cattle and five horses confiscated in 
1460- 61(36) . 
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Sheep would provide w_ol, milk and meat for their 
owners, but there is very little evidence about tenant sales 
of these. Probably some wool was manufactured on the 
Honour(37). Pigs would provide meat, and possibly many of 
the thousand pigs in Needwood, and those in Duffield, were 
reared for sale as pork or bacon. 
The Bedfordshire tax evidence suggested that cows were 
amongst the commonest of peasant stock. The lists of heriots 
and strays on the Honour of ~utbury would support this impre-
ssion. However very few cows were recorded as agisting in 
the Forests. There were only five in Shottle Park in 1379, 
and nine in Needwood's improved Parks in 1440. This cannot 
represent a fair proportion of the cows on the Honour. The 
reason for the small number of cows is probably the distance 
of the Parks from most villages. A tenant needed his cow 
near at hand where it could be milked conveniently . Many 
tenants would have tl1eir own crof t, pieces of meadow attached 
to their arable holding or access to the common pastures which 
would be used for their cows. 
The agistments in the Forest Parks were probably used 
chiefly for fattening cattle for beef. Some months during 
the summer spent grazing in the Forest would improve their 
price considerably. In the ngistment lists the cattle are 
mostly calves (vituli) or oxen (aver or boves). It is unlik-
ely that the oxen were agisting in the Parks whilst in use 
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as draught animals. During the summer months haymaking and 
harvest would occupy fully most tenants' draught animals. 
The Parks were often deep in the Forest, several miles from 
the nearest villages. It would be very inconvenient for a 
tenant to drive his oxen several miles after work each evening 
and very expensive to pay ls. or 6d. for the few hours of 
grazing his oxen would thus obtain. 
There were at least 175 men agisting cattle in Shottle 
Park in 1379. The nearest village to the modern Shottle Hall, 
probably the centre of the medieval Shottle Park,is Ireton 
Wood, 1~ miles away. Idridgehay and two small hamlets on 
Duffield manor, Windley and Haslewood, are about three miles 
away. Other villages are further away still. Idridgehay and 
Ireton Wood were small manors(3B). Not many of the 175 
graziers could have lived within four miles of Shottle Park. 
Some, in fact, came from much further afield. A man 
from Makworth (6~ miles from Shottle Hall) had four oxen in 
the Park. One from Ible (seven miles from Shottle Hall) had 
fourteen cattle in the Park. The Parson of Bradley . (5~ 
miles away) had six cattle in the same Park. Other tenants 
from as far afield as Ashbourne and Matlock were agisting in 
the Park. These men were almost certainly fattening cattle 
to be sold as beef. It is tempting to identify some of the 
names in the 1379 schedule of agistment with names in the 
rental of 1414. The same names in these two documents prob-
ably signify the same family and holding, if not the same man. 
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Several of the graziers had considerable arable hold-
ings. For example, Thomas Waterhouse held about 62 acres on 
the manor of Southwood in 1414. The owner of the biggest 
herd of cattle in Shottle Park in 1379 was also called Thomas 
Waterhouse . This name is an uncommon one on the Honour at 
this period. It does not occur , for example , elsewhere on 
the 1379 schedule. Another uncommon name , Proudfoot, app-
eared in both schedule and rental . John Proudfoot held 63 
acres in Idridgehay in 1414, and in 1379 had six oxen in 
Shottle Park. 
Agistments became the chief source of income to the 
Duchy from fue~Forests during the late fourteenth and fift-
eenth centuries . It is very unlikely that the increasing 
receipts from agistments were based on an increase in t he 
number of draught animals, as during this period the general 
tendency was for arable land to fall out of use. Instead 
the prosperity of the two Forests of Duffield Frith and 
Needwood was probably based on rearing cattle and pigs for 
beef, pork and bacon . 
There were also many horses agisting in these Forests. 
The proportion was much higher in Needwood Forest in the mid 
fifteenth century than in Duffield Frith in the fourteenth 
century. This could be a regional difference or it could be 
a development of the fifteenth century. 
The word used for these horses was egui . Draught 
horses in the accounts were often called affers . Probably 
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the horses called egui were rather better ones, and in many 
cases riding horses. There were many Duchy officials (esp-
ecially near Tutbury and Needwood Forest) and local gentry 
who might keep several riding horses. As was shown earlier, 
local gentry and officials were prominent amongst the 
lessees of Forest pastures during the fifteenth century(39). 
In Shottle Park in 1379 twenty of the horses were owned 
by three different residents of Ashbourne, which is eight 
miles away. Four horses were agisted by the Parson of 
Matlock, which is 7~ miles away. These were clearly not 
draught animals, but riding horses. 
Stock farming is perhaps a more important factor in the 
economy of the Honour of Tutbury than of Bedfordshire, and 
more tenants and peasants ovmed several animals. Never the-
less, throughout the two centuries, there were tenants ow.n-
ing no stock, or only one animal. Examples of tenants who 
could only provide a share in an animal as a heriot have 
already been cited. Others died le~ving no s tock at all for 
a heriot. A villein tenant who held one messuage and one 
bovate a t Duffield died in 1358, leaving nothing for a 
heriot. Another who died in 1454, with a tenement of a 
messuage, three acres of land and meadow and a pond, left no 
stock(40). Many similar examples could be given. 
Many tenants left only one animal. A virgater at 
Rolleston died in 1443 l eaving as his total stock one cow(4l). 
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Even tenants with big holdings often had very ~ew animals . 
A Duffield tenant who died in 1313, l eaving two bovates , 
26! acres and half an orchard had only one ox , one foal and 
one pig( 42) . His arable holding was big enough to make h i m 
a prosperous farmer , but he had not enough draught aninals 
t o pl ough it . 
We can get some idea of the changing prosper i ty of 
tenant farming from the changing value of the leases of stock , 
meadows and buildings . For the first sixt y years of the four-
teen th century , ·:Jhen the Earls and Duke were occupying many 
pastures and bui ldings with their own stock , the information 
rs v ery scanty. 
One o:r the only i ndi.c n. tions at the begi nning of the 
century is the level of r ent from manorial meadows . The 
meadows in the Trent , Derwent and Dov e va lleys were leased 
at far higher rents than arable . At Barton (11~ acres) , 
Ut toxeter ( 21! acres ) and Bel per (4 acres ) the r ents var i ed 
f~om ls . 6d. to 2s . per acre . Arable demesne rents on the 
same manors were ls . or less per acre . At Bonsall, where t he 
arable demesne was leased at 8~d. per acre , s i x acres of 
meadow was leased at 3s . 4d. per acre . On all manors the 
demesne meadows were in demRnd, amongst the tenants . 
By 1322 the situation had changed completely . The 
Ut toxet er meadow had fal l en into the hands of the Ear l . 
Sixteen acres at Marchington , l ea s ed at some date since 
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1313-14, had suffered the same fate . The reduction in the 
demand for meadow gives another indication of the reduction 
in the number of stock on the Honour by this date. 
In the second half of the fourteenth century a new sit-
uation developed as a result of the Duke's withdrawal from 
stock-farming. More meadows and buildings, and in some 
cases stock, came onto the market. There was little dif-
d. 
ficulty in finjng tenants for any of these. The process 
extended over a number of years. By 1361-2 two sheepfolds 
were leased, one at Barton, with 200 sheep, and the other at 
Wirksworth. The rest of the sheepfolds were still kept in 
hand at this date, but some of the manorial meadows, prev-
iously in hand, were leased. By 1376-7 all the sheepfolds 
also had been leased. 
Sheepfolds were normally leased along with the demesne 
meadows . At Barton, for example, in 1370-1 forty acres 
three roods of meadow, with the sheepfold, were leased for 
ls.5~d. per acre. At Matlock and Brassington the demesne 
meadows were leased for 2s. per acre in 1361-2. The rent 
was not increased when the sheepfolds were added to the 
leases about 1373-4. 
At Hartington the sheepfolds were leased by 1376-7 for 
a total of £13.12 . 8. Other sheepfolds were leased by this 
date at Belper and Duffield. 
The Duke withdrew from cattle farming at about the same 
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time . Not only the pastures and buildings, but stock were 
leased to tenants . 
A herd in Needwood Forest , probably originally Robert 
de Holland ' s, was l eased as early as 133f· A memorandum in 
the court roll for that year records some details of the 
lease(43). The best cows with calves were leased for 6s . 
each , and three year old cows with calves for 4s . each. 
The earliest record of the lease of the Hartington herd is 
for 1373- 4 · At that de te forty cows and one bull were leased 
for £8 . 0 . 0 ., or 4s . per head. The Duffield herd was leased 
as eerly as 1320 , but at that date was accounted for by the 
Receiver of Tutbury. The earliest details of the lease are 
for 1376- 7 , when forty cows and one bull were leas ed for 
(~) £11 . 0 . 0 ., or 5s . 6d. per head · • 
The different levels of the farms of' cattle in Needwood 
Forest , Du.ffield Frith and at Hartington provide further 
evidence of the effect of the meadows on the qualit y of the 
cattle(45) . The farms in Needwood and Duffield Frith were 
relatively high. At Petworth, in Sussex, for example , the 
highest fourteenth century farms of cattle were 5s . per 
head(46) . 
These stock leases are very interesting. They were 
normally for a period of several years(47) . At the end of 
this period the farmer in some cases had to return a herd of 
forty cows and one bull worth a given value , or in some cases 
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he had to return partly stock and partly cash . In 1394- 5, 
for example , the farmer of the Duffield herd agreed to return 
forty cows and a bull or 8s . each. At Hartington in 1373-4 
the farmer agreed to return forty cows and bul l or lOs . each. 
I n 1426- 7 the farmer of the Duffield herd agreed to return 
either 25 cows or 8s . each , whichever the King chose , and 
fifteen cows and one bull or 8s . each, whichever he himself 
wished. 
By the time the l ease had expired the farmer in every 
case had paid far mor e than the cattle were worth . For 
example in 1373-4 the cows were val ued at lOs . each , so the 
herd would have cost £20 . 0 . 0 . The farmer paid £8 . 0 . 0 . 
annually for twelve years , or a total of £72 . 0 . 0 . However , 
he had acquired the herd without a large initial expendi t ure, 
which he mi ght well have been unable to afford. He had 
acquired pasture and buildings for the herd all the year 
roundt 48 ) . He might also have acquired a herd of his own, 
build up from any cal ves he coul d afford to keep . In prac-
tice the King replaced any cattle which di ed duri.ng the ter m 
of the lease , although this was never specified in the lease 
in the accounts(49). The King got the profit from the sal e 
of the carcas~ e of the dead animal. 
Rents on meadows in the lat er part of the fourteenth 
century were also relatively high . At Matlock and Brassingt on 
the rent ~as 2s . per acre in 1376-7. At the same date it vms 
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ls . lO~d . at Duffield (compared with ls . 3d. in 1361- 2) and 
3s.4d. at Bonsall . In 1370-1 the meadow rent at Marching-
ton was 1~ . 4d . (4 acres) or ls . 8d. (10 acres ) and at Tut-
bury 2s . t 6 acres ), 2s . 5d. ( 30 acres ) 2s . 6d. (14~ acres) 
and even 3s . 6d. (2 acres) . 
Arable which was being re-leas ed at the same period was 
at much lower rents per acre . At Matlock , for example , 
eight acres of previously decayed land was re-leased at 4d. 
per acre . At Bonsall 3l acres were leased at 4d. per acre, 
and 26 acres at 2d. per acre . At Tutbury 211 acres of 
demesne arable was leased at 10d. per acre and sixty acres 
at 6d. per acre in 1370-71. 
In many cases the meadow rents increased berore the end 
of the centu~y. At Tutbury in 1400- 1 , thirty acres leased 
at 2s.?d. per acre in 1370- 71 , was at 3s. 9d. per acre , a.nd 
two acres leased at 3s.6d. per acre in 1370- 71, was at 4s , 
per acre . The value of a group of meadows on this manor 
which can be identified in both accounts, rose from £7.4 . 8. 
to £9.17.10~. between the same dates . Similarly , at Barton, 
the meadow and sheepfolds leased for £3.0 . 0. in 1370- 71 , 
were leased for £4.13· 4 · by 1400- 1 . 
There is evidence of tenant sheep farming at Duffield, 
too, during the later part of the fourteent!1 century. Lic-
enses costing a few pence were granted to tenants wishing to 
build their OY.-n sheepfolds in 1396- 7 , 1400- 1 and 1401- 2. 
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Some of the manorial sheepfolds did not prosper at this 
period. At Wirksworth t'1e sheepfold fell into the 'lands of 
the Duke in 1387-8. At Duffield one sheepfold fell out of 
use completely about 1390. The timber from it was sold off 
for £1 . 13. 4. The sheepfold at Belper disappeared from the 
records, and probably fell out of use at the same period. 
The value of the farm of the Duffield Frith herd of 
cattle .fell from 5s.6d. per head in 1376- 7 to 5s . per head 
in 1397- 8 . 
However by 1419- 20 the sheepfold at Wirksworth was 
leased ag~in for its original value. By the same date the 
value of the sheepfolds at Hartington had increased from 
£14.0.3. in 1376- 7 to £16 . 5.6. Tenant sheep farming at this 
period was evidently more successfUl than the King ' s(50) . 
I n the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries 
the a~istments and pastures in Needwood Forest and Duffield 
Frith were leased f or higher rents than at any date earlier 
in the fourteenth or Inter in the fifteenth centuries(5l). 
Evidently at t~is period beef- farming , like sheep farming , 
wn.s prospering. 
The sustained demand for pastures and meadows at this 
period contrasts with the slack demand :Cor arable . The 
population had probably decreased during the fourltecnth 
century , yet the tenants assimilated more and more pasture 
and meadows, and paid rela tively high rents for them. At 
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the same per iod the area of arable under cultivation was 
smaller than at the begirrning or the fourteenth century, and 
rents were drastically reduced. 
It was shown above tl1at the fifteenth century was a 
period when the local gentry and Duchy officials took an 
increasing number of leases of Forest pastures . After the 
first twenty years or so or this century it was rare for a 
peasant to be the lessee of a large area of pasture in either 
Forest. 
No similar development took place with regard to the 
manorial meadows , buildings or stock. The demesne meadows 
were often held by the tenants as a whole as at Marchington 
and Tutbury in the early fifteenth century. At Matlock and 
Brassington the sheepfolds and demesne meadows were leased 
to the tenants as a whole. Evidently on these manors sheep-
farming was a normal activity for the majority of tenants. 
Often a group of tenants held the manorial pastures 
jointly, as at Marchington in 1417-18, when 25 acres were 
shared between two tenants. At Barton in 1400~, the~e were 
three joint lessees of the sheepfolds and meadows . In 1417-
. -18 there ~ere f our, t wo of whom had been lessees in 1400-1. 
All four were peasants rather than gentry(52). One, John 
Penyfader , held t wo messuages, 1~ virgates, an oven and 4~ 
acres , in addition to his share in the sheepfold, according 
to the rental of 1414. A second tenant, John Hopkynson, held 
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three messuages, 2~ virgates, a cottage and 67 acres in 
addition to his share. The third lessee, also reeve in 1417-
18, held :Cive messuages, four vi.C'gates , three cottages and 
21 acres , and the fourt~ one messuage, one virgate and 17~ 
II 
·acres. All, in fact, had substantial arable holdings as 
well as interests in sheep-farmlng. Yet all were probably 
of villein stock, holding at least one virgate of customary 
land upon which conL'lluted labour services valued at 5s . 2d. 
were owed . 
At Hartington, too, prosperous peasants provided the 
lessees o:r the sheepfolds . There was one exception, a former 
Steward of the Honour or his son, John de Pole(53), who held 
three sheepfolds in 11+19- 20 . According to the 1414 rental he 
held two messuages, one c~rucate, one bovate , one cottage , 
68! ~cres and various odd pieces of arable and pasture . By 
1423-4 he held five sheepfolds , and in 1439-hO agistment at 
Hartington worth £6.0.0 . Pole held land elsewhere in Derby-
shire , but was probably a native of Hartington. 
The remaining ten sheepfolds in 1419- 20 were held by 
eleven di:Cferent tenants. One , John Buxstones, leased a 
couple, and also agistment on the manor worth £10.0.0. His 
arable holding, 18~ acres in 1414 , was not very big. It is 
possible th~t he leased more arable from other tenants, but 
it is also li~ely that he concentrated on sheep-farming. He 
was also the Duke ' s Parker on Hartington manor , and respons-
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i ble for the account for the Duke ' s sheep in 1416- 17. When 
the sheep had been leased, Buxstones continued a s Parker, 
with a wa ge of 3~d. per week all the year round. 
Buxstones was the only tenant , apart from Pole , to hold 
more than one sheepfold. As far as i t is possible to tell 
from the 1414 rental , none of the other l essees had very big 
arable holdings . The vicar of Hart i ngton , Adam Newbiggin> 
h eld p art of t wo sheepfolds and about thirteen acres . J ohn 
at Gate held one sheepfold and nineteen Rcres; John Roger 
held one sheepfold, sixteen acres and t wo cott8ges ; Ri chard 
Walker held 31 acres and a cottage . All probabl y concen-
tra t e d on sheep- farming . Several of the lessees of Eh eep-
folds , hel d no land according to the rent al of 1414 , and may 
poss ibly have b een exclus ively sheep- farmers • 
. Like the majority of lessees of sheepfol ds and manorial 
meedows , the farmers of the herds of cattle in Duffield Frith 
and the Low Peak at t his per i od were , judging by their names 
also peasants rather than gent ry. 
During the middle years of the fif t eenth century there 
were widespread reductions in the val ue of t he leases of 
pastures , meadows , stocl{ and buildings . Both sheep and cat-
t l e farming were affected. The dairy a t Harti ngton had fallen 
i n value from £8 . 0 . 0 . to £4.13 · 4 · as early as 1416-17. No 
indicati on of the numb er of catt le was given at the later 
date, so it is poss ibl e that the size of the dairy had been 
, 
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reduced. By 1439-L~O the :farm o:f the Du:ffield cattle had 
fallen to 4s . per head, and by 1460-1 it was only 3s - ~d . 
per head. 
The sheep:folds at Barton , Brassington , Wi rksworth and 
Hart i ngton al l :fell in value during the f i :fteenth century. 
Their combined value ha d decreased :from £23. 2. 10 . i n 1420 , to 
£18 . 8 . 4 . by 1440 . 
Meadows and pastures were also reduced in value . The 
agistment on Hartington manor :fell :from £8 . 0 . 0 . in 1419- 20 
to £6 . 0 . 0. in 1425- 6 . A group of meadows at Tutbury worth 
£9. 0 . 0 . in 1400- 1 were worth only £6 . 0 . 0 . in 1440- 1 . 
Pasture f arming in the middle years of the fi:fteenth 
.,. 
century was less profitable than it had been earlier , and 
tenants could no longer a:ff ord to pay such high r ents and 
:farms . However , at no stage were buildings or pastures 
abandoned. 
In the s cond half of the century there was a slight 
revival. By 1460- 61 the sheepfolds at Hartington were 
leased for more than £16 . 0 . 0 ., or as much as at the begin-
n i ng of the century . The farm o:f the cat tle in Duffield Frith 
wltich was 3s . 6d. per head in 1460- 61 , rose to 4s . per head by 
1473-4 · There wa s , ho~t7ever , no widespread rise in values . 
I ndeed, the sheepfold at Mat lock , one of the few not to have 
declined in the middle of the fifteenth century , suffered by 
Edward I V' s reign . BY then it was leased for £1.12. 0., 
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compared with £2.10.0. in 1440-1. 
There is some evidence that there was careful planning 
at Hartington, where the values of sheepfolds rose during 
the second half of the fifteenth century. At some date bet-
ween 1463 and 1475 one of the sheepfolds, Glotonhouse, was 
converted into a dairy. At exactly the same time the dairy , 
at Erlesbothe ~ms conv( rted into a sheepfold. In both cases 
the value of the l ease remained unaltered throughout the 
changes. 
Probably this wa s an experiment designed to discover 
whether the pastures at Glotonhouse were more suited to cat-
tle than sheep, and vice-versa with regard to Erlesbothe. 
Both were farmed by different tenants, but the coincidence 
of timi ng suggests so~e cooperation between the two. 
Evidently the experiment proved unsuccessful . In 1478-9 
Gloto1lhouse became a sheepfold again, and Erlesbothe a dairy. 
The leases and farmers remained unchanged. 
The sheepfolds at Hartington were still leased chierly 
by local pea s ants in the second half of the fifteenth cent-
ury • . In 1417-18 there had been twelve lessees . In both 
1460-61 and 1475-6 there were eleven. Several groups of 
men had joined to lease either one, or a group of sheepfolds, 
In 1460-61, for example , three men, Richfrd Harcyson and 
Thomas and Richard Hethcote held five sheepfolds, for an 
annual rent of £7.12.4. They also leased the agistment of 
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the manor for £6.3.4. 
There had been, however , some penetration by the gentry 
into sheepfarming on the Honour. William Basset Esquire , of 
Blor e and Grendon i ,1 Deroyshire, held five sheepfolds at 
Hartington from 1474. These were leased to him by a sealed 
letter f'-c-om the King , at a rent lower than that charged in 
the Hartington rental or manor accounts . The charge was 
£5.19.0., but Basset paid only £4 .10. 8. The difference ac-
cumulated as arrears. 
Basset was Justice of the Peace and Sheriff in the 
county(54). In 1474 he was made bailiff for life of the New 
Liberty in Staffordshire. This grant and that of the favour-
able lease of Hartington sheepfolds were probably royal rew-
ards to Basset for his services. 
At Barton three tenants had shared the sheepfold and 
demesne meadows in 1400-1, and four in 1417-18. By 1440-1 
one man held them on his o .1"'1.. He held aot only the s:'-1eeJ:.>fold 
~~nr1 J1,c£ cov;s but the manorial garden, corn mill and :rishery. 
~·or these he paid an annual rent of £8.0.0. By 1448 this 
man, John Burgoyne, shared the same leases with another, who 
was also reeve of the manor. 
The sheepfolds at Matlock and Brassington were held by 
tne tenant[. as a whole throughout the fif'teenth century. At 
.1~utbury, however, thirty acr•es of meadow, held by all the 
tenants in 1417-18, were in the hands of a single tenant in 
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1440. This concentration wa s only temporary , and by 1460 
five tenants she.red these thirty acres . Occasionally a 
tenant such as Burgoyne maneged to monopolise the demesne 
meP dows and sheepfolds on a manor , but more often these were 
shared between groups of tenants . Throughout the fifteenth 
century les sees of demesne meadows and sheepfolds were norm-
ally prosperous local peasants ~ather than rich outsiders or 
Duchy retainers . 
The common p astures provided pasture for the stock of 
many tene.n ts '."Tho might not he..ve been able to lease additional 
pastures , as well as for those who could. During the fif-
teenth century the question of how many animals each tenant 
could put on these pastures became i mportant . There is no 
record of the stints allowed to each tenant , but stints were 
exceeded and men with no ri ghts at all were using the common 
pastures at this period. This is a phenomenon noticed on 
many manors at this date(55) . 
On the Honour of Tutbury occasional cases of overcharg-
ing the common pastures were recorded in the court rolls 
:from the beginning of the fifteenth century , but they become 
regular from the 1440 ' s . A:fter this date they occur regul-
arly until the end of the period. The amercements varied 
:rrom a few pennies to sev~ral shillings . Occasionally the 
nu~bPr of animals was recorded, but more often it was simply 
stated that the tenant .had overcharged with his cattle, sheep , 
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pigs or merchandise . Orten many tenants were amerced in 
one year • On five Staffor·dshire manors in 1443 twelve men 
were amerced for overcharging with their cattle and sheep. 
At Hartington in 1446- 7 29 men had overcharged with their 
sheep . I n 1466 one man , , Thomas Holt , a chaplain exceeded 
his stint in all four Wards or Needwood Forest , with cattle, 
horses and p i gs ( 56 ) . 
Most offenders were local men . One ex~mple was Robert 
Hill , a Marchington l a\vyer v:ho was a J.P. and an M.P. in 
the 1460 ' s and 70 ' s . He or his father , was lessee of Mar-
chington corn mill and of a...;istment ;.orth £2 .13. 4 . in Mar-
chington Ward in 14L~8- 9 . He was amerced for overcharging 
the common pastures with his pigs in 1471-2(57). 
Outsiders were also occasionally involved. In 1413 
John Gerard of Burton overcharged common pastures in Need-
wood Forest with oxen and pigs . He had no pasture rights in 
the Forest. I n 1443 two more men rrom Burton wer>e amerced 
ror the same reason, and another in 1467 (5B). Possibly 
these men were butcher- graziers . 
The sudden rise to prominence of these orfences is in 
some ways puzzling. At first sight it would seem to be the 
direct result or an increase i n the number of tenant stock 
on the Honour. Ho,vever the middle years of the fifteenth 
century saw a reduction in the value or leases of Forest 
pastures , demesne meadows , sheeprolds and cattle. This 
suggests -a decrease in the number of stock at this per iod, or 
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at least a decline in the prosperity of stock and dairy farm-
ing so severe that rents and farms had to be reduced. 
But in spite of this the Duchy could regularly amerce 
tenants for overcharging the common pastures . The frequ-
ency of amercements for this offence shows that the policy 
of the administretion was rather to collect amercements than 
to put a stop to the offences . This could, in fact , be 
quite profitable . In 1446- 7 a total of £4. 18 . 4. was charged 
at Hartington alone on men who had overcharged the manor ' s 
pastures . 
During the fifteenth century there was consideroble and 
increasing convernion of arable to pasture in the region , whkh 
provides another indic~tion of the importence of grass farm-
ing on the Honour at this period. F.G. Davenport showed 
that the ratio of pasture to arable in freehold sales in 
Staffordshire increased re.pidly after 1436 (59) . In the 
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries there was always 
less than one hundred acres of pasture to one thousand acres 
of arable in these sales . ~ter 1436 the proportion of grass-
land grew steadily larger. In the period 1437-56 1 ,068 acres 
of pasture and 3,067 acres of arable changed hands . During 
the period 1477- 96 1, 735 acres of pasture and 2, 941 acres of 
arable changed hands . The proportion of grassland had risen 
fro~ just over one third to nearly 60% 
Arable land which had been abandoned was used as pasture 
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as early as 1313-14. At that date fourteen acres of former 
arable was leased as pasture on the manor of Uttoxeter . In 
1 322 there were not enou~h animals on the Honour to need all 
the abandoned land as pasture , but later in the fourteenth 
century the pr actice was y;idespread . At Duffield in 1326- 7 
the sale of the herbage of' decayed arable was worth £2. 1 . 0 . 
At that date 143~ acres were in the hands of the lord, with 
a consequent rent l oss of £5 . 18. 8 . The use of ~ormer arable 
for pasture reduced the lord ' s rent loss consider~bly , but 
the rent per acre was always much lower . At Uttoxeter , for 
example , the previous rent on the fourteen acres of arable 
had been lld. per ac~e . As pasture the rent in 1313- 14 was 
about l d . per acre . 
At Duffi eld much of the former arable ,vas again leased 
as arable by 1328- 9 . In that year the sale of the herbege 
of decayed land was onl y 7s . 6d. Some convers i ons , on the 
other hand , were permanent . At Hartington the herbage of' 
decayed arable was sold for £1 . 6 . 0 . in 1359- 60 . More pieces 
of decayed arable were added to this , and the value of these 
sales rose to £1 . 8 . 2. in 1419- 20 . By 1425 the total value 
of former arable leased as pasture was £2 . 4 . 2. I n thi s year 
the herbage of 32 acres of former arable was sold for l~d. 
per acre . I f' this rent was typicel we coul d make a r ough 
estimate of the area of land invol ved. This was probably 
about 240 acres in 1416-17 , and about three hundred acres 
in 142:.- 6 . 
.. 
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On another Derbyshire manor Hulland, the herbese of 
85 acres of former arable was sold for £1. 3. 4 . in 1376-7. 
The rent as pe.sture on this land , 3~d. per acre , compared 
VIi th the previous rent as arable of 7~d. per acre . Hull and 
was a small manor , where the decay of rent on 85 acres meant 
the loss of one fifth of the rent charge . The conversion of 
so rruch erable to pasture on such a smallnanor was , there-
fore , of gre~t importP.nce . 
Such conversions were not confined to Hulland and Hart-
ington . On s i x other Derbyshire manors sales of the herbage 
of decayed land totalled £1. 5 . 3 . in 1377- 8 . The r~ ents per 
acre VRried from just over ld. to 5d. per acre. Nor were 
these conversions found only on the Derbyshire manors . At 
Utto:eter in 1370-71 the sale of the herbage of decayed 
arable i.vas worth £2 . 5 . L~ ., and in 1395- 6 £3.16. 8l . At 
Barton in 1370- 71 the herb~ge o·f fifteen acrec 'icS sold for 
1/ l s . 8d., or 1 3d. per qcre . If this rent was nor mal at Utto-
xeter , many hundreds of acres of lend were involved. 
With the except i on of Hartington , sa l ec of the herbage 
of previ ously dec~yed arPble were not recorded in the min-
ist ers accounts of the f i fteent h century . Previ ous leases 
were probably often included in the leases at the ·.-:ill of 
the lor d , as han:pened at Hul l and( GO ). ·.ve may concl ude that 
by the fifteenth centur y , hundreds of ecres of t he arable 
\vhich hact b6en abanc~oned early in the fourteenth century had 
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been brought into use again as pasture . 
The importance of sheepfai"'~ning in the economy of the 
Honour tl~oughout this period has been shown. With this in 
mind it is intere~ting and relevant to discuss tlle progJ."'ess 
of the cloth manuf'acturing industry on the Honour during 
t he same period. 
The region neve1~ 1J ~c2 .. ue a nntionally importe.nt cloth 
manufacturing area . The industry was always a minor one , 
~nd it was unlikely , therefore , that much wool would be 
imported onto the Honour for rnanufacttu"'e . The local ind-
ustry must have used locally grown wool . 
I n 1313-14 four mechanical fulling mills were in use 
on the Honour at Barton , Tutbtwy , Nirksworth and Hartington . 
The latter was farmed for £1 . 0 . 0 ., and th~t at Wirksworth 
for £1.10.0 . The oth:-r t'."lO were flarmed r-Iith corn mills , 
flnd no separate valu8tion was recorded. At that period the 
Earl sold his wool in London . Tenants' wool must have prov-
ided that manufactured on the Honour . 
The fulling mills at Barton and Tutbury had fallen out 
of use by 1322. Those at Hartington and ·,'firksworth were un-
a~fected by the depression of 1322, but suffered l ater in the 
fourteenth century . By 1351 the ful lj_ng mill Ht Hartington 
was f'armed for 16s. only, and twent.{ yeaPs later for only 
lls . At Wirksworth the mill was Tiorth only 18s. in 136l- 2, 
and only 13s . 4d. in 1387- 8 . 
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However during fue :first half of' the :fifteenth century 
the fulling mills flourished a gain . By 1419- 20 the mill at 
Wirksworth was l eased for £1 . 6 . 8., double its value in 
1 387- 8 . In additional three new fulling mills were built on 
the Honour between 1400 and 1445 . The first was at Tutbury 
in 1400-1 . It was built by a tenant with an allowance and 
h> 
timber fro~ the King, end leased the builder for 13s . 4d. 
I 
i n the f irst year , and for 15s . by 1417- 18(61). The second 
fulling mill was built r•t Uttoxeter between 1401 and 1419. 
In 1427-8 it was leased for 8s . The mill built ~t Tutbury 
in 1400- 1 fell out of' use sometime b etween 1418 and 1440 , 
but another mill was built on the same manor on a different 
site i n 144L!.-5. Again it was built by a tenant with an 
allowance .from the King, and leased to the builder for l Os . 
for the first year , and £1 . 0.0. thf3 year after . 
Evidently during the first half of the fifteenth 
century there was a revival of the Honom ... ' s cloth industry . 
Thei•e were probably sev~ral private fulling mills 7:or~ing 
which were not leased throu]h the raanoria l accounts . A 
tenant at Wirks,~-orth paid 2d. for a liC'""nce to build h i s 
o'm fulling mi-ll in 1445 . It is unlikely that this was an 
isolated enterprise . 
The fulling mills at Wirksworth, Uttoxete.t ... and Tutbury 
continued to ,_york throughout the .fifteenth century, and the 
value of their leases, £1.6. 8., 8s . and £1 . 0 . 0 . re~pectively ~ 
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remained unchanged. Only at Hartington did the mill fail 
to prosper during this period. Its value fluctuated from 
5s. in 1425- 6 to 13s.4d . in 1460-61 before it eventuallY 
fell out of use in the early years of Edward IV' s reign . 
Hartington concentr2.ted on the production of wool rather 
than the manufacture of cloth. 
.. 
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CHAPTER V 
Administration 
The main structure of the administration of the Honour 
of Tutbury changed relatively little during the period 1313-
1485. The system briefly desc.eibed for the early fourteenth 
century was still in use in the late f ifteenth century. 
Changes had been slight. TheEBrl's stockeepers had dis-
appeared with the Lancastrian withdrawal from stock and 
dairy farming in the second half of the fourteenth century. 
The land rormerly used for the Earl's stock was accounted 
for by the appropriate manor or ward official. The ward 
receivers of the early fourteenth century were called col-
lectors of the issues by the end of Edward III's reign, but 
their function remained the same. 
Throughout the period manors were normally accounted 
for by a single reeve, a customary tenant elected by the 
other villeins(l). There were also reeves, however, on manors 
where there were no villeins in 1313, such as Uttoxeter, and 
on manors where villeinage had been abolished by the fif-
teenth century, such as Southwood. Very occasi~nally, as at 
Tutbury in 1322, there were two reeves who accounted jointly. 
In 1313-14, with the exception of Newcastle-under-Lyme, each 
manor had a different reeve, ~ho was in office for one year 
only. Memoranda at the end of the 1313-14 accounts list the 
debts or former reeves, and none had held office for a longer 
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period. At Uttoxeter, for example , there had been four dif-
ferent reeves between 1310 and 1314. It was normal through-
out the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries for each 
manor to have a different reeve, but during the course of 
the fifteenth century, a tenant would often become the reeve 
of groups of neighbouring manors . It was also common at this 
period for a reeve to hold office for several years. For 
example Thomas Con\berford was reeve of Tutbury, Marchington 
and Rolleston from 1458 to 1461 at least. Richard Foster 
was reeve at Brassington and Bonsall from at least 1440 to 
1447, and at Matlock from at least 1443 to 1447. 
Many other examples could be cited. Men such as Com-
berford and Foster must have found the office of reeve a 
profitable one, as in holding office for such long periods 
they were fullfilling far more than their obligation. Very 
often the reeve became?or was already, the lessee of various 
manorial resources, such as mills, fishing rights, sheep-
folds and meadows . For example, William Perkyn, reeve of 
Uttoxeter in 1427-8, bailiff of the same manor from 1440 to 
1445, and collector of Uttoxeter Ward in 1427-8, 1440-1 and 
1445-6( 2), was also a prominent lessee of the markets and 
fa irs on the manor, and. of the common oven . In 1445 he was 
paying £1.13. 4. annually for the latter and £3.6 . 8. for the 
markets and fair. Another of his venturec was to buy from 
the King wood in Utt oxeter Ward ·uorth £31.13.4., in conjtmc-
~8 
tion with two other men. They paid £11 . 13· 4 · for this in 
1442-3, and £10.0 . 0. in each of the following years. Hugh 
Halley, reeve of Duffield in 1439-40, also paid £4. 0.0 . for 
the corn mills on the manor in that year . The examples of 
J ohn Hopkynson and Henry Edward, reeves at Barton, were 
mentioned earlier(3). 
Reeves probably got rent remiss ion on their tenements 
whilst in offi ce . They were also usually given a cash pay-
ment, although on one manor , I reton Wood, the reeve received 
no such payment during this period. Yet even on this manor 
the office proved profitable enough for tenants to be prep-
?red to exercise it for several years at a time. Richard 
Wade, for example , was reove at Ireton w~od from 1443 to 
1447, in 1460- 1 , and poss ible in the intervening years . 
The rates of payment in 1313-14 varied from £1 . 10 . 4 . at 
Tutbury , where some demesne arable was still being cultiv-
ated, to nothing on seven Derbyshire manors. By 1361 all 
but one of the reeves were receiving ls . or more per year. 
The rates of payment were increased at irregular intervals 
on most manors during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
Often the increases coincided with the replacement of the 
reeve by a rent- collector or a bailiff. At Southwood, for 
example , the reeve received no cash payment in 1313- 14, but 
2s . in 1361- 2. By 1387 a rent- collector had been appointed, 
and was paid 6s . 8d. a year . Probably this was a special 
appointment designed to increase the ef~iciency of the ad-
ministration on this manor. During the fifteenth century 
the accountant at Southwood was called reeve in some years 
(1400-1, 1460-61, 1475-6) and rent-collector in others 
(1415-16, 1423-4). The cash payment continued to be 6s.8d. 
yearly. 
On certain manors baili~fs were occasionally appointed, 
often with an increased annual wage . The word bailiff imp-
lies a paid official appointed by the landlord, as opposed 
to a tenant elected reeve by his fellows as one of the oblig-
ations of tenure. Probably bailiffs, like the rent-collector 
at Southwood, were appointed to bring extra efficiency to 
the collection of the receipts . There ~as a bailif~ at New-
castle-ltnder-Lyme in 1313-14, a reeve in 1322 and a receiver 
later in the 1320's, followed by a reeve for the rest of the 
period. The important manor of Ashbourne had a bailiff as 
account2~t throughout the fifteenth century , with an annual 
payment of 13s.4d. At Agardsley in 1381, Uttoxeter in 1395 
and Wirksworth in 1423, temporary bailiffs were appointed, 
and the annual wage increased(4). No clue is given to the 
origins or status of these bailiffs, and it is imposs ible to 
say whether they were local men or outsiders. At Uttoxeter 
the same man was called reeve in 1427-8 and bailiff in 1440, 
which suggests that he was a local man, and that the office 
of bailiff v~s little different in substance from that of 
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reeve . 
At Hartington , p erhaps the biggest of the Honour ' s 
manors , there was both a bailiff and a reeve during the 
middle years of the fifteenth century. The bailiff , who drew 
up the annual account, was paid £1 . 6 . 8., and the reeve 
13s . 4d. When the bailiff disappeared, the reeve acted as 
accountant and coll ected £2 . 0 . 0 . himself . 
Increas s in payments were not made only on the appoint-
ment of bailiffs , but occurred on most manors, in accordance 
with the general increase in wages during the period. The 
total sum paid to reeves and bailiffs in 1313- 14 was ~6 . 3.1. 
This had risen to £18. 8 . 0. by 1485 . This increase conceals 
several temporary reductions , and several cases where the 
cash payment in 1485 was the same as it had been in 1313(5) . 
Bailiffs and reeves carried out the same tasks . They 
collected the manorial receipts , saw to routine repairs and 
subtracted their own payments before paying over their cash 
surplus to the Receiver of Tutbury. I r unusuall y high exp-
enditure was involved, the accountant expressly quoted the 
mandate of the Steward of the Honour, and sometimes also of 
the Chancellor and Council of the Duchy(6 ) . Towards the end 
of the period there was a move towards greater centralisa-
tion o~ the manorial administration . From 1479 the reeve or 
bailiff paid over almost all his receipts to the Receiver of 
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Tutbury. The cost of manorial repairs was met out of the 
Receiver's receipts. A similar change was made in the ad-
ministration of the wards~ so that from the same date the 
collectors of the issues of the "~rds no longer paid for 
fencing and lodge repairs themselves. Like manorial rep-
a irs these were met out of the Receiver of Tutbury's 
receipts. From 1481 the reeves and bailiffs no longer ded-
ucted their own payments ~rom their receipts, but were paid 
by the Receiver of Tutbury. His responsibility for repairs 
continued until the end o~ the period, but by Richard III's 
reign the reeves and bailiffs were again deducting their ow.n 
wages from their receipts. 
It is possible that this change was made as a result of 
the di~ficulties the Duchy experienced with its manorial 
officials. In the second half of the fifteenth cent ury many 
reeves got into financial difficulties, and several died 
owing the Duchy l arge sums . For example, Edward Bowne, 
formerly reeve at Matlock , died in 1461 owing the Duchy 
£2.6.0. Thomas Saperton, formerly reeve at Scropton, died 
in 1478 owing the Duchy £8.~.1. John Paton, formerly reeve 
at Alderwasley, died in 1483 ovnng the Duchy £1 .19.9. 
These three cases were noted in the manorial accounts. 
Probably there were others. A Duffield r eeve also farmer of 
the corn mills owed the Duchy £46.9.3~d. in 1440. In 1447 
£40.17.8. of this was still owing. This sum was not charged 
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in the next surviving account, dravm up in 1460. The 
arrears may have b een paid off, but it is much more likely 
that the debt had been cancelled on the death of the former 
reeve, than that he had paid up after being in debt for so 
long. During the 1440's he was ranoved from his office and 
he was not mentioned in later accounts. John Blackwall, 
reeve of Ireton Wood, owed £1 . 0 . 0 . in 1476, which was still 
owing in 1483. John Lenton , reeve of Bonsall , owed £7. 10.0. 
in 1461, which was still O\rtng in 1464. 
At Southwood in 1478 the reeve for the year 1476- 7 
owed £1 . 13. 4td. , and for 1477-8 £1 . 12 . 7~d. The total charge 
on this manor was less than £7.0 . 0. Hardly surprisingly the 
post of reeve was not popular on this manor , and in 1478- 9 
the tenants of the township as a whole (tenentes ville) were 
made responsible. They accumulated arrears more rapidly 
t han the previous reeves, and owed £4.7. 3. after tvro years. 
Th e total arrears on this manor in 1480 were £6.13. 3., or 
near ly as much as the annual charge. The tenants as a 
• 
whol e continued in of'fice , and in 1483 had reduced their 
debt to £2.19.0. The reeves for the years 1476- 8 , however , 
still owed £2.6 . 0 . 
There was a similar situation at this peridd a t Hart-
ington . The reeves for 1474- 5 and 1475-6 finished their 
t erms of of'fice owing between them £12. 18.4. No reeve could 
be found in 1476-7, and the tenants of the township were made 
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responsible. The tenants continued in office until 1479, 
by which date they themselves owed £36.18.8*d., and the 
reeves for 1474-6 still owed £12.18.4. A reeve was found 
in 1479-80, but by 1483 he owed £12.0.0., and none of the 
old arrears had been paid off. 
Two methods of dealing with this problem are shovm in 
the Tutbury accounts . In 1437 Henry Watson, a former reeve 
of this manor , was ordered to pay off his arrears at £1 .0.0. 
a year ( 7). In 1480 Thomas Orchard, r eeve at Tutbury and 
Rolleston, owed the Duchy a total of £42.14.0. from the 
receipts or these manors. He solved his rinancial diffic-
ulties by selling his manor of Hatton to the Duchy(8). 
It is impossible to tell exactly what were the reasons 
for the repeated financial failure of reeves at this period. 
Incompetence, unwillingness or dishones ty on the part of the 
reeve, and resistance or real poverty on the part of the 
tenants from whom they had to collect rents may all have 
played some part. \Vhen a defaulting reeve was an isol8ted 
instance in a manor's history, as at Duffield, Alderwasley 
and Scropton, it seems li,cely that the reeve had got too 
deeply involved in financial negotiations and gone bankrupt. 
The reeves at Duffield and Scropton had both also been les-
sees of cornmills. When no reeve could meet the charge over 
a period of years, as at Southwood or Hartington, peasant 
resistance or poverty was probably responsible. Whatever 
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the reasons, the dif~iculties experienced by the Duchy in 
relying on poorly paid local tenants for its local admin-
istration are strikingly illustrated. 
Ineff'icient methods were not however, wholly responsible. 
The ef'f'ect of the political crisis of 1322 on the Honour 
has been indicated earlier . Two armies had marched through 
the Honour and had burned down buildings and stolen animals. 
The civil wars of the fifteenth century had their effect, 
also, though this was less spectacular. Many tenants from the 
Honour we~e involved in one of the f'inal battles of the ware , 
at Towton in 1460. Some who survived r eturned to find that 
their tenements had been sacked. Rent worth £1.6.5. on f'our 
customary tenements at Rolleston had to be excused to give 
the tenants chance to rebuild. Rent worth 6s.8d. was excused 
at Duff'ield f'or the same reason. 
Other tenants were killed at Towton, and as no goods 
or chattels could be found f'or distraint, their rents had 
to be allowed. This meant a total loss of' nearly £7.0.0. to 
the Duchy in 1461. 
Other disturbances cannot be connected so specifically 
with one event , but were nevertheless probably an indirect 
ref'lection of' the instability of' the period. The 1440's were 
particularly restless . In 1440 a Duff'ield holding was burnt 
dovm by brigands with two servants inside it. The rent of 
25s .Od. was excused that year. The farmer of Matlock mill, 
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who had entered a ten year lease in 1438, ran into diffic-
ulties. In 1445 he fled at night with all his goods and 
chattels. 
Flight was commonly resorted to by tenants who had been 
amerced. In 1445 various men amerced 12s.5d. in the Honour 
court fled at night. In 1446 five men amerced ?s.Od. in 
Appletree Hundred court fled immediately after the judge-
ment. In the same yea:r six men amerced 19s.Od. in the Honour 
court fled rather than pay. 
There were similar disturbances at other periods . The 
flight of the farmer of the coal mine in Morley Park in the 
1430's was mentioned earlier(9). He owed the Duchy £14.0.0. 
when he fled. Hartington, a manor on the borders of Chester, 
a county notorious as a resort of grigands(lO) , suffered 
periodically. For example, in 1477, a party of men from 
Chester carried out a raid on this manor which was so sue-
cessf'ul that rent of £20.0.0. c011ld not be collected in that 
year from tenants who had suffered. Several of the latter 
had even abandoned their tenements. 
Often the poverty of the tenants made it impossible to 
collect rents or amercements . At Duffield, ~or example, in 
1445, three years' rent on a customary tenements was allowed 
for this reason. This amounted to £1.14.6. Amercements were 
frequently excused because of poverty. For example, at 
Marchington in 1476 (7s.l0d.), 1482 (12s.8d.) and in 1483 
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(10s.4d.). The frequency of these allowances suggests that 
a minority of tenants was in real poverty throughout the 
fifteenth century, but it is alv~ys possible that poverty 
was an excuse rather than a r P-ality. 
Not only peasant tenants ran into financial difficult-
ies. One of the most prominent Hartington tenants of gentry 
status was John Pole(ll). In the 1470's he ran up heavy 
debts to the Duchy. He had been a lessee of corn mills, 
agistment and sheepfolds on the manor for many years before, 
in 1453, the leases were annulled because the rents had not 
been paid for several years. By 1475 Pole, or his son, now 
knighted,was again lessee of the Hartington and Crowdecote 
corn mills, for an annual rent of £2.1.0. However arrears of 
£6.17.0. were owing on this farm, and another £1.14.0. was 
owing on his tenements in Hartington by 1476. By Michelmas , 
1478, Sir John owed £18.8.0. on various items. Arter an 
enquiry had been carried out by the King's officers, Pole's 
financial dii'ficulties were solved by the sale of' his land in 
Hartington and the nearby manor of Shene to the Duchy. The 
price paid was £400.0.0. and Pole's debts ''.rere cancelled(l2) . 
Shene was worth about £27.0.0. to the Duchy in the year 
1477-8. This was the second occasion in the late fifteenth 
century when the Duchy acquired manors in Staffordshire and 
Derbyshire from ovmers who had got into debt(l3) . 
Besides cases of poverty, flight or perhaps indirect 
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resistance, the administration faced occasional direct res-
istance in the form of refusals to pay rents or amercements. 
Refusals to pay rent vere rare, but sometimes occurred. At 
Ashbourne in 1445 rent of 13s.Gd. was refused, and in 1460-1 
of 6s.Od. The chief example of this sort of direct resistance 
was the borough or Newcastle-under-Lyme, which had a long 
tradition of indepen0ence. As early as 1251 the borough had 
obtained the privile~e of collecting its own fee-farm, thus 
excluding royal, and later seigneurial officials(l4). Throu-
ghout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the borough and 
the Lancastrian administration wrangled over the question 
of the amount of the fee-farm. In 1313-14 £40.0.0. was paid, 
with apparently no complaints, and in 1322 £20.0.0. was paid 
for half the year . However in 1323-4 the burgesses claimed 
that the farm should be forty marks, or £26.13.4. By Michel-
mas 1326 the difference between the sum demanded by the Duchy) 
£40.0.0., and the forty marks paid by the burgesses had accum-
ulated as arrears. The next accounts for this borough are 
for 1358-9, 1386-7 and 1399-1400, when £40.0.0. was charged, 
and apparently paid by the burgesses. vraen the bo.:~ough y;as 
in the hands of the feoffees of Henry V, the burgesses plea-
ded dire poverty, and gained an allowance of £10.0.0. on the 
fee-farm in 1425(l5). The protestations of poverty were dis-
believed by the later administration , and the full sum of 
£40.0.0. was demanded. It was not, however, paid. The 
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burgesses ignored the demand, and continued to pay £30 . 0 . 0 . 
yearly. Consequently heavy arrears accumulated and in 1429 
£100 • 0. 0. was owed on the farm of' the bur gages alone . 
A similar situation had developed with regard to the 
manorial corn mills. Henry V's fepff'ees had allowed half 
o~ the normal charge of' £40 . 0.0., but arterwards the full 
sum was demanded. The burgesses ref'usea. to pay the addi t-
ional £20 . 0 . 0 ., and in 1439 £200.0 . 0 . was owed on the farm 
o~ the mills. 
By 1475-6 the administration had at last Siven up hope 
of collecting either sum in full , and only charged £20 . 0 . 0 . 
on the burga~es and £13 . 6 . 8 . on the mills. By 1481 a further 
£6.13 . 4 . was allowed on the farm of the burgages , on con-
.. 
dition that the burgesses ceased certain unspecified illegal 
practices . The allowance was ostensibly made because of the 
poverty of the burgesses, but the fact that they could bar-
gain with the Duchy in this way suggests that their poverty 
may have been a face- seving excuse rather than a reality. 
Individual tenants could not offer sustained resistance 
to the Duchy's demands on this scale , but some refused to pay 
amercements . I n 1445-6 an amercement of 13s . Od. was refused 
at Ashbourne, but we do not know by whom . Occasionally we 
know who such men were . In 1459 f'ive men amerced a total of 
£5 .13- 4 · in the court of the New Liberty in Staf'fordshire 
re~used to pay . One man involved was Robert Hill , the March-
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ington lci:.ryeP mentioned above(l6) . He was amerced 6s . 8d. 
ror cutting down two thorn trees i n Needwood Forest . His 
re:fusal to pay t.vas not apparently :punished, as he continued 
as Justice of the Peace and Member of Parliament(l7) , and 
was collector of the issues in Marchington Ward and reeve 
of the manor in the 1460 ' s and 1470 ' s. 
Another of the men who refused to pay amercements in 
1L~59 was of much lower social and economic position. Richard 
Woodman, husbandman, refused to pay an amercement of 13s. 4d. 
demanded for cutting do\;m trees illegally. The resistance 
of men such as Hill a.11.d Noodman suggests some weakness in 
local Lancastrian administration . 
It was mentioned above that Robert Hill , a lawyer , 
Member of Parliament and Justice of the Peace , held relat-
i vely unimportant Duchy offices such as those of reeve and 
collector of the issues . This is not an isolated instance . 
John Agard, Deputy Receiver of the Honour in 1475 , and a 
future Receiver, was also parker of Castlehay Park and col-
lector of the issues of Tutbury Ward in Needwood Forest . 
The reeve of Marchington manor in 1462- 4 was John Thyrkild, 
(who was also lessee of the manorial corn mill) and who was 
described as a gentleman in the account of 1475-6 . The local 
gentry often held off'ices in the late fifteenth century 
which were formerly held by men of lower social status . The 
perguisites of these offices , which were no t recorded in 
these accounts , must have made these posts attractive . 
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The more important positions on the Honour were often 
held by local gentry in the fifteenth century, but were also 
very often held by prominent outsiders . From 1399 the Dukes 
of Lancaster were also Kings of England, and the high Duchy 
offices were given to thei·-:- friends and supporters. Somer-
ville lists ten :fourteenth century Stewards of the Honour of 
Tutbury, and twelve for t he fifteenth century(lB) . The four-
t eenth century list includes two men with the 1i tle of !might 
and one with the title of esquire. Many of the Stewards 
held no title and were men who had ris en through service to 
the Earls and Dukes in local administra tion. In contrast, 
the twelve Stewards of the Honour during the fifteenth cen-
t ury included one Duke, t hree Earls , one Lord, five knights 
and two es~uires . All had titles . Some of these men have 
been mentioned above, including William, Lord · HastinghS). 
Another was Humphrey, Earl of Stafford, who was Steward of 
the Honour of Tutbury, Constable of Tutbury Castle and Master 
Forester of Needwood Forest and Duffield Frith in 1435( 20). 
These men had not risen to prominence through s ervice to the 
Duchy. They were great landowners and figures of national 
importance, who ~ere given positions in the Duchy as rew-
ards ( 21 ) . 
These men would probably use deputies to a grea t extent , 
but they did not necessarily entirely neglect their positions. 
For example Lord Hastings himself, as Steward of the Honour, 
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made a surv ey of Hartington manor , along with other officers , 
i n 1477. His expenses on that occasion , amounting to £10 .0.0. 
give some idea of the ceremony with which he carried out his 
duties . I n 1462- 3 the Steward of the Honour , at that date 
Richard, Earl of Warwick , proceeded through the Honour hold-
ing courts with an entourage of eighty men. Thei r expenseo 
totalled £6 . 0 .0. 
Despite the penetration into the administration of the 
Honour of royal officials and national figures, some local 
families retained their long connection with the Earldom and 
Duchy. One example of this is the Agard family , whose fam-
ily seat was at Foston in Derbyshire , and after whom, as 
hereditary bailiffs, the second section of the Honour court 
was named. Thomas Agard was bai liff of this court in 1313- 14. 
Another Thomas Agard was feodary in Derbyshire in 1375 and 
in Staffordshire in 1380( 22) . John Agard was Receiver ' s 
clerk in 1461- 3, Deputy Receiver of the Honour in 1476, 
esche8tor in Staffordshire in 1483- 4 and Receiver of the 
Honour in 1486( 23) . 
Several changes in aruninistrative policy have been men-
tioned during the course of this study . For example terms 
of tenure were made more attr:ctive to tenants as a result 
of reduced pressure on the land, and an effort uas made 
during the fifteenth century to conserve the Honotu~ ' s timber . 
Another change of policy during this century was the 
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increased responsibility the Duchy assumed for the land and 
buildings leased from it . From quite early in the fourteenth 
century all arable farming on the Honour was in the hands of 
the tenants. The Duchy had withdrawn almost completely from 
stockfarming well before the end of the fourteenth century. 
However despite its withdrawal from direct participation in 
of 
the agriculture1the Honour the Duchy never l eft the upkeep 
of the Honour's resources entirely in the hands of the ten-
ants , and during the fifteenth century the scope of its res-
ponsibilities widened. 
During the fourteenth century the Lancastrians spent 
a considerable amount of money on the water corn mills on 
the Honour, and a lesser amount o~ the manorial ovens. For 
example in 1313-14 the Earl paid for the rebuilding of the 
mill at Belper, which cost £26.6.3., and for repairs to the 
mill and oven at U toxeter which cost £2.3.8. In 1376-7 
the mill At Matlock was rebuilt at a cost to the Duke of 
£6.18.0. These are relatively high sums. At Matlock , for 
example, the cost of the repairs amounted to a quarter of 
the receipts, less the arrears and decay, in that year. If 
cash liveries are a rough estimate of the distributed profit 
in any year, investment in the mill w::1s the equivalent of 
39% of this profit. 
Such examples of investment in property leased to ten-
ants are rare during this century, and are restricted to mills 
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and ovens. In most accounts no investment at all was rec-
orded, as, for example, in twenty accounts for the reign of 
Richard II for manors in both counties. 
During the fifteenth century it continued to be the 
Duchy's policy to repair the corn mills, and repairs were 
probably more regular than in the previous century. Often, 
in fact, the Duchy se ·med to be doing more than it was leg-
ally obliged to do in paying for such repairs. The form of 
the leases varied a good deal. The most frequent lease 
left all repairs to the farmer, with the exception of the 
provision of timber, which was invariably the responsibility 
we.1'e. 
of the Earl or Dlli{e. In some cases, however, where two mills/ 
leased together , the King agreed to repair one, and the 
farmer agreed to repair the other( 24). 
\'Vhatever the terms of' the lease, the King regularly 
bore part or all of' the costs. In 1416-17 £6.10.0. was al-
lowed to the farmers of the corn mills at Barton and March-
i .ngton because of' the especially heavy repairs they had car-
ried out in that year. These had been necessary because of' 
severeflood damage( 25). The previous year the King had 
spent £2.16.9. on Duffield mill. At Uttoxeter in the middle 
of' the fifteenth century the King spent heavy sums year 
after year. In the four years between 1440 and 1449 for 
which accounts have survived, a total of' £20.9. 0 . was spent 
on the mill and oven et Uttoxeter. On the other three 
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Starrordshire manors where there were corn mills, nearly 
£23.0.0. was spent in the thl~ee years 1440-1 and 1444-6. 
Other examples or heavy investment in mills during this 
period have already been quoted( 26) . 
Though obviously prepared to invest money regularly 
in corn mills , the King showed a more cautious attitude 
towards ~lling mills. Three new fulling mills were built 
on the Honour during this century, and leased as manorial 
mills. In two cases, and probably in the third, the main 
cost was met by a tenant who became the first farmer of the 
mill. At Tutbury in 1400 en allowance of 13s-4d. was made 
to the builder. In 1444 an allowance of £2.0.0. was made 
to the builder of a second fulling mill on the same manor. 
No estimate of the total cost of building a fulling mill 
was included in these accounts . However some idea of this 
could perhaps be gained from a contemporary example cited 
by Salzman( 27). In 1437 two millwrights contracted to build 
a fulling mill at Chartham in Kent, for £14.13.4., with 
timber provided. The King provided tinber for the fulling 
mill built at Tutbury in 1444, and probably for the other two. 
Nevertheless the builder£ must have had considerable capital 
or financial backing to have financed the building of these 
mills. The builder at Tutbury in 1444 and one of his two 
pledges were obviously involved in "the Burton cloth manuf-
acturing industry. The builder was Roger Walker of Buton, 
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and his pledges were Robert Tailor of Burton and Henry 
Tailor of Tutb\~y. The farmer at Uttoxeter in 1427-8 \v.ae 
also probably a fuller by trade, called Richard Walker. 
The King profited from the land, timber and small cash 
subsidy he contributed towards these mills with the profit 
from the lease as long as the mill continued to work. His 
grant of' £2.0.0. to Roger Walker in 1444 was repaid within 
three years. The g1 ... ant of 13s.4d. in 1400 was repaid in the 
f'irst year of the mill's lease. 
During the fifteenth century the mills were by no means 
the only manorial resources in hhich the King was prepared 
to invest money. The scope of landlord investment included 
drainage and fencing , river banks, occasionally bridges, 
and ebove all , the buildings of customary tenants. The King 
also rEDJlaced stock in the he1~d of his cattle leased in 
Duffield Frith( 28). Possibly the landlord had spent money on 
these i terns in the previous century, but this never happened 
in the years for which acco~~ts have survived. In contrast, 
in the fifteenth century such expenditure occurred regularly 
on severPl manors. 
The river which made the land fertile on the Dove and 
Trent valley manors could also cause great damage by flooding 
(29) 
• 
At Marchington, Barton and Tutbury the river banks 
and drainage systems were mended at the Duchy's expense. At 
Merchington £2 . 9.0. v.ras spent in this way in 1448-9, and 
£1.15.0. ·in 1463-1~.. At Barton £4.4.0. was spent on the 
AI 
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river bail.KS in 1480-1 and smaller amounts in almost every 
ye?r. At Tutbury over £4.0.0 . was spent on the Dove banks 
or weirs in 1444- 5 , 1462- 3 , 1463-4 and 1476- 7. Fences and 
ditches of the demesne meadows at Tutbury, some of which 
were kept in hand for the King ' s ovm stock , were re-paired 
at a cost of over £3.0 . 0 . in 1462- 3 , 1463-4, 1475- 6 and 
1478- 9. A bridge over the Dove was rebuilt at a cost of 
£13 . 6.8. taken from the Barton receipts in 1475 . Repairs 
to the buildings of customary tenants were paid for by the 
King regularly on several manors, and occasionally on many 
J 
other•.s* Sometimes the King made a contribution towards the 
total cost of repairs, for example 12s . 6d. when the total 
cost was £1 . 5 . 0 . at Scropton in 1418-19. Often he paid the 
whole cost when a tenement formerly derelict was taken by 
a new tenant . The ea.rl1est 1--.ecorded casu of this was at 
Matlocl{ in 141~9, when a new tenement was built at a cost 
of £9 . 17.0. At Brassington in 11. ~-46-7 t\70 tenants took hold-
ings of :rive and three bovates which had been out of use . 
The King granted £2 . 0 . 0. to the first and £1 . 0 . 0. to the sec-
ond towa~ds the cost of necessary repairs . The tenants ag-
reed to maintain the holdings themselves after this initial 
help . Many similar arr angements were mede . For example new 
bs.rns were build by the King on customary tenements at 
Scropton in 1 ~1 45-6 (a b8rn of two bays, costing £1 . 0 . 0.) and 
in 14L~6-7 (a barn of three bays, costing £1 . 13. 0 . ) and at 
Marchington in 1448-9 (a barn of four bays, costing £2 . 9. 2. ) 
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In some ca ses the costs were recorded in great detail, 
as, for example, at Rolle ston in 1444-5, when a thatched 
barn of three bays was built for a customary tenant on 
thi s manor. Various tena nts of the manor were hired, 
wi th their O\m carts and draught animals, to cart timber 
fr~ Needwood Forest. A total of thirty days work was paid 
at ls. Od. per day. Carpenters were paid 5d. per day, 
sawyers 4.d . per day and thatchers with their helpers 7d. 
per day. Timber and stone '·.rere provided from the estate, 
but nails and straw for the roof were bought. The total 
cost, extending over two years, was £7 . 5.2. 
It is clear that during this century the King ' s policy 
was to see that customary tenements were kept in good order, 
and that, if possible , those lying out of use were re-
occupied. This policy '\vas given considerable financial 
support. Derpite the financi a l di fficulties of ~enry VI, 
repairs to customary tenements on the Honour were not 
neglected . On four Staffordshire manor s , Barton, 
Marchington , Rolles t on and Tutbury, during the four years 
between 1 4l.LQ and 1449 for which accoLmts have survived , a 
total of £12.1.0 . was spent on customary tene~ents. In the 
three years for wh ich accounts survive between 1475 and 
1479, over 212 . 0 . 0 . was spent on customary ten8ments on the 
three manors of Rolle ston, Agardsley and Tutbury • 
Throughout t h is century, in fact, the Duchy was putting 
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back in to the Honour a far higher proportion of the receipts 
than in the previous century . About 4 or 5% of the receipts 
less arrears and decays, and about 5% of the cash liveries 
f~om the manors were regularly invested, with occasional far 
higher expendi tUI'e. At Matl ock in 1418-19 one third of the 
r eceipts were spent on two customary tenements. Cash liv-
eries from this mBnor in that year were £11 . 9.0., compared 
wi t h investment of £10 . 3. 6 . In 1423-4 on the same manor 19% 
of the receipts were spent on customary tenements. At 
Duf'field in 1425-6 18t~~ of the receipts and 235~ of the cash 
livex'ies •uere spent on mills . At Barton in 1440-1 over 20% 
of' the r·eceii)ts were spent on mills and drainage , and a t 
Uttoxetel' in the same year ovel" 18% of the receipts were 
spent on the mill and oven . In each case the amoQ~t invest-
ed was equivalent to about a quartar of the cash liveries 
from the manors . At Bras s ington in 1446- 7 c. bout 30i~ of the 
r eceipts and 46% of the cash liveries were spent on cust-
omary tenements . At Rolleston in 1L~75-6 17~% of the receipts 
and 22% of the cash liveries were spent on customary tenement~ 
The examples given above demonstrate how the expenditure 
on manorial resources continued throughout the fifteenth 
c entury , and how it affected many manors . On one manor , 
Tutbury , the proportion was regularly high . Some of the 
costs of repairs to the Castle wer~ regularly charged on the 
reeve whilst the rest was met by the Receiver of Tutbury. 
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This is not investment of the same kL1d as that discussed 
above , so it has been excluded from the table below. So 
have the costs or the hunting lodges in Needwood Forest 
which were occasionally met out of the Tutbury manor receipts 
in the 1470 ' s . The table shows the amount invest ed as a 
proportion of both the receipts , less arrears and decays , 
and of the cash liveries from the manor . A short sun~ary of 
the items of investment has been included. 
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Year Amount % of Lc?! How 
-s;2ent receipts cash spent 
liveries 
1400 Fulling mill 13- 4 
18- 10 1 1~ Fencing 5-6 
1401 
1416 House of Pleas 1-11-1 
4- 1-{) 6 15i Weir 11- 4 Fences 10- 6 
1417 Ditches 5- 10 Bridge l - ?-3i 
1440 Customary tenements 1-5- 10 
16-o-o 2&k Mills 11- 6-Q Meadows 19- 0 
1441 House of Pleas 18- 8 
1444 Fences 1-Q- 6 Mills 14- 10 
8-19- 4 16 none Bridge and weir 4-13- 2 
1445 Fulling mill 2-Q-Q 
1458 
13-{) 1-k 
"'• 
12 Customary tenements 13-0 
1459 
1459 Customary tenements 1-1-~ 
1- 10- 5 2£ 16 Mills 9-1i 
1460 
1460 Customary tenements 4-7- 6 
5-13-Q 14 24 Mills and weir 1- 5- 6 
1461 
1462 cash Mills 25- 13-0 
34- 4- 0 6o-} liveries Weir and river bank 4-4- 8 
1463 8- 13- 10 Pinfo1d 9- 4 Meadows 3- 1- 10 
Customary tenements 15-1 
1463 Fences 3- 6- Bt 
8-18-3~ 16~ 27 Mills 1-4- 8 
1464 Weirs 4- 7-D 
1475 Meadows l - 10- 5 
5- 4-7 12 85 Fences 1- 18- 9 Barn 1- 6- 8 
1476 Bridge 8- 9 
1476 cash Fences 2- 5- 9 River banks ~0 
9-1-5-} 22 liveries Customary tenements 2- 2- 2! 
1477 6-18-4 Meadows 6-8 Pinfold 6-10 
1478 cash Fences 3- 8- 4 Stable 3- 2-6 
12- 11-7 29 l iveries Meadows 2-6- 10 
1479 8-2- 9 Customary tenements 3-2-3 
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We can conclude that changes in the administrative 
structure of the Honour have been slight. On the other 
hand there may have been a significant change in admin-
istrative policy. The surpri singl y high proportion of the 
receipts put back into the Honour in the fifteenth century 
could be explained as a likely consequence of the imp-
roved bargaining position of tenants, as a result of the 
changed land-labour ratio. 
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Footnotes to Chapter V 
- __ _._.,....._. 
1. See, for example, the account f'or Wirksworth, 1322. 
2. William Perkyn may well have held office in the inter-
vening years also. 
3· See Chapter IV, p p . I~ a."d ( '1 2, 
4. The increases were f'rom 5s. to £1.0.0. at Agardsley, 
:Cl~om 6s. ,3d. to £2.0.0. at Uttoxeter fu""ld from lOs. to 
£1.0.0. at Wirksworth. 
5. The CEl sh payment at Bonsall, Al derwa sley and Brass-
ington Yvas 5s . tlu-.oughout this period. 
6. For example in 1475, when £13.6.8. from the Barton 
receipts v~s spent on a bridge, the mandate of Lord 
Hastings, Chief' Steward of the Honour, and Richard 
Fowler, Chancellor of the Duchy, was quoted. 
7. The total sum owed by Watson was not recorded. 
8 . se·e the Tutbury account :Cor 1480-1. P.R.O., DL/29/372/ 
6206. 
9. See Chapter III, P• I~ 2, 
10. G. Barraclough, 'The Earldo~ and County Palatine of 
Chester' in Transactions o:r the Historic Societz. .... of Lan-
11. 
12. 
cashire and Cheshire, 103, (1951) p. 44 
See Chapter IV, p. i <6 g · 
P.R.O., DL/29/403/6463. 
See above, p. ~I 3 ' 
Cal. Ch. Rolls, I, p. 3"67. 
' 
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15. P.R.O., DL/29/183/2907, printed in T. Pape, Medieval 
Newcast1e-undel.,-Lyme, p. 192. 
16. See Chapter IV, p. I <1 4-, 
17. R. Somer'vil1e, History of the Du~.hy of Lancaster, I, 
p. 540. 
18. Ibid., I, pp. 352, 357, 381 and 539-l~O. · 
19. See Chapter III, p. 12.. 3, 
20. R. Somerville, op. cit., I, pp. 539 and 542. 
21. See also Chapter III, p. i 2- 4- · 
22. R. Somerville, op.cit., I, p. 382. 
23. Ibid., p. 543. 
24. For example at Duffield in 1440. 
25. Finane ial help from the lord when manorial mills were 
damaged by floods was, like the provision of timber, a 
co nmon proviso in mill leases. See R. Bennett and 
J. Elton, A History of Corn Mil~ing, III, p. 78 . 
26. See Chapter II, p. 10 f • 
27. L.F. Salzman, Building in England do\m to 1540, p. 509. 
28. See Chapter IV, p. /84--, 
29. Bad flood demage was recorded, for example, at Barton 
in 1322 and at Barton and Marchington in 1416. See 
above, p. 2-2- 3 • 
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Appendix I 
i The value of' leases of pasture , herbage , pannage and 
agistment i n Need·.vood Forest and Duffield Frith throughout 
the :Co1.1rteenth and f'if'tecnth centuries i s shovm in the 
tables below. The figures for Duffield Frith do not include 
the farm of the herd of catt le . 
NE3DWOOD FOREST DUFFigr.,D FRITH 
1313-14 38- l!.-8 1313- ll.J. 38- 5-3 
1370- 1 35- 6-8 1361- 2 /i1- 4- 3 
1400-1 l~2-11- 8 1376- 7 35-13- 2 
1427- 8 48- 17- 9 1397- 8 37-8-2 
1 Jd·0-1 eM ~ .,... ...... i!.B-8-J!. 1 J l q 
-
-J ~0 1~2-h-0 
11_~1-J-5-6 33-15-10 1ir.26-7 i!-7:-8-0 
1460- 1 31+- 15- 0 11+39- 1!.0 L!.l-10- 2 
1463-L~ 45- 10- 0 1/!60- 1 27- 0- 0 
1475- 6 1.!.5-17-8 1 J. r.., 1 -- !-b..:>- l 38-1~-8 
11.~75-6 47-16-0 
ii The f~n'lm per head of the covrs in the Duffield Frith lher d 
is shown in the table below. 
1376-7 5s . 6d. llol· 3-4 l.J.S . Od. 
1397-8 5s . Od. lh60- l 3o . 6d. 
11+01- 2 5s . Od. lh63- L!- 3s . 6d. 
1415- 16 5s . Od. 1475- 6 4s . Od. 
1426-7 5s . Od . 1484- 5 4s . Od . 
1439-1~0 J~s . Od. 
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Apuenclix II. 
i 
-
The value of the leases of agist:nent and sheepfolooon 
Hartington manor is shown in the table below. 
AG I STMF.J.~T SHEEPFOLDS 
1376-7 10-10-0 li~.-0-3 
J.i~17-18 8-0-0 16-18-4 
11+23-4 8-0-0 16-0-6 
11~.25-6 7-h-8 11.~-5-l[. 
1 1 !.39-1~0 6-0-0 ll ~-5-4 
1}d·.5- 6 6-0-0 11+-5-4 
11 ~60-1 r I'" i"\ h -o--0 • } :> 11!.- L- (• 
lh7~~- f) r·-0 .n }.5 .. J) !· . 7 
1 } '"\ ..,. . 
- • . .:• ' l • } •. 
. - . 
f; .o n '1 t="l• • 1 - i I . .. _ _.. . 
ii The value of leases of demesne meadows on a series of 
manors is shovm in the tables below. 
DUFFII~LD BP.RTON 
(21 ncres 1 rood) (4 0 acres 3 roods) 
1361-2 1-h-8 1370-1 
3-0-0 
13/6-7 2-0-0 1400-1 
t!--13-1~ 
1J.~Ol- 2 2-0-0 1Lt16- 17 
l.t.-13- J !· 
11 ~18- 19 2-0-0 1lt.l!.0-1 2-13-L~ 
11 ~23-1 !- 2- 0-0 1Lt60-l 
2- 13-l+ 
1439-J~O 1- 6-8 1475-6 
2-13- 4 
14'·5-6 1- 6-6 
1483-4 2- 13-4 
1!~60-1 1-3-4 
1475-6 1-13-l..f. 
1~.83-4 1-13-1~ 
2L~6 
TUTBURY 
OBHOLME HOLLYWELMEDE 
(36 acres) (14 acres 3 r oods) 
1370-1 3-12-l+ 1-16-8 
1400-1 5-13-1~ 1-18- 10 
1}~16-17 5-0-0 1- 16-10 
14J.!.O-l }..J.- 0-0 1-0-0 
11~.1·5-6 L~-6-8 l-0-0 
J..l ~_i ~8-9 J!.-h-8 l-·0-0 
1458- 9 5-2-0 1- 2-0 
lh60-l 5-2-0 1- 2- 0 
1L~75-6 in hand 1-2-0 
1}!.83-J!. in hfffid 1-2-0 
An endix III . 
The tables below show the total charge on a series of 
ma~ors less arrears and decays . 
ROLLESTON BARTON' 
1370-1 27-16-8 55-18- 8 
11· 00 - 1 29-6-0 61-2-6 
l} 16-17 30- 1}.j.- l0 58-10-J!. 
1)!)~0-1 31-7-0 51!.-2- 2 
141+'-~-5 31-6-0 49-2- 8 
141-J.b- 9 30-J~-h 49-11- 3 
ll~58-9 30-10- 3 h9-19-10 
11!60-1 29- 13-9 1+9-10- 3 
lLJ-75-6 28-J~.-6 52-0-0 
1'+8tt-5 28-1- 10 51-18- 9 
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BRASSINGTON MATLOCK 
1361- 2 14-16-L~ 26-18- 0 
1376-7 13-16-0 27-17- 3 
1387-8 14- 3-7 25- 2- 9 
1400-1 26-17- 9 
11+18- 19 13-15- 0 21-17- 8 
1423- 4 10-16-0 ~0-12-5 
11.~39- J . ,.o 11-17-8 23-12-5 
1}~}~1+-5 10-16- 8 21- 15- 5 
11.+60-1 11- 0-0 18- 6-10 
11+75-6 11- 8- 9 17-5-7 
1484-5 11-2-0 17-1-l+ 
DUFFIELD BELFER 
1376-7 92- 10- 0 L~0-1-J!. 
1397-8 84-1-9 
11~.01-2 8!!.-8-8 J!.~-6-10 
1415-16 82-lh-' !· 
11~18-19 }~0-ll ~-5 
11~23-'-~ 77-5-9 1~1 ~-17-7 
1439- LtO 78-7-1 35-5-0 
144h-5 79-4-0 33-7-8 
1460-1 79- l l -7 36-15- 1 
1475-6 32- 9-0 
1484-5 79-9-9 32-13- 2 
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The Honour of Tutbury in Derbyshire 
Part of C .Greenwood*s Map of Derbyshire (1822)
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